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ABSTRACT

Analytical studies were conducted for the purpose of defining optimum systems for the
aerial delivery of payloads in the 35,000 to 70,000-pound range and the aerial retrieval
of payloads in the 3,000 to 10,O00-pound range. A generalized approach was utilized
in the analysis and evaluation of candidate systems for both functions. Included in thestudy was a definitkon of requirements for each operational phase, the development ofcriteria for concept classification and selection, feasibility vnalyses of candidate con-

cepts, and a comparison of operational characteristics of delivery ond retrieval concepts.
Selected concepts were employed in the formulation of complete systems, for which
detailed performance anacyses and evaluations were cor.4ucted, Conclusions formed on

the basis of the analytical study are presented.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Techniques for the aerial delivery, retrieval, and redeployment of cargo and equipment
continue to acquire increased significance as a means for providing the support and neces-
sary technical flexibiiity in the conduct of' various types of conflicts, including limited
wnr and counterinsurgency ope~ayions. In this respect the past ten years have beer. char-
acterized by a rapid rate oF growth in the load carrying capability of military cargo air-
craft. Operational cargo aircraft in this category include both the C-130 and C-141 air-
craft, which have maximum payload capabilities of 45,000 pounds and 70,000 pounds re-
spectively. The C-5A, which is currently under development, will have a maximum de-
sign payload capability of 260,000 pounds.

In order to take advantage of the heavy cargo carrying capability of these aircraft, and in
the interests of providing a maximum degree of flexibility in the delivery and retrieval of
heavier unit loads, dgvelopmental and flight test programs are being continually imp!o-
mented in this area. TO date these programs have demonstrated the feasibility of deliver-
ing by airdrop unit loeds weighing over 41,000 pounds. Lesser loads, weighing up to
20,000Gpounds, have been delivered in ground proximity by parachute extraction. Pro-
gram plansjinclude 4- A opment of ýhe means for delivery of unit loads up to 30,000
pounds by this meth,.. Ground-to-air retrieval has been demonstrated with a maximum
payload weight of 3000 pounds.

While these programs have produced significant improvements, both in the areas of cargo
aerial delivery and ground-to-air retrieval, the maximum cxpabilities of these military
cargo aircraft, in this respect, have not yet been fully realized. Improved drop accuracy
is taquired of current aerial delivery techniques at the high and of the demonstrated co-
pability. The feasibility of aerial delivery and ground-to-air retrieval of loads consid-
erably heavier than those demonstrated to date has yet to be investigated. In the inter-
ests of obtaining maximum utilization of operational aircraft considered to be in the
United States Air Force inventory through the year 1975, the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory established and sponsored the study program documented herein. The purpose
of the study is to develop technological concepts for the aerial delivery of militaryequip-
ment in the weight category bet-ween 35,000 and 70,000 piounds and to develop tech-
niques for the purpose of retrieving, towing, or bocrding Into an aircraft in flight, ground
stationed equipment in unit loads weighing from 3000 to 10,000 poands.

The study assumes utilization of the C-141 and the C-5A aircraft for cargo aerial delivery
and the C-130, C-141, C-SA and a V/STOL aircraft for the purpose of cargo ground-to-
air retrieval. To insure comprehensive'results, an operations research approcch Os em-
ployed early in the study ýo provide guidance in the clossificatioll and com ilation of air-
drop and retrieval concepts. Feasibility analyses are conducted in which the character-
istics of each concept are determined and compared to the performance requirements in
each phase of the delivery and retrieval seqUence. The most promising systems are se-
lected ond subjected to a detailed analysis to project performance capabilities in terms of
pertinent sy-tem ,arametert. Data obtained from these analyses are utilized in confunc-
tion, with analyses of system operational characteristics to permit an evaluation of t e se-
lected delivery and retrieval systems. A cost-effectiveness study is conducted to establish
the relative value of cargo retrieval by fixed wing aircraft in comparknn with VTOL air-
craft, Malor results and implications of the study are summarized and conclusicns are
presented.

1!
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II - AERIAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

CRITERIA FOR CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION

The systematic investigation of aerial delivery system concepts requires a sVA of logical
criterlu for dFscription and caassification of the various postsble concepts. As a preface
to the development of these criteria, definitionsore given fEr the fundamental terms which
are used aiont with an outline of the Ic•'k. under which combinations of these terms are
acceptel (w" rejected In the concept formulation process.

Operational Phasns

Reduced to, Nndamental physicol teams, the basic functions which must be performed by an
aerial del IverY system involve the importing of a sequence of metered and timed impulses
to the drqp carto such that Its velocity ts chaned from the airplane flight speed to zeeo
dutrin the time ptrlod the cargo is displaced from the airplane to the target drop point on
the gronmd. Ihe magnitude of the total impulse, which is the sum of tue individual impul-
ses In the st'quenceg depends on the drop cowndtions as expreised in terns of flight speed
and drop altitude -r1d on the type of trajectory desired for the drop cargo.

From ain aralyflical standpoint, It Is advcrAtageous to azsoceate the various Impulse incre-
mienis In she sequ••ce with distinctly d•ferent operational phases. rhese phases are ex-
trac'2eioaa descent, rtovery Gnd impact.

The - -.41rflo-e comF-lses all events which occur while the cargo maintains direct
+yFcat contctwf the airplune hto which 11 originally was loaded.

The Phet EL •Z covers all events occurring from the end of the extraction phase until
rich tigo"me ,vices oro activated for the express purpose of reducing the curgo veiocity
to a toksrahie, specified ground impact value.

The kaecav Pha comprises alo events (oclat•dl with reduction of the verticai com-
porntes o&fP cargo velocity to a specified, tolercble Impact value. It termi•ntecý upon
qround contact of ihe cargo or 1he slock-,rasorb•n• device provided for the cargo. it

opeoration of pre".tmpoctt loc'ify-roducfng systems.

Under certoin opesw•ltonol conditions (e.gi, In very low altitude airdrop situations) the
descent and recovery phases tend to coalesce into a single phase.

The jmyacn Phm. comprises all evenJs which occur between the fir4t Instant of physical
orgou W tact6 shock c•oibing devices attached to the cargo and the instant at which
tih carco has come fo rest on the ground

Reaction Modes

Yhe impulse Increments ossociated vith each of the operational zhmes are generated by
action forces having th-Ir pointf 0 of'd.i .t.on lo•ated at th- o.ft-. r-rom a concept

.a r analyss br mehvor or Me acGon forces is unprora ,
slnce the rosults of such an analysis at best only would lead to a classification of cargo
trajectories.

2
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A set of workable classification priwrsples can however be derived from answers to the tel-
lowlng questions:

o Wherte is the reaction to the impulse-gereratflin action force geneatedS o How is the reaction force itself generted

o What ore the characteristics of the link which connects the reaction force generating
source with the point of application of the action force

In order to avoid ambiguity in the derivation of classification principles, the following con-
vention was adopted:

The term "reaction force" is only used in conjunction with the reaction force gene-
rating source. At•all other points along the load paths of she systpm, the forces
are considered to be "action forces" whether these load paths termirvnite at the cargo
or not.

In the followi•v, the derivation and coding of classifica tion principles on the basis of this
approach wilt be outlinrx in deteil.

Location of the Reaction Points: There are only four possible separate and conceptually
ditterentf locations tor a reac tin force genemrting source.

They are:
o The dorplane from which diea cargo i, dropped

o The air

o Impulse propellant

o The ground

The first of these Is self explanatory.

The second, characterizes all concepts wherein the reaction to th* lmpuse-generating force
acting on the drop cargo ultimately is transmitted to the surrounding air by whatever means,
except.bthmugh the airplane iniltally carrying the drop cargo.

"-impuuse propeilant" characterizes all concepts relying on the reaction of high speed lets
for generation of the impulse increment0

Finally, The ground, characteritzes all concepts In which the cargo imp, ie increnent is
generated by forces whoe mactions ultimately are transferrwJ to specific locations on the
ground.

Origin of keaction Forces: The next stop in %he derivation of classification principies is
concerned WObe rent ways in which thvypactian forces cvn be generate°.

A convenient point of departure for tkhs examination is affrded by the fact that imparting
various impmuse Increments to the drop cargo Implles the perfornmance of asswocted. amounts
of mecrwnikal work. It ts a tbminsoprinciple of phlysdcs that the perforroence of mechanical
vk Inv.olves ........ tisftormon ofv oferwy from one fornn to one or several other forms. A
broad classification can be obtainfad by notinYg $nat certain energy form are available as
part of the natuml environment fOr *o, operational phasos. All other energy forms must be
provided either by moans of a subsyem capable or converti a naturally ovaijoble energy

-- -



form into tive desired one, or by a sub'sys em comprising both on independentenerg"esource
and the means fr extracting mechanicalwork from tho energy fovm contained in tho source.

The energy forms which are naturally available throughout all operational phases are kinetic
energy of cargo and airplane and gravitational energy. Al! other energy forms which are
provided for conversion In order togenerate reaction forces must conform to the general re-
quirement of being available in latent form.

The various principles for generating reaction forces by meaon of conversion of available
basic energy forms are illustrated in Figure 1. Conversion of kinetic energy for the pur-
pose of generating reaction forces can occur in three basically different ways:

o Aerodynamic action

o Sliding friction action
o Mechanical deformation action

In the aerodyr*mic action mode, a pressure field is generated by interaction of an aero-
dynamic shape with a fluid In motion. The reaction force is Oenerated by the aerodynamic
shape itseif which, accordingly, defines the location of the reaction point. Useful work
is nerformedon the cargoby forces transmitted to It by wYioatever structural meansare used
to connect the aerodynamic shcpe with the cargo includingt; configurations which also in-
volve the airplane. Energy is dissipated at a rate which depends on the magnitude of the
reaction force and the rate of motion of the aerodynamic shape In a reference frame at rest
relative to the fluid.

In the sliding friction action mode, q reaction point rnum; be provided. The reaction.point
can be fixed either relative to the carp, or relative to the inertial reference frame in
which the cargo Is moving. The amount ",d rate of energy dissipation is equal to the
Samount and rate of useful work performed on the cargo.

In the mechanical deformation action mode, a react•on point must again be provided, fixed
either relativeto the cargo or relative to the inertial reference frame in which the cargo is
rumving. The reaction 'kwce performs work which will either be dissipated by Inelastic deo-
formaionps or which wil be stored as elastic strain energy in the case of elastic deformation.
Storing ofelastkeenergycan be utilized toincrease the impulse increment provided by the-
energy c-onvenO.Q.n ma-A0.

Converslz- of gravitational energy can be used to generate roaction forces in only two I
baricolly different wayst.

o Buoyancy action
o Direct action

in the buoyancy action mode, both the reaction point and the reaction force reside In the
buoyant body. Ation forces must be transmitted to the cargo by structural connectionf.
The useful work done It stored as potentlol energy In the buoyant body.

In the direct action mode, a reaction point must be provided permittIoa a componont of
the cargo weight to furnish the required iropulse Increment.

Conversion of latent energy to provide the reactlon for-e can occur In either of two
basically dIfferernt ways;

4
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o Impulse action

o Direct actlon

In the Impulse action mode, the latent energy is converted to kinetic energy in a working
medium which may include, but is not limited to, combustion gases produiced in the con-
version process. The impulse action mode includes conversion processes leading to shaft
power input on a propeller or rotor shaft causing transmission of kinetic energy to air in-
fluenced by the propeller or rotor. The reaction point is defined by the location of the
device which performs the final conversion to working-medium kinetic energy.

The direct action mode requires a specific location of the reaction point from which mech-
anical work is performed on the cargo by such means as are most convenient and efficient for
converting the type of latent energy under consideration.

Figure 2 presents a summary of the various available energy conversion principles along
with the constraints on reaction point locations. There are two types of constraints. One
type is associated with the energy conversion principle and fixes the reaction point loca-
tion in the conversion device, as explained above. The other type is associated with
operational aspects and limits the selection of reaction point location from operational
standpoints.

Force-link characteristics: The force link characteristics are tied intimately to the physi-
cal contiguration ot particular systems. In order to retain a sufficient level of generality
of the derived cldssl ication principles, it was necessary to constrain the considerations to
slmp!e characteristics of the network through which the action forces are distributed from
the reaction force generating source. These can be expressed in terms of:

"o Action force load path branching

"o Attion force effectiveness ratio

The first characteristic expresses the property of the concept titat the reaction force may be
opposed by several components of action force, each being transmitted along its own load
path which need not terminate at the cargo. The second characteristic con be expressed
numerically as the ratio between the magnitudes of the action force component applied to
the cargo, and the total reaction force.

In a sum, the force-link characteristics represent an efficiency index whose basic value may

change in steps between different concepts depending on the extent of action force load path
branching, and continuously between different systems within the same concept group depend-
ing on the vaiations in action force efF'ctivenesz achieved.

Classification according to the principles derived above from consideration of force-link
characteristics are in general only applicable when a coicept has been spelled out in con-
sideitble systematic detail. For this reason, and also because the classification charac-
teristics according to these principles are rather synomymous with the relative values of
system weight ratio (system weight/cargo weight) they are not included in the general con-
cept classification system.
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Identification and coding of reaction modes: The information contained in Figure 2 bias
'been consolicated nnd rearranged as showTn-in Figure 3. In this figure, a specific reaction

mode is defined as a combination of one or more energy conversion principles with specific
reaction point locations. The combinations were assigned arbitrary code numbers in order
to simplify the analytical manipulations presented subsequently. In Figure 3, a distinction
was druwin between a "pure" aerodynamic conversion principlb and a mixed principle in-
volving both aerodynamic and buoyancy devices. The reason that the buoyancy principle
is presented only in combination with aerodynamic energy conversion is that in practical
c•,plications, a significant amount of motion of the buoyant body must be expected. The
aerodynamic energy conversion associated with this motion can be expected to contribute
significantly to the magnitude of total reaction force generated.

The kinetic friction and mechanical deformation principles were combined as one reaction
mode, since both derive the reaction force from kinetic energy conversion, and both ure
constrained to reaction point locations on the ground for aerial delivery concepts.

Concept Classification Ma!'.x

If the assumption is made that each of the five reaction modes shown in Fig•o 3 can be
utilized singly or in combination with one, two, or all four of the remaining reaction modes
in all operational phases of the drop sequence, a generating matrix for all possible groups
of airdrop system concepts can be established as shown in Fgure 4. These concept groups
can be considered as the trunks of a number of concept family trees. The limbs and branches
for each family tree will emerge from consideration of various available means for generat-
ing the reaction forces along with different configurations of the action force transmission
paths.

The total number of different possible airdrop concept groups is 923,52].

In order to reduce this formidable array of concept groups to a manageable size, a search
has been made for a set of generally applicable exclusion principles. These principles would
serve to identify and reject matrix element ombinatlons which, in conjunction with specl-
fled drop conditions, would lead to one of the following consequences:

0 Requirements for transgression of the state-of-the-art with respect to knowledge of
physical laws and principles.

o Incompatibility or conflict with currently accepted standards for safe cargo aircraft
operation.

o Requirements for transgression of the state-of-the-art with respect to technological
applications of established physical law and principles.

o Intermittent subsystem operation.
o Lack of operational flexibility.

These rejection principles can be applied at any level In the analysis, and are characterized
by a decreasing definitenes of their rejecting powers. The reason for this Is as follows:

The body of known physical laws and principles constitutes a very stable system which very
Infrequently is subject to modifications and changes. It is, therefore, very easy to decide
with confidence whether a particular matrix element combination satisfies the first rejection
principle.

10



ENERGY CONVERSION REACTION POINT REACTION MODE
PRINCIPLE LOCATION CODE NO. J

A'wodynzm.ic The Air (1) 1
Aerodynamic and Buoyancy The Air (

Direct Action 
The Airplane 

(3) 1

Kinetic Friction and/or Mech The Ground (4)

Impulse Action The Impulse Medium (5)

Figure 3 - Reaction Mode Identification and Coding
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REACTION MODE I
CODE 1  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

OPERATIONAL

PHASE __._.... j
EXTRACTION

DESCENT

RECOVERY _

IMPACT I

Total number of possible different combinatii.rs

r-5[z 51
NCT rl(5-r) 1 923521

Figure 4 - Airdrop Concept Clasification Matrix
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The concept 0f what constitutes safe cargo aircraft drop operation is ultimately derived from
operational e.perience'with proven systems. A particular system will be assessed as safe if
it exhibits a low malfunction rate In operation along with fail-safe features which prevent
occasional systenm malfurections from endangering the safety of the aircraft. Although mal-
function ratms for nny system can usually be reduced to acceptably low levels by concerted
developmental effurts, past experience indicates that certain systems will never-the less be
lacking fail-safe features. Matrix element combinations which are judged to exhibit this
characteristic as an inherent property will be rejected.

Finally, technological applications of established physical laws and principles are subject to I
a more or less continuous process of development and ref!.ament, partly under pressure of
operational needs and requirements and partly due to individublly exercised curiosity and
inventiveness. The acceptance/rejection critarion must, in this case, be formulated in terms
of probability of achieving the required state-of-the-art advances within a stated, sufficiently
short, time span. A judgment of this nature, however correct when initially made, must be
subject to periodic reviews.

The next step is to examine the total number of basic concept groups in the Iight of the accep-
tance/rejection criteria outlined previously.

For that purpose, two matrices are prepared. One of these pertains to concept combinations
suitable for drop ai.litudes < 10 feet, while the other pertains to concept combinations
suitable for drop altitudes > 10 feet. This altitude was selected as a discriminating value,
since It corresponds to G free fall Impact velocity of _ 26-feet-per-second.

Results of this filter process carried out In Tables I and II are shown in Figure 5, where re-
jected matrix element combinations are crossed out. Application of this filter brings the
number of physically possible concept family trees down to 225. This number is still exces-
sive, as It includes a number of combinations which do not allow for the fact that the various
operational phases must follow one another in a regular sequence. By taking this fact into
consideration, the following logical rule is obtained for generating concept family trees by
combination of matrix elements:

",,,An Impulse reaction iode used in any concept-generating combination must appear in the
earliest operational phase where It Is applicable, encept from the extractlon phase, and
mpst be assumed active throughout its entire range of applicability. O

This !rule prevents formation of obviously nonsensical combinations whk.h would permit Inter-
mittent appearances of a particular impulse reaction mode in a sique'ice of operational
phases.

Reference 1 directs the zcope of the study toward Investigation of concepts possessing the
needed technical flexiblliTy to comply with a broad range of operational situations. This
requirement serves to eliminate from further study all concepts which can operate only un-
der very specialized conditions. Typical 6f concepts within this category are those relying on
fixed ground Installations for performing the necessary functions in the various operational
"phases, particularly when ground-bsee extraction equipment is utilized. Also Included in
this category a"e conce.ts requiring obstacle-free opprocch and departure paths approximating
airport dimensions for .;c drop zone.

13



REACTION MODE

CODE 1

OPERATIONAL (2) (3) (4) (5)PHASE -

I -EXTRACTION

DESCENT ,

RECOVERY

IMPACT

Fgure 5- Screened Concept Claification Matrix
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Results of the application of these screening criteria are shown in Figure 6. Each coiumn in
the matrix identifies the basic features of a large family or group of related airdrop system
concepts. There are In all 21 such groups, sub-divided into 3 basic groups, which have
been assigned the arbitrary basic group numbers 01, 02 and 03. Basic group no. 01 contains
all concept groups which achieve cargo extraction as a result of some form of aerodynamic
reaction.

Basic group no. 02 contains all concept groups achieving cargo extraction by means of some
form of direct action force reacted in the airplane, and basic group no. 03 contains all con-
cepts utilizing a combination of aerodynamic reaction and airplane-reacted direct action
force for cargo extraction.

Within each basic group, individual concept groups have been assigned arbitrary numbers
ranging from 1 through 7. Inspection of Figure 6 reveals that corresponding group numbers
for each of the basic groups possess identical reaction made combinc-tions for the descent,
recovery and Impact phases. This implies that the number of essentially different concept
groups is reduced to 7, when conceptual differences in reaction modes for the extraction
phase along with differences between concepts in the action force linkage are disregarded.

Criteria for Concept Selection

The very large number of logically possible concepts, each containing varying numbers of
systems exhibiting different conceptual realizations of the reaction mode combinations char-
acter!zing the particular sub-group, precludes an exhaustive analysis of all possible con-
cepts. However, if attention is focussed initially on selected specimens from the least com-
plex concept groups, Information will be gained which can be carried over into the evalua-
tion of more complex systems. A furtier argument in favor of this approach is based on the
generally accepted fact that an increase in complexity is justified only when necessary to
correct performance deficiencies Inherent In systems of lesser complexity.

"This argument was used to exclude tethered concepts such as the "LAAD" and the "Trolley"
concepts which are characterized by poor force-link characteristics compared with the
simpler basic systems.

20
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FORMULATION OF CONCEPTS

The classification system developed in the previous section was used as a guide to compile
concepts for performing the functions required in the various operational phasesof an airdrop
sequence. The co.-opilation was based on the literature survey and analysis conducted earlier
in the study by study team members and isof a sampling rather than of an exhaustive nature.
A separate listing of conceptual ideas whichonly differ in the matterof minor technical de-
tail was avoided. The principal purpose was to achieve complete coverage of the spectrum
of classification groups presented in the previous section.

The results of the compilation are shown tabulated in Table Hl.

A few observations can be made on the formation of complete concepts by combination of
subsystem concepts for the various successive operational phases:

o Where a particular reaction mode combination is applicable in several successive
operational phases, considerations of system simplicity and weight economy will
tend to favor concepts which permit the functions in all operational phasez con-
cerned to be performed by the same componients. In addition, for a combination
of different subsystems to be competitive, the added concePt complexity must be
offset by real improvements, either in performance or in added operational flexi-
bility.

o For the range of drop altitudes considered in this study, selection of particular
impact phase subsystem concepts has a negligible- influence on the selection of
subsystem concepts for any of the earlier operational phases . The essential char-
acterization of a complete airdrop concept is accordingly described by specifi-
catic,n of the subsystems for the extraction, descent, and recovery phases

22
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ANALYSIS OF CONCEPT FEASIBILITY

To provide a basis for the selection of optimum concepts fer complete aerial de!lvery systems,
the concepts formulated in the previous section are analyzed with respect to the following
operational phases!

o Extraction

o Descont and Recovery

o Impact

The results for the concepts are presented in the order outlined in Table Ill. Each conceptis
analyzed only to the depth necessary to assess concept feasibility. Promising concepts are
investigated in somewhat greater detail to permit comparison with other candidate concepts.

In the final part of this section, concept characteristics are summarized and evaluated. Based
on these evaluations, concepts are selected for each phase, and two complete aerial delivery
systems are formulated.

Extraction Phase

The extriction phase of aerial delivery comprises all events which occur while the cargo
maintains direct physical contact with the airplane into which it was originally loaded.
Characteristic of the extraction phase is a requirement for the generation of large forces to
accelerate the cargo at a high rate. Physical systems compatible with extraction phase re-
quirements may utilize forces derived from a stored energy source, gravitational interactions,
or aerodynamic interactions.

The basic requirement of a system intended for cargo extraction is the capability of acceler-
ating the cargo at a rate compatible with constraints imposed by operational characteristics
of the aircraft. A complete analysis of aircraft limitations is pr3sented in Appendix A for
the emplo'ment of C-141 and C-5A aircraft in the aerial delivery of payloads in the 35,000
to 70,000 pound range. S'nze requirements for extraction fromn the C-141 are significantly
more stringent than those related to the C-5A, feasibility analyses of candidate extraction
systems are based on these requirements. Figure 7 shows minimum average values of extrac-
tion load factor required to hold the airplane pitch response below the 2.5 flight load factor
level as a function of aircraft velocity ,-nd crargo weight. The minimum required extraction
load factor boundai-ies increase markedly with increasing flight speed and increasing cargo
weight.

In addition to specific operational requirements, there are a number of operational charac-
teristics which are desirable in cargo extraction systems. Such characteristics inclule mini-
mization of the following quantities:

o System weight

o System volume

o Modification of aircraft

In the feasibility analyses which follow, evaluation of candidate extraction concepts is based
on comparisons of weight, volume, and operatlonGl characteristics for systems capable of sat-
Isfying minimum extraction load factor requirements.
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Inclined Plane

General -, The inclined plane concept for cargo extraction utilizes a reaction force gener-
ated by gravitational action. Extraction is achieved by changing the aircraft pitch atti-
tude to provide a rearward-downward inclination of the cargo floor along which the cargo
is accelerated to the exit.

Results and Conclusions - Employment of this concept is restricted to aircraft speeds greater
atin 166 knots for 35,000-pound cargo loads and to speeds greater than 191 knots for 50,000-

pound loads. Cargo weights of 70,000 pounds cannot be extracted by this method. Due to
the limited range of applicabilify, this concept is not considered to 6e suitable for cargo ex-
traction except as a possible em,.rgency jettison technique.

Analysis - The inclined plane concept was investigated for application to the C-141 aircraft.
Application of this concept is limited by the elevator control power required to counteractI the upsetting pitching moment generated by the displacement of the drop cargo during extrac-
tion. The pitching moment is represented by pitching moment coefficient increments. The
elevator pitch control is given by a constant value, 3-• CM = -. 520 (Reference 2) repre-

senting the change in airplane pitching moment coefficient by elevator deflection 'rom the
up elevator angle required to trim out a stall angle of attack, or design load factor, ;o a full
down position.

The upsetting pitching moment coefficient increment due to cargo displacement is

n-W - x (1)
'CM =q. s. w a

where n is the trimmed flight load factor at cargo release and A x is the maximum displace-
me:t of the cargo during extraction.

Results of the investigation are shown in Figure 132 of Appendix A. The concept can bc• u.:d
only at speeds where the elevator pitching moment coefficient increment numerically equals
or exceeds the upsetting pitching moment coefficient increment. As shown in Figure 132,
this restricts operation of this concept to speeds greater than 166 knots for 35,000-pound corge
weights and to speeds greater than 191 knots for 51), 000-pound cargoes. Cargo weights of
70,000 pounds cannot be extracted by this method.

The lower set of curves in Fiqure 132 shows the gross extraction load factors obtainable with
this concept. The values shown do not include effects of rolling or sliding friction of the
drop cargo.

Due to limited range of applicability, this concept is not feasible for any application other
than emergency cargo jettison.

Ca tapl

General - The catapult extraction concept utilizes a power unit or energy storage device with
appropriate linkage, push rod, screw, or cable mechanisms to apply force to the cargo and
accelerate it along the cargo floor and out of the aircraft. Figure 8 illustrates a representa-
tive system.
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Results and Conclusions - Satisfaction of the minimum extraction load factor requirement of
IT"2 foxtraction Ofa70,000-pound cargo from the C-141 requires a power source of about
9300 horsepower. It ½s estimated that the weight of such a power source and the associated
power transfer mechanism would be on the order of 14,000 pounds. For catapults designed
for employment in low altitude delivery systems, in which the cargo is extracted at high ve-
locity and allowed to fall without vertical retardation, power and weight requirements are
higher by a factor of about 20 than those described above.

Catapults are not considered to be suitable for use in the extraction of heavy cargo loads due
to excessive power requirements, excessive weight requirements, and the requirement for
major modification of the aircraft.

Analysis - The power necessary to accelerate a weight Wc at a constant rate ie. g for a dis-
tance x is given by

P-=W -" • • g - x (2)

In the extraction of a 70,000-pound cargo from a C-141, a m.nImum Re of 1.2 is required.
The d;stance over which the cargo is accelerated is approximately 50 feet. Under these con-
ditions, a catapult power source of 9300 horsepower is required.

Without restricting the catapult extraction concept to a specific design, it is difficult to es-
tablish an accurute system weight. However, it is not unreasonable to assume a ratio of 1 .5
pounds per horsepower for a catapult power source and the associated power transfer mech-
anism. On this basis, the extraction system weight is approximately 14,000 pounds, exclud-
ing weight added by the structural modification of the aircraft. This weight requirement does
not compare favorably with that of parachute extraction systems in common use.

Requirements for catapult extraction systems designed for low altitude aerial delivery ore
much more stringent than those described above. For an aircraft velocity of 220 feet/sec-,nd
and a residual cargo velocity of 50 feet/second after extraction, an average extraction load
factor of 8-.9 is required. In this system, the catapult power source must be capable of a
192,000 horsepower output. The system weight corresponding to such an extraction system is
on the order of 300,000 pounds. These power and weight requirements are obviously not com-
patible with aerial delivery operations.

Parachute

General - The operation of parachute cargo extraction systems is based on a reaction force
generated by aerodynamic action. Drag forces obtained by trailing one or more parachute.;
of the required size from the delivery aircraft are used for cargo extraction. Parachute ex--
traction systems have been employed for the extraction of cargo weights up to 42,000 pourKIs
(Reference 3).

Results and Qonclusions - A 70,000-pound cargo can be extracted from a C-141 using one
73-foot diameter ring-slot parachute or three 35-foot-diameter ring-slot parachutes. Weight
of the complete parachute extraction system for this cargo weight is about 700 pounds. Para-
chute extraction systems are feasible for use over the complete range of cargo weights con-
sidered in this study.

Analysis - For aerodynamic drag-g . orating devices, the pek value of the extraction load
factor may be appreciably higher thc., the average value for the deceleration period. The
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rcaio of maximum to averacoo :,ad factor is given by

nma x & v , (3)
e a a

ahr ~V= [2 R 1 ] 1/ 2  (4)

Figure 9 illustrates the relation between nmax/iie and 6 v/va. The ratio of peak-to-over-

age load factor provides a basis for the sizing of cny aerodynamic drag-generating device
used for cargo extraction.

The following expression for the weight of a parachute extraction system, including line
weight, was developed from the opening shock force relations and parachute materials data
given in Reference 4.

.0038 (n W )3/2
We max -_C (5)e va

This weight estimation is based on flat canopy parachutes using a drag coefficient of 0.75,
and allows for an opening shock factor of 2.0 and a safety factor of 2.195. It is anticipated
that other canopy configuralions possessing different values of CD and opening shock charac-

teristics may be preferable for specific applications. However, for the purpose of •stablish-
ing reference data for comparison with other types of cargo attraction systems, the flat conopy
configuration provides results of sufficient accuracy. Values obtained through the use of this
relation demonstrate close conformity with currently available weights data as presented in
Reference 4. Figure 10 describes generalized extraction parachute weights as a function of
aircraft velocity.

By using the data presented in Figures 7, 9, and 10, it is possible to determine the weights
of parachute extraction systems for specific cargo :aveights, aircraft speeds, and extraction
load factors. Figure 11 shows the ratio of extraction system weight to cargo weight as a
function of aircraft velocity with cargo weight as a parameter. Extraction system weights
shown in th.s figure are those c.nrrsponding to minimum required averago load factors as de-
scribed in Figure 7, for a cargo floor length of 50 feet.

The data presented in Figure 1 I are independent of the aircraft altitude at the time of ex-
traction and may therefore be utilized in conjunction with any combination of concepts far
the descent and recovery phases of the aerial delivery operation. As indicated by Fgure 11,
parachute extraction system weight requirements are relatively modest throughout the range
of cargo weights under consideration.

Extraction Aircraft

General - The extraction aircraft concept completes the cargo delivery operation in addition
to the cargo extraction function. This concept requires the use of two airplanes, one to carry
the cargo to the drop zone and the second to extract and deliver the cargo. Figure 12" illus-
trates the extraction aircraft concept.
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Figure 12 - Extraction Aircraft Concept

In operation, Airplane A carries the cargo to the drop zone. During the approach to the
drop zone, Airplane A extends a drcgue connected to the cargo. A probe on the nose of
Airplane B connected to a line makes contact with the drogue, connects to it, and detaches
from the nosa to permit pivoting below the center-of-gravity of Airplane B. At the appro-
priate time, Airplane A acceleratos and Airplane B decelerates, extracting the cargo from
Airplane A at Ihe required rote. Under the Influence of gravity, the cargo drops earthward,
swingIng as a pendulum pivoted at Airplane B. With the proper choice of cititude, airspeed,
and line length, It Is theoretically posilble to deliver the cargo to the ground at zero velocity.

Je .SuVLt M, Ju Jslo n - For the delivIry of a 70,00,0=pound corgo, the delivory airplone
must "Ove the ca. Albi,,y ro *upport aoad greater than 210,000 pounds. The maximum ex-
traction load factor attainable with this concept Is on the order of 0.5. Thus, this concept
cannot be employed when the C-141 is to be used as either the cargo or the deliver" -ircraft.
For these reasons, In odditi6n to major aircraft modifications raqulred, It Is concluded thati
such a concept is not compatible with aerial delivery oporations.

A=gjj - Neglecting aerodynamic drag on the cargo and the weight of the supporting line,
the tension In the line is given by

T= 3 Wcs n0 (6)

where 0 Is the angle between the line and the aircraft flight path. At sir. 0 - 1, when thei
cargo roaches tho ground, the tension ts equal to three tImes the cargo weight. For a
70,000-pound cargo, the tension Is 210,000 pounds. This tension requires a 1.5-Inch di-
ameter high itrength cable and an aircraft with a capacity similar to that of the C-5A.
The load carrying capacity el the C-141 is Inadequate for this operation.
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It Is estimated that the maximum extraction load factor attainable due to the relative accel-
erations of the two airmra't Is, approximately 0.5. Since a minimum load factor of 1.2 is re-
quired for the extraction of a 70, 000-pound payload from the C- 14 1, this concept does not
permit use of that aircraft for the cargo aircraft.

Thus, the extracHon aircraft concept requires the use of two aircraft of the C-SA class for
the extraction and delivery of a single cargo package in the 35,000poundsto 70,O000pounds
weight range. both oircraft would require modificatioio to accommodate high concentrated
loading. This c:oncept is not considered to be suitable for use in aerial delivery operations
involving drop cargo weights In the range covered by this study.

Descent and Reobvery Phases

The descent phase of aerial delivery includes all events which occur from the end of the ex-
traction phase until such time as devices are activated for the express purpose of reducing
the cargo velocity to a specified ground impact value. The recovery phase comprises all
events associated with reduction of the cargo velocity from the deescent valua to the speci-
fied idnpact value. This phase terminates upon ground contact of the cargo or the shock-
absorbing devices provided for the cargo. The recovery phase includes ground contact of
sensing devices which are used to activate preimpact velocity-reducing systems.. -

Characteristics of systems suitable for use In the descent and recovery phases are generally
similar and may be ldendical under some conditions. 1nitiution of the recovery phase is pre-
cisely defined only in aerial delivery systems utHizing more than one decelerating stage or
system during the cargo descent. In generai, if a dIstinct recovery phase Is included in the
operation of an aerial delivery system, the recovery subsystem is designed io decelerate the
cargo at a high rate immediately before ground impact.

The basic requirement of systems utilized during the descent and recovery phases Is the gan-
eration of an Impulse Increment of sufficient magnittde to decelerate the carg4 to an accept..
able impact velocity. The magnitude of the total Impulse required Is a function of the cargo
welght, aircraft flight speed and altitude, charaicteristics of the extraction systemt, and the
type of trajectory dYslred for the cargo. The rate at which the Impulse is imparted to the
cargo varies appreciably among systems, but must be applied In.a manner which saikdied a
cawi0 tvr~nrf -C nnlt

Optimum descent and recovery systems will in general posses's features which tend to mini-
mttie the following quantities:

o System weight

o Sysiem volume

o Required deployment altitude

o Drop area size requirement

o Wind sensitivily

o Sensitivity to variations In Initial velocity for both the descent and the recovery
phases

The performance of any descent control device is basically determined by the following:
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o Cargo weight
o Cargo velocity upon initial activation of the descent control device

o Terminal, or steady state descent velocity of the drop cargo in ihe descent phase
o Altitude change during the descent phase

in accordaice with the definition of operational phases, the initial conditions for the des-
cent phase are identical with the conditions prevailing upon cargo exit from the airplane.
These conditionr are determined by the airplane flight speed and the acceleration experi-
once of the cargo dui Ing the erxt.ction phawe.

For airplanes requiring specific relations between drop cargo weight and extraction load
factor in order. to avoid exceeding structural limitations in the ensuing flight ;oad factor
excursion, Yuch as the C-141 airplane with drop cargo weights in the 35,000 - 70,000pounds range, Ifils leads to a qu~te deflhite set of relations between initial cargo descent

velocity, airpline speed at cargo extraction and drop cargo weight. This relation can be
written

vd =v- e- f(WA) (7) j
The relation is. illustrated in Figure 13, which was prepared using data from Figure 8. The
range of possibie initial velocities depends strongly or, the caygo weight ar4 decreases rap-
idly with increasing cargo weight. These data serve in part to limit the velocity increments
aisociated with the descent phase. For the purpome of this investigation, the terminal des-
cent velocity was varied parametrically in order-to define a range of pcsible velocity
changes during the descený phase.

The descent altitude chanes were also varied parametrically. For promising descent control
system concepts, the weight efficiency was evaluated in terms of the ratio Wd/Wc as a func-
tior of the descent terminal velocity Vr, cargo exit velocity vd, and cargo weight Wc, and

also as a function of descent altitude change b h, terminal or steady state descent velocity"V r 'an cargo weight W..

-Recovery phlase parormance requirements are ,Le,,,f,, 161y -01,W following:

o Cargo weight
o Initial velocýty at recovery
o Final recovery velocity

o Altitude loss during recovery.j

For the purpose of evaluating systent weight efficiency data for the recovery phase, a fixed
value of 25 feet/second was selected foi the final recovery velocity, while the Initial re-
covery velocly was voried parametrically along with the cargo weight.

Parachute

).~oqL- Aerial delivery systems capable of atisfactorily accommodatiag cargo weights up
to 5,000 pounds are currently operatlonpl. These systems utilli.o various parachute config-
urations for cargo deceleration in the doscent and recovery phases. A singular advaimage of
parachutes is that they are amenable to clustering as required for the del Ivory of heavy cargoes.
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Resul!s and Conr:lsions - Using parachutes for cargo deceleration in both the descent and re-
covery phases, a parachute system weight of 3300 pounds is required for the delivery of a
70,000-pound cargo at an impact velocity of 25 feet/se'cond. Although clustering of para-
chutes is required for heavy cargo weights, parachute systems are compatible with the aerial
delivery of cargoes in the 35,000 to 70,000-pound range.

The finite parachute inflation time, which increases with increasing parachute size, and the
attendant altitude loss during the inflation period limits the use of parachutes for final recov-
ery of cargoes in this weight range to drop altitudes of approximately 1200 feet.

Aralyv.: - It is not possible to obtain an accurate closed-form solution to calculate the weight
of parachute deceleration systems. Therefore, a computer program was developed to calcu-
late the weight of a single parachute, or a cluster of parachutes, given the payload weight,
deployment speed and altitude, and terminal speed. The program also computes the parachute
filling time and altitude loss during inflction.

Parachute weight ultimately depends on the amount of cloth and cord used, and the type of
cloth, which ;s a function of the maximum stress that the material must w'thstand. The maxi-
mun1 stress is usually expressed in terms of opening shock factor, which is the maximum load
fcctor during canopy inflation. This shock factor is found using the method presented in Ref-
erence 4, in which ihe assumption is made that during inflation the drag area of the canopy
increases linearly with respect to time.

The following equations describe the instantaneous velocity of the cargo-parachute combina-
tion and the fiql Filled volume of the parachute &-r a vertical -drop situation:

dv 22.5 v 8.tf"T.v2 A;'g'tf
T•T A'+ 22.5T - A' + 22.5T + A'+ 22.5T

v* ,0. t T,- 2 (I- v .. T (9)f7 1 ~

I 0
A' = 105 W /. gd3o

V B' = 120(CDS)ma/do3

c = effective cloth porosity

T = t/tf

In the solution of these equatiorns, it is necessary to assume a value of tf, numesically inte-

grate the first cquation to obtain v, and compare the value of v calculated from the second
equation with the known canopy volume. This procedure is repeated unti! consistent results
are obtained. The maximum load factor, (d',/dT) max, and the parachute filling time, tf,
may then be computed.
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Figure 15 - L/D Parachute Delivery Concept
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Four points of major interest have been denoted by Roman numerals on the curve:

I denotes the fl;,ht condiiia3n fori max L/D

I denotes the flight c,,nLtion for minimum descent velocity
Ill denotes ihe condition for minimum flight path velocity (CR (CL + )/2 CRS~max

SIV denotes, finally, tlze flight condition for zero horizontal velocity (CL/CD 0) m

F Figure 16 is based cn typical values for CHft and drag coefficients attained in model tests for
the Northrop Ventura "Cloverleaf" type of L/D parachute. The data, as adjusted to a flight
path velocity rf ,- 50 fps, are shown in Table IV below.

I TABLE IV
f Aerodynamic Characteristics of L/D Parachute

Condition CL C D CL/D

L/D (L/D) .85 .5 .985 1.73

mao

L/D = 0 .9 .9 0

Tests with L/D parachutes have shown them capable of performing max L/D glides with ex-
cellent stability, and also to descend ;n the L/D = 0 condition with moderavc stability.

Utilization of the glide p.rformance capabilities of L/D parachute dulivery systems hinges
critically on the existence of a steering capability. This capability can be achieved by a
turning control system which aligns the glide path with the cJeslrod dir~ection of travel. Turn-
ing control can be exercised by me-ns of either diff'erential Finn ,n,4,,i ments ,n L.- A rnp-,
tioi tip defiections. in addition, means for controlling the glide slope are highly desirable.
This type of control can also be arranged, and is achieved by either adjustments of symmet-
rically arranged flaps or simply by symmetrical canopy deflecftons.

The weight of L/D parachute delivery systems, exclusive of control gear, depends basically
on the forces experienced during the inflation period. These weight rekations were expicred
in the sanie computer program which was used for evaluation of conventional parachutes,
assuming that L/D parachutes genei.ally will be deployed and inflated in the L/D = 0 condi-.
tion. li accordance with available technical data on the subject, a drag coefficient of 0.9
and a porosity of 0.025 was used throughout this investigation.

The parachutes were sized for 35,000, 50, 000 and 70,000 pounds drop cargo weight$, and
for descent velocities at L/D = (L/D)max ranging from 10 to 75 fps. In oil cases a velocity

at deployment of 200 fps was assumed.

Results of those investigations are shown in Figure 17.

Comparbon of Figure 17 with the corresponding data for conventional parachutes given in
Figure W4 IndIcatis that weight ratios are generally somnewhat higher for L/D parachutes than
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for conventiona, configurations. For the recovery of a70,0•0-pound payload at a terminal
verikal vw',loktyof25feet/second, the system weightratio for a conventional parachute is
0.047. For an L/D device the weight ratio is 0.05 under maximum lift conditions, with ahorkxontal velocity component of 41 feet/second.

Figure 18 showt the diameter of L/D parachutes as a function of terminal ver.:ýal velocity
with cargo weight as a parameter. Diameters up te 175 feet are required for re..overy of a
70,000-pound cargo at an equilibrium descent velocity of 25 feet/second under
L/D = (L/D)max conditions. Due to aerodynamic conAiderations and control problems, L/D

parachutes cannot be clustered for the delivery of heavy payloads. Therefore- the size of
individual parachutes becomes quite large for heavy cargo wcights. In addition, a larger
inventory of different size L/D parachutes is required to accommodate the varying payload
weights, whereas a smaller number of standard conventional parachutes can be clustered
rfor a given payload.

500

400-
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0Wc 000

~ 50S Goo3535 000

0 25 50 75 100 1125
Equilibrium Descent 'velocity @ 1,/D = (L/D)max " Ft/Sec

Figure 18 - L/D Parachute Diameter versus Equilibrium Descent Velocity

The glide capabilities inherent in L/D parachute systems appear to offer attractive operational
advantages such as offset del ivery, guide-in descent, reducing impact point scatter, and pre-
impact terminal flight path control, reducing the probability of post-impact cargo topplitnho.
These advantagescan onlybereaiized, hnwe:ver, byaugmenting the syster, with quite sopHis-
ticcted and highly reliable guidance and control systems. For high altitude delivery, the
odvantagesare further considerablytempered by the variability of the wind structure at the
different levels in the atmosphere which generally prevails in high wind conditions. The
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same arguments tend to reduce the value of the pre-impact terminal flight path control fea-
ture, unless the control system response times can be made sufficiently short.

Fitially', the exteiided glide times which are assoclated with the limitations on permissible
vertical Impact velocity tend to increase the exposure of the dropcqrpo to enemy action,
by comparison with systems utilizing a high speed desc•ent miiode for high level delivery.

As a result of the !arge sizes required along with considerations of probable icmplexity of
an operational system, including the need for large variation in stock sizes in inventory,
it is concluded that L/D parachutes offer no significant advantage over conventional para-
chutes for the majority of aerial delivery operations.

Ballute

General - The iiiflatable-balloon decelerator or ballute is a blunt body aerodynamic de-
cefe'rator fabriccated from material of very low porosity. Ballutes are deployed behind the
cargo to be decelerated and inflated by ram air or pressure bottles. Figure 19 illustrates
the configuration of a spherical ballute. Other rotational symmetric shapes may also be
used, inc!uding cones with the apex pointing upstream.

/ /1
, I

Fiour'e 19 - Ballute Deilvery Concept

Results and Conclusions - The ballute is essentially a decelerating device suitable for de-
p-Ioyrent at and'ece-eration from high suple sonic speeds. At speeds in the range neces-
sary for the aerial delivery of frangible cargoes, the diag characteristicý of ballutes are
inferior to common types of parachutes. Weights of ballute descent systems are or•,ater
t,,an those of parachutes by factors ranging up to 2.63 and cannot be used effectiv 'ly ot
the velocities required in the recovery phase. Ballutes do not represent el'ic'enrt ,Jeceler-
ating devices for the aerial delivery -)f heavy cargo weights. They do hav' a potential
area of application as cargo extraction systems for aerial delivery.
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Analysis - The feasibility of ballutes, including both ram-air-infl•ted and pressure-gas-
inflated of all shapes, for heavy cargo delivery systems was examined from two different
aspects. The first aspect concerned the performance as a b.-aking device permittkng steady
state descejnt at an equilibrium speed suitabie for ground impact. The second aspect con-
ceined the performance n.s a decelerating device being deployed and active in the speed
regime between aircraft flight speed and permissible ground Wapact velocity.

For the steady state descent performartcx, ihe drag coefficient affords the basic figure of
merit. E'xtrapolation of drag data givern in Reference 4 indicates values for the drag coeffi-

* cient (based on projected arer)of theorderof 0.5 for the speed regime of interest in this con-
naction (M < .0'). By comparison, a flat circular canopy conventional parachute has adrag
cotfficient CD = 0.75 (based on constructed area), or a CD= .75/( ,7)2 = 1.53 based on

0 p
the fully inflated proj*cted area.fbl

In order to achieve a descent performance for the ballute which would be comparable with

that of conventional parachutes,, the projected bal lute diameter would have to be

O (i .53/(.s) -Db= (15/ ) '/)D pp 1.75D pp

vhere D denotes the projected diameter of the fully inflated conventional parachute.
pp

The cloth area required for the ballute would be approximately (2).(1.75)2 • 6 times that
required for the conventional parachute.

The performance characteristics of the ballute as a dcceleratiig device operating in a regime
of varying airspeeds bracketed by the deployment speed • aihcraft flight speed and the equi-
I.ibrium descent speed, is a function of several factors.

Principal of these are:

o The deceleration distance

o The peak volue of t1h d^ca o..a..•, load factor

o The shape of the time history curve for the deceleration load factor

o The system weight.

The decelerration distance is essentially a function of the shape of the time history curve for
the deceleration load factor.

When this curve is known, the deceleration distance can be evaluated from the expression
t=t =t--

S v= tot+1/2 t9 2_Jdt fdn(t)dt (11)

1=o t=o
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for a vertical decr.'lertion, where

5d =deceleration distunce - ft

vI = initial velocity - 2c/sec

g j gravitational acc:.',eration - ft/sec2

n(t) = deceleration (dragq load factor at time t

t time - seconds

It would appear that the ballute possesses greater potentizl for controlled inflation and drag
modulation than th-i conventional parachute, particular~y when forced inflation by stored gas
rather than rarn-air--inflotion is used. For the purpose cf anal sis, it is assumed that ballutesi
can be clustered as conventional parachutes without s-r--seterioration of the aggregate
drag. For a 70,000-pound cargo, a cluster of eight ballutes, each with a projected diameter
of 173 feet will yied the reqioired equilibrium descent speed of 25 feet/seconj.

The volume of each bailute wiil be P 2,700,000 ft3 , assuming an approximate spherical
shape. (The volume does not change significantly by changing to a conical-he:misphei lcal

shape.) Assuming forced inflatLon by air stored in3.8ft3 MJaerghma gas bottles under 2000 pri..

the number of bottles required for inflation of one bal lute is 2.7. 106/3.8.(2000/14.7) =
5220 bottles. If inflation is carried out at higher altitudes, the number of required bottles
is reduced, but hardly below a number approaching 1500 per ballute. At a weight perbottle
of 20 pounds, the weight oF the complete system will exceed by a factor of about 3.5
the weight of the payload, based upon the lower extimated number of bottles.

With ram-air inflation, the'.e weight penalties need not be incurred. On the other hand,
the potential for a well-modulated inflation is also greatly reduced, leading either to drag
load factor time-histories which are not greatly different from parachutes, or to generally
lower drag load factors and considerably extended deceleration distances.

If peak deceleration ioad factors of the same order of magnitude as oc'.ur for conventional
parachutes are asstomed, the critical hoop tension stress in the ballute canopy cloth will beCD

(__PBallute .1/2 , :
of the order D , times that for the parachute. This amounts to a reduction

• p Parachute

factor of ) . /2 - 0.572 per unit cloth area.

This reduction is, however, more ihan compensated by the tequired increase in cloth area for
the ballute, leading to a ballute canopy weight of about (.572) (6) = 3.4 times ihat for a
comparable flat aranopy parachute syslem. This corresponds to a total system weight factorof
2.6- 2.7. This does not include allowance foi possible requirements for less permeable
cloth material for ballute canopy construction.

Since the ballute does not compore favorably with parachute descent systems on the basis
of weight and does not appear to offer any obvious compensatory advantages, it is con-
cluded that such systems are not employed optmally in aerial delivery operations for the
cargo weight ranges encompatsed by this study. One potential applicationwouldbeasex-
traction device, where modulated rarm-oir-inflation at flighl speed should offer no tech-
nical difficulty, and where precise timing and control of the Inflation process would be
to great advantage.
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Pcetacone

General - The pai'.icone is an aerodynamic drag device in toe form of an open cone of gas-
inflated raoterial which envelops the cargo during descent. Stability of the paracone is
a-hieved by obtaining the proper relationship between the center of gravity and the center
of pressure. When the paracone impacts on the ground, the forces are absorbed by compres-
sion of gases within the point of the cone, through a mechanism similar to that used by air-
bag dcelerators. The paracone configuration is illustrated in Figure 20, and described in
detail 'n Reference 6.

Figure 20 - Paracone Delivery Concept

Results and Conclusions - For a given terminal velocity, the projected area and correspond-

ing weight required foir paracones is greater than that required for parachutes. Since para-
cones cannot be used In clousters, the size of paracones for delivery of heavy cargo weights
at low terminal velocities presents severe operational problems. Paracones are not suitable
for use in the aerial delivery of cargo weights In the 35,000 to 70,000-pound range.

Analysis - D)rag characteristics of parocones are inferior to those of parachute decelerating
37es. Tne drag coefficient of on inverted cone Is approximately 0.4, while representa-
tive parachutes have drag coefficeents of 0.75. Therefore, for a given cargo weight and
terminal ",ioci,'K,.. ^. prolected area of a paracone is amnost two times greater than the
nominal area of a parachute.

Figure 21 illustrates paracone diameter as a function of terminal velocity with cargo weight
as a pRframeter. Required paracone diameters are somewhat greater than those described in
this tfire, due to the omission of paracone weight In computations. However, even this
coiser'-ilve approach indicates that paracone size becomes excestive for acceptable impact
velocltlt &. For example, a paracone diameter of almost 600 feet Is required for the delivery
of a 70,0 (0-pound cargo at 25 feet/second. The fact that paracones cannot be clustered
"-sults :n excessive dimensions for heavy cargo weights at reasonable Impact velocities.

Poracees are inherently less efficient than parachutes on a weight basis c.wo to their physical
configuration. While a parachute canopy Is sublected to tensile loading which maintains
the proper canopy sbu.'e, a paracone is subjectrid to bending strees which tend to deform
th. configuration an,, reduce the drag area. Therefore, provision for adequate rigidity In
theparacone is necessary, with an otteandant weight penalty. Since parocones are deployed
b1 force Inflation, such systems must also incorporate gas stored under high pressure. This
resulth In further weight ratio degradation due to the weight of the Inflation system and the
requirement for gas-tial't material for paracone construction.
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Paracones do not' (ppear to offer any advantages over more conventional systems for the
aerial delivery. of heavy ca.rgo weights.

Parawing

General - The tethered parawing aerial delive.ry concept is ilustrated in Figure 22. In
3,eW•Zrin, the parawing is deployed behind the aircraft and allowed to q9chieve a tra' di.'-
tance, under constant tow line load, equal to slightly more timn the aircraft height above
the drop zone, As this trail distance is achieved, the cargo, connected to the parawing
by a socond or pendulum line, is ejected fromri the aircraft and drops on a modified t•r1a'ec.-
tory a, d;dk-tated by parawing lift and forwa'rd speed. For the drop speed,% of interest, in
order to take advantage of the parawing lift force to reduce veracal velocity ao' impack,
drop hei!,1j"ts on the order of 1,000 feei' are requived.

Ftgurv. 22 Pchrawing Dellyory Coni.vept

Results •(nd Conclusions - Keel lingth requirement.9 for purawings rcinge up fto 80 feot for tl0
PT it a.__ crio. ThIN deploynt i Trw of thf o o air-craft presens a di~fficult opera'tioool p)roblqpm. "

Parawings within the current stafe of the art cannot he towed in an unloaded condition otf
speeds greater than 87 knots, and age thus unsuitabl for uw with modern cago oircroil•.

Anq1Y.• - A parowing configuration having eqocaivl.ength loading edges and keel washow"
for analysis. This configuration, with a 45..-docree flat pla-r.form Ieop und a 50 I3gre in-,
flight sweep, gives maxlmum area fori a given keel length. For thls puiawhig configuration,
keal length requirements range from 56 Fo't for a 35,000--pound cargo weight Ip to 80 feet
for a 70,000--pound cargo weight.

'The deployment of a par•rwlig of this size from the towin, a;rcraf cargo eompartnment re,-
quires thtit the basic wing structure 6e collapsible wid eit'~r foldin. or teletwoping for con-
vient stowage in the ralrcrOt cargo comnparh'nient. ',rGradi.l deployMnnt Is re,,ituilrehd to moin-
tain attitudo control, since any tndency for ft.i winf to sdall cai rasult in a ouddon lolv of
stabl lilty and consequent itvere oscillawry w, alons. -O developmont of tac••,•u'tes to pe•-
mit depl ment of the wing to full fflght plaanfvm while avJ•eldIot a kIting belni',Ior Is a
major problem.
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Parawings possess a limited range of useable lift coefficients. References 7 through 12 in-
dicate that parawings are subject to fabric flutter and buffeting with subsequent loss of
stability, below an angle of attack of about 20 degrees. For parawings of the type under
consider(Ation, the lift coefficient at this angle of attack is about 0.6. The maximum lift
coefficient is about 1.2. This corresponds too ratiobetween maximum and minimum speeds
at I Og flightload facttor of (1 .2/0.6)3/2 = 1.41. The maximum L/D is between 5.0 and
6.0 and occurs at the minimum useable lift coefficient of 0.6.

An assessment was madsg of the maximum practical wing loading for a parawing capable of
being depioyed from a stored condition in the cargo aircraft. For the purpose of analysis,
the wing booms were a;ssumed to be rigidized by inflation. Each boorm was consideredto
have two load suspension points located such as to minimize the bending loads, The diam-
eter/length ratio for the booms were assumed as .05. With these assumptions, the maxi-
mum wing surface loading w. could be expressed as

max

Y = 12100 P. d'-)3 (12)

max

where
= maximum parowing surface loading (Including gust

Max and/or maneuvering load factor), pounds/ft

Pi boom Inflation pressure, pounds/in 2

db/lk ratio of boom diameter/boom length

The maximum Inflation pressure P1 depends on the allowable hoop tension stress in and the
moterial thicknoss of the boom. Agood grade of nylon cloth for parachutes possesses break-
Ing stress of 12,000 psi In accordance with data from Reference 4. In consideration of the
requirement for stowage fo'dlng, boom material thickness would probably be limited to
abovut 0.12-0.15 in.

Assumlng a sofety factor on boom pressurization of 2,0, the permissible Inflation oressure

PI= = .

Pb

For the keel length of 00 feet one obtains

P - 30 - 37.5 pounds/In 2

,'and 2,.=--
an WS - 45 .,. 56 pounds/ft2

max

"Considering that 1he maximum wing surface loading must Include ultimate safety factor
alongj with manouver ond/or guit load factor allowance, a design value for the wing load-
ing Is Obtullneci as

WI
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Using these values in the relation,

L 1 v2
- = - P v cL (14),

Sw 2
w

the maximum towing speed for parawings is calculated to be about 87 knots. This value is
well below the stalling speed of the aircraft under consideration.

The difficulties encountered In deptloying a tethered parawing from a cargo aircraft are a
direct consequence of not being able to attain stable flight while the parawing is in an un-
loaded condition. That is, the angle of attack cannot be reduced enough to maintain
stable flight. Suppose that ,g loading can be increased so that stable flight is always
maintained; thiat is, the angle of attack is greater than 200. Then CL .7 0.6 and, if the tow

speed Is taken as 150 knots, W/Sw - 45 lb/ft2 . This value is a threefold increase in the

state of the art in wing loading.

These results Indicate that the use of parawings tethered to modern cargo aircraft is not a
satisfactory method for tha aerial delivery of heavy cargo weights.

Fixed Wing Gliders

General - Fixed rigid wing gliders were utilized for $ he delivery of cargo and personnel
durlng World War II. Typical cargo glidert were tho Horsa and the Hamilcar which had
payload capabilities of 6,900 and 16,000 pounds, respectively.

Results and Conclusions - Typical cargo gliders exhibit stall speeds of about 40 knots, lift-
to-cdrag ratios ot about • , and payload-to- ros-.w'Ielght rntios ranging from 0.20 to 0.47.
Weights of gliders capable of delivering payloads In the ringe under consideration range
from 7.5. 00 pounds v tol 5.O 50, 0 pounds. Svcn vehirIles oe too expensive to be considered1
expendable and therefore have landing and retrieval reoquirements, in terms of both size and
surface characteristics, dimilar to those of powered aircraft of the same cargo class. There
appears to be no advantaqo In using fixed rigid wing gliders for delivery of heavy payloads.

Analysis - The ratio of payload weight to gross welght for fixed wing gliders previously usad
"1T-'r-7riollvery of cargo and personnel ranges from 0.20 to 0.47. For the most favorable
ratio of 0. 47, gross weights of gliders sultable for the delivery of payloads between 35,000
and 70,000 pounds ratige from 75,000 pounds to 150,000 pounds.

Clear area requirements for landing and braking fixed wing gliders are similar to those for
powered cargo aircraft of equal capacity. Similar requIrementa exist for retrieval of the
glider since such an aircraft Is not expendable and Is not amenable to disassembly for re-
covery by suface transport.

Since a glider requires a trained orew, Is d6pendent upon a powered aircraft for delivery and
retrlevalv and has less versatility than a powered aircraft, there Is no operat'..nal advantage
In utilizing a glider In preference to a powered aircraft for the delivery of heavy payloads.
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Windmilling Rotor

Genera! - A windmilling rotor, illustrated in Figure 23, is a multibladed helicopter-type
rotor ich provides aerodynamic retardation in autorotative descent. Previously utilized
for recovery of relatively small payloads, windmilling rotors provide features and capa-
b'lities for high speed and high "g" deployment, initial retardation and stabilization, drag
force modulation, usable L/D glide, maneuverability during descent, and terminal flare
for low impact velocities.

Figure 23 - Windmilling Rotor Delivery Concept

Results and Conclusions - i)r the recovery of a 70,000-pound cargo weight at an impact
1TTc1 F't t3-25 feet/mcond,. a rotor diameter of ulnost 300 feet ts required. Rotors of such

dimensons and the associated mechanism required for 6eployment and control are not corn-
pat.b.. wi.th aerial dellvaery oparations involving the aiircraft under considoration.

Analysis - In common with most aerodynamic systems, the performance of a windn'illing rotor
Tofl1Tiied uy the following expression:

D= 1 v 2 CDS12 (15)

In which CD is the rotor drug force coefficient and vt In the terminal velocity of the system.

The system achleves a constant terminal velocity when D is equal to the total system weight.
Neglecting the welgnt of the rotor system, the rotor disk area required ff6 delivery of a car-
go weightWc is given by

,2 Wc

S 'k(16)
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with a diameter of 8 Wc 11/2

d ?TP2 C(17)

Reference 6 indicates that a drag coefficient of 1 .4 is nrar the maximrum attainable for
such a device. Therefore, for recovery of payloads in the weight range From 35,000 to
70,000-pounds at a velocity of 25 feet/second, rotor o.iameters ranging From approximate-
ly 210 to 360 feet oai required. These values represent ideal minima since the rotor
weights were .aglected, the most favorable drag coefficient assumed, otod the drag less
due ro coning of the bl'ades omitted.

The problems inherent in the aerial storage and deployment of such a r,'or system a'e
obvious. Sintce the rotor diameter far exceeds the maximum cargo co:mpartment dimension
of aircraft under consideration, rotor blades would be required to fold or telescape. The
weight of the rotorsý and associated deployment mechanism would be prnhibitive for rotors
having adequate rigidity and an acceptable soIidiiy ratio.

It is concluded that the employment of w;ndmilling rotors for the delivery of cargo weight:
in the range under consideration is not feasible.

Powered Rotor

General - The powered rotor delivery concept effects cargo deceleration and co:'.trol of the
cargo Tescent rate through the use of a powered, multibladed helicopter-type rftor.

Results and Conclusions - Recovery of drop cargo in the weight range from 35,000 to
70, 0'-paun t n impact velocity of 25 feet/second requires rotor diameters ranging
from 75 to 106 feet and power sources ranging from 4500 to more than 9000 horsepower.
The weight of 1hese systems varies from approximately 5000 to 10,000 pounds. It is con-
cluded that powered rotor systems are impractical for the delivery of heavy payloads on
the basis of rotor size, power, and weight requirements.

Analysis - In powered rotor decelerators, minimum rotor size and power are required for a
system which rapidly decelerates the payload to the desired terminal velocity and maintains
that velocity thirou6hout the descent. The approach utilized "in ths anaiyis suumed a con-
stant descent rate of 25 feet/second, which is the desired terminal velocity. Since more
power and a somewhat larger rotor are needed for Initial deceleration of the cargo, the re-
quirements specified In this anulysis are minimal.

The radius of the rotor required to maintain a constant descent velocity is given b,/

[WS c 1/2 (8r = Fa

The highest disk loading which carn reasonably be assumed for this application is eight.
Based on a cargo weight of 70, 000 p'ounds, the rotor dlameter required for a constant
des.ent veloci, Is 106 feet, Since this exceeds the cargo compartment size of tie air-
craft under consideration, rotor blades would be required to fold o. teiescope, The rotor
blade extension systen would present dli'flcult design problems, since the rotor is large
and must be extended while acceleration to operational spead.
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[he horseprwer required for a rotor decelerating system is given by

P = -- Tb/550 (19)
CT

where

CQ= Q (20)
3 2I ~PTfr (Wr)

CT = T (21)

2 2
P7r (( r)

For a thrust of 70,000 pounds and a limiting rotor tip velocity of 600 feet/second,

CT = 9.35 x 10"3 A typical variation of CT with CQ for a hovering helicopter indk'tes

that the corresponding CQ is 1.1 x 103 (Reference 13).

Based on these values, about 9000 horsepower are required for tuch a deceleration system.
This represents a minimum value, since design power would be determined by the require-
ment for decelerating the descent speed to the desired level after acquiring operadlonal
rotor speed.

The weight of a power source of this magnitude is between 4000 and 5000 pounds. The
total system weight Including the transmission, rotor blades, support structure, and'subsys-
tems is estimated to approach 10,000 pounds. The corresponding weight ratio is 0. 14.

As a result of the rotor s0ze, horsepower, and weight requirements, powered rotor systems
are not considered to be feasible for use in the aerial delivery of heavy cargo.

General - The balloon delivey concept utilizes a helium-filled balloon, which combines
e-Wroynamic drag and buoyancy forces to decelehate the cirgo.

S Results aid Conclusions - For descent at a constant velocity of 100 feet/second, system
we---4-. t r••ao arIun-fWlled balloons range from 0.45 to 0.55 for cargo weights between
35,000 and 70, 0100 pounds. Comparable values for parachute systems are between 0,007
and 0.01, Considering ccntributlons of the envelope material required to withstand aero-
dynamic forces, helium (as ond bottles, and component values and accessories, the total
system weight Is excessive for aerial dr,:ivery operations.

Anal - The weight of a balloon envelope with adequate strength to withstand aerodynamic
oa In correcponding to a velocity of 200 feet/second at sea level was estimated from Refer-

ence 6.* To account for suspension lines, values, and accessories, a factor of 1 .5 was assumed,
giving

'W =8.78 x 10 5 d3 "8 (2:)

*The Paravulcoon Recovery System by A. J. Coberg and R. A. Pohl.
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In common applicoriorn, a balloon is filled with helium on the groumnd and used to lift a
small payload.. The heavy helium containers, from which the balloon is filled, remain on
the ground. In aerial delivery applications, the helium containers must be considered as
a part of the system weight. If the helium is stored infiLberglass gas bottles
the weight of the bottles is given by

W2 = 3.88 x 10- 2 d3 , -te.e d = balloon dUne-ter in ft (23)

and the helium weight is
W3 = 5.84 x 10 d3  (24)

For a spherical helium-filled bulloon at sea level and 32'F, the lift and drag are gi-eriby

L 3.46 x 10-2d 3  (25)

D 2 C ?Td2 (26)8 pv %D

Therefore, the total decelerating force is

F = 3.46x 1(-2 d3 + - 2 c 77d2  (27)8' Pvt CD

Figure 24 describers balloon system weight as a function of terminal velot;ty and cargo
weight for a CD value of 0.5. As indicated by this figure, balloon deceleration systems
cannot be employed fot achieving terminal velocities reqtuired for the recovery of heavy
cargo weights. As decelerators during the descent phase, balloons aremuch less efficient
on a weight basis th-in parachute systems. For descent at a constant velocity of 100 feet/
second, weight ratios for a 70,000-pound cargo are 0.55 and 0.01, respectively, fogboi-
loon and parachute ,ystemrs.

Poravulcoon

General - The paravulcoon is a hot-air bailkan which utllizeý aerodynamic drtig in addi-
.. or. .o'cny fo•c.Ae f-,r deceleration of fj payload. The system consists of a balloon
envelope with a large opening in the base and a heat generating system, At the time of
deployment, the bailoon is inflated by ram air. After inflation, heat is added to the air
through the opening ;n the base until the desired gas temperature is achieved. The heat-
ing rate can be controlled to obtain the desired descent rate, Puravulcoons are best suited
for use whcir a payload is to b* decelerated to near-zero terminal velocity or suspended
for a long period of time. The poravulcoon is Illustrated in Figure 25.

Results and Conclusions - Due to the relatively long time requ.red fir envelope inflation
and heating the air, deploymont of paravulcoon decelerating s¢es is limited toalthudes
above 10,000 feet. Paravulcoon system weight Is about twice ýChat A parachute systems
for terminal velocities greater than 10 feet/second. Below such a terminal velocity, para-
vulcoon systems are more efficlent than parachutes. However, system weight ratios at
these low terminal velocities are very high.

Analys- Since paravulcoon envelope inflation occurs gradual ly, operking shock effecis and
aitendnt payload load factors are considerably lower than those for pg'achute decelerators.
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After inflation is complete, from 120 to 160 seconds are required For heating the air to the
operating temperature. A6 a result of ýhe relatively long inflation time and the extended
heating tirne, deployment of the paravulcoon must occur at altitudes above 10,000 feet.

I,
Figure 25 - Paravulccon Delivery Concept

I

The weight of a paravulcoon envelope is given in Reference 6, and approximated by

W 1 = 5.85 X 10 d3 "• -. (28)

Using a relation similar to that derived for parachutes, the line weight is given by

w 3/2
W2=9.6x 10-5 c (29)2 p2

The initial heating rate required in Btu/second is appruximately equal to the payload weight
in pounds. Using propane, the fuel weight is

ý W3 =6x 10- 3 Wc (30)
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From an analysis of a -3etciled paravulcoun design, it was determined that the weight of the
burner, gas tankage, and miscellaneous accessories is approximately 0.5 W1 . The total

weight of the paravulcoon system is, therefore

W 3/2

Wd8.76x 10- d 3  + 9.6x 10 5  +6x 10W (31)
d 2.

Pvt

The lift generated at sda level by a paravulcoon with an average internal air temperature
at 250OF is

-2 3L 1.08x 10 d (32)

Since the puravulcoon drag is

D= i 2 d 2
D- vt CD 77d (33)

the total decelerating force is

F=1.08x I0 2 d3 +2. 2 (4
8 PVtCD 7r d(34

By equating decelerating force and cargo weight, it is possible to tCetermine the diameter
of the paravulcoon as a function of terminal velocity. The preceding weight equations per-
mit calculation of paravulcoor system weight when these quantities are known.

Figuee 26 illustrates paravulcoon system weight as a function of terminal velocity with
cargo weight as a parameter. These data are based on a drag coefficient of 0.50 for the
paravulcoon. For a 70,000-pound cargo and a terminal velocity of 25 feet/second, the
paravulcoon system weight ratio isO. 10, compared to 0.047 for a parachute deceleration
system. Only for terminal velocities lower than 10 feet/second is the paravu~coon system
more efficient on a weight basis than a parachute system.

Turbojet

General - This concept is b,24d on the use of high performance turbo-jet or ian-jet engines
tor deceleration of the cargo 'o an acceptable velocity. The decelerating engines may be
attached directly to the cargt. piatform or suspended byj a drogus parachute above the cargo.
In either configuration, the engine exhaust is directe' in a manner to avoid flame damage
to suspension lines abd tlhe cargo..
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K'uli. and Cqnclu.ýiczs - Airbreathinj engines demonstrate extremely high systm weight
:•,cz, even for decelaration of the cargo at a relativeiy low rate. For carg,.• decek,..rition
c i 0. 25 g, the7n we;ght ratio is greater than 0.5. Weight rati&o in this range o-e not
c._"Ajpoaible wil.,P ia rcquirements of aerial delivery optrations.

Aralzis - For t0- purposes of this analysis, only the weight of the jet engines and fuel was
ilii-Iecl in calculations of system weight. Weight of engine cluster structure, fuel tanks,
cind structur-, required for attaching engines to the cargo was neglected. System weight
ro;mi aer tlkrfore s-mewhat lcwer than are attainable in a functional system, but are suf-
fi=1e.Mf!y accr•.aie for comparison with other concepts.

The weight of jet engines and fuel required for a system of this type is given by

Wd= T (C1 + SFC td) (35)

where C1 is the specific engine weight, SFC is the specific fuel consumption, and

vtd v (36)td(no -TF

T rc (W+ Wd) (37)

Therefo.-e, it is possible to write the system weight as

no WC(C 1 +rSFC td) (38)
Wd I -no (CI + SFC T

This equation was solved for parametrically varied values of n and (vd - vt) with the follow-

ing values for specific engine weight and specific fuel consumption:

CI = 0.19 lb. installed engine weight/lb. thrust

SFC = 0.64 lb/hr/lb thrust

Data obtained from these calculations are presented In Figure 27, which describes system
weight ratio for a terminal velocity of 25 feet/sec-nc as a function of initial velocity and
initial thrust to weight ratio. This figure indicates that, even for deceleration at the ex-
tremely low rate c.f 0.25 g, thn system weight ratio is greater than 0.5. Such a weight re-
quirement, in addltion to the large altitude loss attending recovery at low deceleration rates,
Is not compatible with aerial delivery operations. It is concluded that the use of airbreath-
Ing engines foe the recovery of heavy payloads is not feasible.

Rocket

General - The rocket aerial delivery concept utilizes solid fuel rockets for deceleration of
the cargo to an acceptable impact velocity , The configuration of such a system may take
the form of a multi-nozzle propulsion unit aached directly to the cargo platform or sus-
pended by a drogue parachute above the carpo. In ehe lattier configuration, illl.bstrated in
Figure 28, individual nozzles are canted to avoid flame drcmoge to the suspelnson line and
cargo. Rocket Ignition muy be achieved by ground sensing probes or an altitude actuated
device.
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Figure 28 - Rocket Delivery Concept

Results and Conclusions - On a weight basis, rocket systems are somewhat less efficient
than parachute systems for recovery from high initial velocities. However, the converse is
true for recovery from initial velocities below 150 feet/iecond. Rocket deceleration sys-
tems are optimally employed in the recovery phase of aerial delivery, after the deployment
of an aerodynamic decelerator nduring the descent phase to decrease cacro velocity to less
than 150 feet/second.

Analxais - Weight correlating factors were calculated for a descent system concept utilizing
solid propellant rockets as reaction force generators. The rocket casing structure weight was
determined on the basis of the following assumptions:

o Combustion chamber pressure p 1000 psi
o Fiberglass casing tensile strength f 42,500 psi

including 1 .33 safety factor

a Casing specific density 1.66

o Propellant specific density .2 1.60

For a cylindrical casing capped by ;aemispherical ends, the volume of casing ivaterial is

VI  27= r ft (39)

V2 :/Tr3 _ [±.2 ubere v2 = inm. vol__ (40)
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The caging/propeliant welght ratio is

WI w E! Yl ! _

W2  ft Y2 r r 3

The value of the weight ratio for various length4'adiu. ratio values is

4 .043.5

5 .0447

6 .0453

For solid propellant rockets, a good estimation of nozzle weight is afforded by Reference

W3 - 2.5 x 1o4 F.t (42)

wheoe F Is the Ihrust In pounda and t Is burning time In second3.

Utilizino the specific Impulse relatfl'n, F~t I p.W2r with a typical value of 185 f
2econds for I

3 2W3  .o62 w2  (43)

The decelerator unit is casumed to consist of Individual motor units coumbled In a cluster
suspended between the descent control devi•e ond Yhe drop aorro. The weight of struc-
_ure iqu•eid for aiustoring correlates bout with the thruvt ftares generated by the assmbly.
In oio an accurow ca!culation, a contervtlfe xvasamntr coan be mode by assumingthat the weight uf neca•ary structura, fittings and lugs Is

- .1291 W(44)

The system weight con than be written as

Wd IW + W2 + W3 + W4  (45)

Wd A, 1.22 W2  (46)

Utilizing the ratio of Initial to final thrust/wetif.t ratio;

I W1 .0.22 W2 (47)

n W + 1.22W 2
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n

Ww 1.22 (1 -
1 .2 - .(48)

1.22 0.22
n

Thbse relations were explored by means of an automatic computing routine. Results of the

Investigation are shown in Figure 29 which presents the system w-ight ratio Wd/Wc as a

function of Initial descent velocity vd with initial thrust/weight ratio, no, as a parameter.

The system weight ratio improves with increasing values of no. However, as the valute of

no increases cbove the peak drag/weight ratio developed by the descent control device,

thdse gains tend 'o be offset due to increasing needs for structural reinforcement of the
cargo suspension ýystem. For this raacon, values of no greater than 3.5 - 4.0 do not ap-
pear to provide any particular advantage.

Comparison of weight ratios shown In Figure 29 with those for parachute systems from
Figure 14 ihdicates that parachute system- are, In general, more efficient for recovery
from high Initial velocities. For recovery from a velocity of 200 feet/second, weight
ratios corresponding to a 70,000-poundt cargo are .047 for 2 parachute sysism and .057
for 0 rockyt system with n a i4.0.

However, there does appear to be some advantage In the use of rocket decelerating sys-
tems In confunfutlon with paraichute systems. If a parachute system Is used to de,;elerato
the cargo from 200 to 100 feet/second, the weight ratto to 0.01 . The weight ratio for a
rocket systom capable. of decelerating the cargo froin 100 to 25 feet/second is 0.023. The
combined ratio Is 0.033, compared to 0,047 for a recovery system using parachutes alone.

"Y'he differen:e botwten ilia systems amounts to about 1000 pounds of system weight fer .1
70, 000-pound car'go.

A sstemn utilizing parachutes during the descent phase and rockets for final recovery pro-
vicu the most favorable weight f-lyuras of any concept investigated. In addition, it pro-
vides some attractive operational features, including a relatively fast descent and a short
rtcovery distance.

Impact Phase

The Impact phoage of he aer!ol doivacv pracess. compris-e ail eveo,'5 which occur between
Initiai ground contact of the cargo, or attachments to the cargo, anq the time when the
cargo velocity Is reduced to zero'. Since a dellnition of the Impact phase spocifles a re-
quirement for contact with ground, concepts postulated for ut iZotlonn in this phase are
limited to those Involving reactions with the ground. Practica! yyskcol systems capable
of rmducIng cargo velocity under ihls limitation take the fzrrn of materials or mechanisms
designed *o absorb or dissipate the kinetic energy of 'he cargo.

General requlrarmonts of systems to be utill!ed during the impact phase are the following:

o Abtrption or dlecipation of (he total cargo kinetic energy
o Deceleration of the cargo at a rote consistent with acceptable cargo loading

in this study, the kinetic energy which must be absorbed or dissipated during Impact cor-
rooponds to wights betweren 3.,00s.) onn 70,000 pounds at valocitles ranging up to 80 feet
per necond. These energles range from 2.17 x Ids foot pounds for a cargo weight of 35, 000
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pounds at a velocity of 20 feet per second to 6.96 x 10 foot pounds for a cargo weight of
70,000 pounds at a velocity of 80 feet per second. The maximum acceptable deceleration
rate depends upon the fragility of the cawgo and the method of packaging for delivery. For
purposes of this study, cargo deceleration rates of 5, 10, 15 and 20 g are assumed.

In addition to the general requirements specified above, there are severr! operational
characteristics which are desirable in impact cushioning systems. Desrable characteristics
include minimization of !he following quantities:

o Deceleration stroke

o System weight

o System volume

o Sensitivity to variations in vertical velocity

o Sensitivity to horizontal veaocity

o Sensitivity to variotion in impact attitude

In an optimum impact attenuation system, the -stroke of the energy absorbing material or
mechanism should be the minimum consistent with other system requirements. The length
of the deceleration stroke influences the maximum cargo heig'ht for storage and extraction
from the aircraft. The mikimum stroke provides the lowest center of gravity upon ground
impact, thus decreasing toppling tendencies of the load and sensitivity of the system to
slight variations in platform attitude. Values of the ideal deceleration stroke are shown as fnmoton
of impact velocity and decelaration rate in Figure 30.

Th, desirability of minimizing the weight and volume of impact attenuation systems resuits
from akrcruft payload and cargo volume limitations. In addition, a low impact system
weight decreases the requirements placed on systems utilizbd in the extraction, descent,
and recovery phases of aerial delivery.

The perfonnance of descent and recovery systems varies over a finte range ca :3 result of
inherent system limitations and varoiewtK.. in 614 oeŽrattl.anel environen.. Tekrefore, H 4
necessary that the impact attenuafion sy,• be capable of satisfactory operation when 2

pertinent impact parametern deviate from nominal values. An acceptabgle impact system
should poesess some insensitivity to cargo horizontal velocity and small variations in cargo 1
vertical velocity and cargo attitude.

In evaluating the feasibility of candidate impact attenuation concepts, primary consideration
was givbn to the weight and volume of systems compatible with cushioning payloads in the
35,000 to 70,000-pound range. For concepts havirg accdeptable weight and volume require-
menos, secondary factors were considered, including deceleiation stroke and sensitivity to
variations in Impact parameters.

Displacement Type HyLdrulic Shock Absorber

G -r- -. O-... O. gbs.
t t imf systernn utsm in . "he metere uIo of uluid through a rfc

are capable of generating o(r sustaining large forces for sivmt thire pervods, and thus appear
to be compatible with the requirements attending the cushkoning of heavy payloads.
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The basic components of a system of this type are one or more folukilled Piston-cylinderdevices rigidly attached to the cargo platform. Th_ Cyrnders are attached to the platform
Jc a ' atacent to the piston extends below the platform. Thus, as the Pletformapproaches the ground, the piston is driven into the cylinder, forcing fluid through an ori-fice near tke top of the cylinder. Forces of the magnitde required in the impact phase ofaerial delivery are obtainable through proper szing of the pston, cyU nder, and orifice.Results and Conclusions - The weight of a hydraulic shock absorbing sytem capable of d-oce eruting a 70, 0 0 0-pund payload with on Irnpact velocity of 25 feet, second at 8 constant

rate of 2%g is etimated to be betw3en 2000 ard 3000 pounds,, This is frrm 6 to 9 times ahe
weiglit of paper honeycomb required for similar Impact condtions. Such a deceleration t's-
tern requires extensive structural ,o-ifjca•.io of th, cargo pltform and is highly sensitive to

pltioyne impact attitude. It Is concluded that hydraulic shock absorbers are not oDtimollyemployed in the deceleration of heavy payloads in the impact pha•, of aerial deliv'ery opera- ;
tions.,
Anolvs;" 6- sbdescribed in Reference 15, the force on the piston in a hydraulic shock ab-sorber I'sgiven by.

A 2

F.A p 
(49)

c A
where the subscripts p and o refer to the piston and orifice, respectively, and c is the,efflux jet contraction coefficient. In the operation of such a sytem, the piston v4cityv decreases from the impact velocity vI to zero as the cargo platform is deceleratew4.,nthe force on the piston varies as the square of the iston the decelertingforce on the cargo decreases rahpy as the piston veloci..t. P ea ekty, eThe net result of this voriation is a deceleration distance MUch greater than that required

for a constant deCAlrating force. Deceleration distances Significantly greater than thoseobtained under constant deceleraJtion. are not desirable for as glal delivery operations,hIt is possible to 'tnfn a tConstanto orce ort ' the on by varying the orifice area duringthe piston stroke such that the ratioyg 
osce irnI2

I

v2 2

C A
remains tonecant.

Since(4 
2s1/00

It Is seen :hat t.e or:fice are must be steadily decr"--sd durin tho deceleration A me.. an-le- tyta caal r o f v ary, n ito i o riice- Or. .... the _ rh ..... r ,r.qurea would boe quite.omplx. However, It Is possible to vary the -effeotive orPl"ce aroo by using several orifices
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spaced at appropriate distances along *.e length of the cylinder. Utilizing this technique,
the orifice area is decreased by the piston progressing through the cylinder and sealing ori-
fices in 2he cylinder walls.

For purposes of illustration, assume the use of four shock absorbing cylinders for the 20g de-
celeration of a 70, 000-pound cargo with an impact velocity of 25 feet per second. If the
efflux velocity from the orifices is limifed to 200 feet per second, resulting in a fluid pres-
sure of 270 pounds per square inch, each piston must have an area of 1296 square i~ches, or
a diameter of 40.7 inches. For a consrant 2 0g deceleration, the piston stroke is 4,15 inches.

Using the equations describing *,e structural characteristics of thick-walled cylincvrs, it is
possible to estimate the weight of the shock absorbing system. If the piston and cy~lnder are
made of medium carbon steel and water is used a, the wodring fluid, the weight of oach rhm-k
absorber is about 260 pounds. Thus, the total weight of the active components is 1040 pounds.
This value does not include the weight of structural components required to transmit the im-
pact velocity to the piston, secure the cylinders to the cargo platform, and distribute the
forces over the platform area.

It is estimated that the total system weight would be. greater than the weight of the active
components by a factor between two Lid three. Thus the total system weight would be be-
tween 2000 aid 3000 pounds, or froin 6 to 9 times the weig%t of paper honeycomb required
under these impact conditions.

Although it is possible to use hydraulic shock absorbers for impact attenuation in the aerial
delivery of heavy payloads, such an application incurs a significant weight penalty Gs com-
pared to cushioning techniques currently in use. I In addition, vich c system requires exten-
sive structural modification of the cargo platforn and demonstrates high sensitivity to varia-
tions in platfonn attitude at impact.

Displacement Type Peumatic Shock Absorber (Airbog)

General - In current pneumatic cushioning systems, airbags are utilized In cylir~drical or
-arre_-l-s'haped configuations which collapse for storage under the cargo platform. Upon

extraction of the cargo from the aircraft, the airbags are atlowed to ettef,. under the force
of gravity. The airbags fill with air at atmospheric pressure vs the ei " -,n occurs.

Upon contact with the ground, air is compressed and forced thaugh or. ,ces of suitable size
aus the airbagq volume is decreased;, The rpre:s.1re of .the1 aior coniair," .-n the ao.rbag gn~e
the decelerating force applied to the cargo platform.

Results and Conclusions - On a weight basis, airbag c6ecelerating sys;ems compare bavombly
with systernsutilizing 9L structural deformat-on of honeycomb materials. In ucdition, since

the airbags collapse for storage, volume requirements of airbag decelerators are similar to
those'for honeycomb materials. Disadvantages inheren in the employmentof airbapdecelero-
tors include an extremely long deceleration stroke and senitivity to horizontal velocity and
platform attitude. Utilization of alrbag decelerators for the cusshioning of payloads in the

35, 000to70000-pound range tuires aidbag pressures apomotely twice as great as any
previously used, with a oorrsponding increase in the weight of construction materials. An
absoluto determination of the operatialoa characteristics of airbags designed for heavy pay-
loads can be obtained only through eaxi*nmental investigatioars. Howevwr, on the basis of
current test results applicable to light eiayai, airbag decelertor appear to be inero ,•
cushioning techniquN uti.i.zing doa le stm e es.
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Ainoysis - Several series of tests (Reference 16) have been conducted to demonstrate the
FeR Wity of pneumatic shock absorbers, with mixed results. Tests conduc-ld prev;osly,

utilized airbags designed for payload weights significantly below the 35,000 to 70,000-
weight range of interest In this study, and therefore may be of questionable applicability.
However, approximate oiemrational charc-teristics of airxag decelerators may be obtained
from these test results.

Major problems ihherent in arbag decelerat•ng systems are the long deceleration strole,
sensitivity to horizontal velocity and platforn attitude, and the relatively high air pressure
required for heavy payloads.

Due to The compressibil~ty of air, a large fraction of the total aid•g stroke is required to
buiOd up the necessary Internal FTessure to begin d- •:eleration of the payload. Thu,, ther decelerati~on rate varies throughout the stroke. Gwo~equ~ently, the deceleration distance is

much greater than the ideal value obftined, from a corl3tant deceleration rate. Test results
indicate that deceleration strokes for airbags range from two to five times the ideal value,
depegding upon airLag design. TUe primary disadvantage of this characteristic is that it
increcises the Iaight of the cargo center-ol-gravity dusing the early portion of the dectlera-
tion, thus incre-0, the tendrtncy of the cargo to topple.

Aimbag performance is predictable only when compression forces are applied evenly in the
direction of the bag axis, Airbags; are therefore rather sensitive to cargo horizonwl velc-
clity and the attitude of the cargu plaf6rm upon ground contact. Airbags have been oh-
,erved to shear or buckle uwder conditions attending moderate horizontal velocities and
deviation of the platforrnom hornronial.

Utilization of airbags for deceleration of payloads in the 35, 000 to 70, 000-pourd range
requires air pressures appreciably higher than those currently employed. Assuming a 9 x
56--foot platform for a 70,000-pound cargo, It is possible to attach 54 airbags with 3-foot
diameters to the platform. The total area over which force Is applied is about 1520 square
feet. For deceleration at the rate of 20g, em average pressure of 26.8 pounds/Inct 2 is
required in each bag. This is significantly greater than the average pressures of 6 to 15
pounds/inch2 used in cui-ent airbag &esigns. It is anticipated that airbags capable of opera-
ting under pressures in the vequired range could be designed. However, their corwstructior
would require the uso of heaAe- materials whose lack of flexibility would mssibl, pro-
cmude exter,.4on of the a|rb-ag; by grcvi re. In sueh a case, bag extension could be accom-plished by pre-pressurization utilizing compressed air or small explosive charges. A

Airbag performance may be improved by Incorporating c6anges. designed t. decrease the re-
quIred deceleration stroke and sensitivity to horizontal velocity und platkorm ,tt-uodo, Sug-
gested •-honges Include pre-pressurization of airbags, use of compartmented alrbags, and use
of variable diameter orifices. However, airbags utili zing such Improvenmants have not yet
been demonstrated.

Turbulent Drag Hydraulic Brake

•qzneral - A braking system based on turbulent drag effects utilizes the resistance of fluid
mF€ mJi-- the motion of high-drag configurations. Such a system designed for cargo decelera-
tion during impact assumes thne form of one or more multi-vaned r0or-sta!or con.• t•toh_---ns
immersed in the working fluid. Appropriote mechanical linkages are required to translute
t:•e vertlcal moilon of the cargo into motion of the rotors.
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Reiults and Conclusions - A turbulent drag hydraulic broking system capable c4f decelera-
tig-0-7,=P,-=n'l-rgo with an impact velocit' of 25 feet/second at the rate of 20 g
requires an acti've surface area of approximately 2400 square feet. The weight and volume
of a system havng an area of this size arc obviously excessive for use in aerial delivery
operations. The range of operating conditions for which systems ut'lizing fluid drag are ef-
ficlent energy abmrbers does not include those attending the impact phase of aerial delivery.

A y - For a genteralized fluid drag braking system, the force on a surface of area A and
vlcify v, moving ihrough a fluid ofdrnsity p/, is giv~n by

F C A( PV2 ) (51),
2

Assuming a drg coefficient of 1, a velocity of 25 feet per second, and water as the working
fluid, a drag area of 2400 square feet is required for a system capable of decelerating a
70,000-pound cargo at a rate of 20 g. A fluid drag Lraking system with moving surfaces of
such an area capable of sustafrfng the forces inherent in the Impact phase of aerial delivery
would be unacceptable due to both volume aonv weight consideration;.

Since, for a given surface area, the forc#, resulting frcm fluid drag varios as the square of
the velocity, amea roquirements decrease rapidly with ;ncreasing velocities. However,
any decrease in system size and weight resulting from the use of a higher velocity would
"be largely eliminated by the size and weight of the mechanism required to generate a ve-
locity In the braking system greater than the cargo Impact velocity.

Viscous Drag Hydraulic Brke

General - An energy aboorption system based on viscous drag effects utilizes the resistance
to sliar nq exhibited by a fluid between wo surfaces in relative motion. A braking system
of this type may assume the form of concentric rotating drums or proprly positioned plane
surfaces Immersed In the working fluid. Appropriate mechanical linkages are required to
translate the vertical motio, of ,he cargo Iine relative motion of the surfaces.

pomnd Idyload with an -initial velo 9 ity of 25 feet/secoond at the rate of 20 g requires a mov-
ing surface area of about 2.8 x 10 square feet. A merhunism with an area requirement of
this .magnltude Is obviously Imprac•ical for use in aerial delivery operations.

S- This analysis assumes oi generalized viscous drag braking system comprised of
70o aa acent surfaces of undefined configuration with appropriate mechahical linkages for
transforming the kinefic energy of the cargo into motion of one of the surfaces. If fluid
movement between the surfaces is onsildered to be laminar, th, viscous force opposing motion
of the surface Is given by

P - n .Av (52)
x

where x Is the distance between thih surfaces.

Foi a braking system with g surfacso separatlun of 1072 feet utilizing water as a work~ng fluid,
a surface area of 2.8 x 10' squarf feet is required to decelerate a 70,000-pound cargo at
20 g. This calculation assumes a constant velocity of 25 feet per secor.d for the moving sur-
face.
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It is obvious that o mechaoism possessing such an area requirement is not compatible
with the dervaords o. :lariat delivery operations. The required area can be reduced by
mJbilzing a moru, viscous wor.ing fluid and increasing the velocity of the moving sur-
face. Hlowever, based on reasonable values for these quantities, the area require-
Aient cannoi be reduced to an acceptable value.

Mechanical Friction Brake

General - Braking systems utilizing forces generated by mechanical Criction between
moving surfaces dissipate the cargo knetic energy in the foenn of heat. The physical
configuration' of systems using this method of energy dissipation may take the form of
disks, expanding drums, bands, or rails.

Results and Concl~uior0• - A niechanicat braking system cmpable of decelerating a
7-00P- cao w•th an intpacf:c velocity of 25 feet/second at the rate of 20g
reqAires ,i bmakinq area of about 15 square feet. Forces exerted on the braking sur-
faces are on the order of 5 x 106 p-,nds, corresponding to a pressure of over 2.3 x
i03 pounds per-square inch. A mechanical systerm providing the necessary brakinig
surface area, the required forces between braking surfaces, and the capability of
rapidly adjusting such forces hs considered to be impractical for application to aerial
delivery systems.

Aaysis - The Feasibility of utilizing a system depending upon mechanical friction
for dissipating the cargo kinetic energy during imparL con be eva~uated by assuming
a generalized braking system. The specified operational requirements are indepen-
dent of the physical configuration of the system. Therefore, tme calculations and
discussions, which foliow are generally applicable to any system depending upon
mechanical friction for energy dissipation.

The several problem areas inherean in this applir,:;;%.o of friction braking systems re-
,ulf from :1" folIowing considerations.

o Limited duration of braking cycle

o Mgnitude of forces required on biaking r-urfaces

o V orlation of coefficients of friction with Increasing temperature

In the design of any system for use during the impact phase of aerial delivery, a pn..
mary goal Is the minimization of the vertical dimension ot the decelerating mechoatsm.
This requirement results from constraints imposed by the vertical height of the dircraft
cargo compartment. Therefore, the deceleration dlstasce and the attendant deceterro,
tion time should approwch the minimum attainable vulue. Deceleration times cor•r-
ponding to the Ideal deceleration distances range from 0.031 seconds for deceleration
from 20 feet/second to 20 g to 0.497 seconds for deceleration from 80 feet/oecond at
5 g. For a nominal deceleration from 25 feet/second at 20 g, the deceleraflon time
is 0. 039 seconds.
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The brief duration of the braking cycle places extremely stringent requirements on a
friction braking system. Any mechanical system exhibiting response times in this
range ;s necessarily comprised of ;omponents manufactured to close tolerances. Such
a system is inherently expens~ve and is riot- optimally employed under the conditions
attending aerial delivery rperations. Additionally, the dissipation of the total cargo
kinetic energy in this time period requires a large braking surface. As a first approxi-
mation, th required braking surface area is given by

3/2 1/2wc vi" .
(2  n.T1

A= 3.8 x 1°-' (53) p~

whore i, c r and1 K refer to the mnaterial of which the heat conducting braking surface ismade, tsme the use of carbon steel braking surfaces with an allowable temperature in-

crease of 500'F. For decoleratien at a rate of 20 g from an impact velocity of 25 feet/
second, area requirements range from 7.5 square feet for a 35, 000-pound carga to 15 sq.
feel for * 70, 00-paund cargo.

This appl•icton of a friction braking system requires extremely large forces on the brak-
Iog wdaces. The magnitude of this force is approximated by

nW

F -&_ - 54)
Fobo b ta1ing sysbt m utilizin an asbestos-fabric brake material against a steel surface,

values of /J. ige from 0.30 at room tempe-ratreat o0. 16 at 2000 F, and decreaose even fur.'
ther above that te,•n.tuiur. Aswumn'ng a Jotal temperature Increase of 500*F, ameanvolue
Of _"t S5 for $1 i• not unreasonable. Based on this assumnption, forces rangIng from 1. 17 x
iV $ fa 9 x 1O6 lb ore requimd for- Ow rang* of parameters considered in this study. In
order to muinta;n o ;ovstant deceleration rate, as required to minimize the initial vertical
height of the s•.rum, the fo,,ce anplihe o th• brAking surfaces must increase as the coeffi-
cient of friction de.pcouenr

Frww) thea. approximate calculatIons, It appears that a friction braking system compatible
with the requirenwnft otwnilng the impact phos of a•rial delivery is urmnceptable orn
the basfs of v o, woiGht,and cost. A mechanical system providing the necessary brak-
Ing surface area, she required forces bstween braidng surfaces, and the capablirty of
rap!dly djwuting such Forces, Is a large, heavy, and expensive mechanism.
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Controlled Structural DeFormalion

General - In impact attenuation systems utilizing this concept, the cargo kinetic energy is
a ~~~ by the plastic deformation of suitabl:!. materials. Cushioning systa"tm may use ea

wide variety of materials in diverse structural configurations. Commonly coa-eIred materials
iinclude felt, paper, foamed plastics, rubber, and metal. Such materials may D-3 used in bulk
form, as a honeycomb, or in a number of geometrical shapes.

Results and Conclusions - Several materials exhibit prbpvrtles compatible with the require-
metlof cuh•oning heavy payloads for aerial delivery. Among these materials ore paper
honeycomb, corruguted paper, aluminum honeycomb, and foamed plastics. While both
corrugated paper cnd aluminum honeycomb are more e'/flcoent energy abs•rbor, on a weight
basis, paper honeycomb exhibits more predictable stress-strain characteristics and is thus
better suited to the cushioning of frangible payloads. The weipht ratio for a UIB-3 paper
honeycomb impact attenuation system at an impact velocity of 25 feet/second is 0.005.
Thus, only 350 pouvods of honeycomb a-e requieed for the deceleration of a 70,000-pound
payload.

Analysis - The suitability of deformable materials for use as energy absorbers can be deter-
,iii the stress-strain characteristics of the materials are known. The stresis-stroin curve

includes the most fundamental items of Information concerning the siItability of maoterial
for use as an energy absorbur and P'hus os a cush•oning material, The stress-straln curve for
UB-3 paper honeycomb it shown in FNg,mro 31,

The sf'ress-strain curve provides the following Information:

o The maximum stress 'encountered over a given Interval of stjialn,

o The shape of the stress-strain curve. The ideal curve is one In which
the stress remains constant at all levels of strain.

o The maximum stroin 1'o which a material may be Aeformed without in-
ducing excessively high stresses,

o The energy absorbed per unit volume of material. This quantity permits
determination of tho volvme of cushioning required for a specifi mass
at a given impact velocity.

o The averoage strass an•.ouniered over a given interval of strain.

o The reboui.d energy, It is this elastic energy, stored in the material
at the bottom of the cushioning stroke, which causes the dropped Item
to bounce. Energy otorage characterlst~cs may limit the usable stroke
of cushioning materials.

In terms of these quantielis, the weight of cushioning material required is

Wcv2

W = P " (55)

and the initla: vertical thickness of cushioning maieriai is

2

so 2g )
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The ratio of initial vertical thickness to ideal deceleration stroke is given by

s E n+ I

where

W = Weight nf Cushioning Material Lbs

W c = Cargo Weight Lbs

Vi - Impact Velocity FPS
( = Density of Cushlonhrg Material Lbs/Ft3

F, = Energy Abscirbirng Capability of Cushioning Materiol FT LBS/FT3

S = Maximum Compressive Stress of Cushioning Material Lbs/Ft3

SAverage Comprgjsive Stress O ver Useable Stroke of Cushioning
Material Lbs/Ft'

6 =Useable Degree of Compression of Cushioning

Compression StrokeMaterial= _ r

Original Weight

Tho*e relations indicate that, for given Impact conditions, the w'lght of cushioning mate-
rial required Is decreaved by using materials with large values of (E/ p ). Minimization
of the ratio (so/s) requires the use of a material for which the quantity (Sin/ E S) is smalh.

Table V, derived from data in Reference 17, shows characteristics of common bulk materials
which 6bsorb energy through structural deformation. This table indicates that corrugated'
paper, paper honeycomb, foamed plastics, ard oluminum honeyccmb exhibit propeffiet de-
sirable for Impact attenuation.

As to epoy rgy a-bsorp e•' for tene eforybmotlion ot buer enat.ermak Itais aISo poSrrNe

to employ various structural shapes -for energy obtorption, Representative shapes and corres-ponding energy absorption characteristi. taken from References 15 and 13, are illustrated
in Table VI. Comparisn of Tables V an.1 VI indicates that, on the basis at energy absorbed
per unit weight, the crumpling of metal cylinders Is more efficient than the stru<.tural defor-
mation of bulk materials.

In application, the theoretical energy efficiency of structural shnpes Is not realized. Since
such shapes tend to concentrate decelerating forces at a few points on the cargo platform,
additional structural members are required to strengthen the platform and distribute the load-
Ing. When bulk materials are utilized'for impact cushioning, such modifications cre not ro-
quired. In addition, energy absorption characteristics of shaped absorbers are very sensitive
to horizontal velocity and platform attitude.

Based on these consaierations, bulK cuimnooning materlals appeatrw o be n~ori adap,.abe ,o
aerial delivery operations than shoaped energy absorbers. Of the candidate hulk cushioning
materials, paper honeycomb Is most adaptable to the requirementsef Impc•t attenuation.
While beth corrugatod paper and aluminum honeycomb are more efficient energy absorbe•s
on a weight basis, paper honeycomb exhibits more predictable stvess-stroin clhroctoriaticr z
ored Is thus better suited to the owhloning of frangible payloads.
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TABLE V

CHARACTERISTICS OF BULK ENERGY ABSORBING MATERIALS

E
p E P SmLb t F- Lb Ft Lb___Material Ft3  E L.b/ Ft- Lb/Ft' Ft3  Lb S

Block Packit "C" 5.5 .7 1 ',000 2,580 2,580 470 4.26
Celotex No. 2 18.7 .48 40,000 23,000 11,400 610 3.51
Corrugated Paper 4.65 .7 21,000 17,000 11,900 2,560 1.77
Kimpak 8.8 .7 2,500 '1,500 1,050 119 2.38NuWood 17.8 .6 200,000 100,000 60,000 3,360 3.36
UB-3 Paper

Honeycomb 2.94 .7 10,500 8,500 5,960 2,030 1.76
Wood 38.0 .3 440, O0 250,000 75,000 1,970 5.86
Felt 13.9 .7 38,000 9,300 6,500 468 5.85Nukroft 2.5 .4 1,000 500 200 80 5.00
Rubatex Hardboard 4.5 .7 15,000 9,300 6,500 1,450 2.30
Shredded Foam

Rubber 5.9 .7 3,000 1,000 700 119 4.29Tulatex 1.7 .7 1,000 500 250 147 4.00
Armofoam 2.5 .7 3,00() 1,000 700 280 4.29
Durafoum 2.5 .7 3,000 1,000 300 120 10.0Dylite 3.0 .5 9,000 5,500 2,750 920 3.28
Ensolite 6.4 .5 2,500 1, O(X 500 78 5.00
Foam King 8.9 .3 1,CO0 500 1 510 17 6.66
H-R F 2.72 .6 7,500 3,340 2,00(; 735 3.75
Lockfoam 5.13 .7 7,000 2,140 1,500 292 4.66
Silicone Resin 4.59 .7 8,000 3,120 2,250 490 3.56
Stofoam 3.22 .7 7,000 4,300 3,000 932 2.33~I A.5 .7 rt 0 ,%8 3,33 2A2
Urefoom 2.48 .7 15,000 6,600 4,600 1,850 3.26

URF 2.5 .4 1,500 1,000 400 160 3 75Fiberglass 9.9 .4 7,500 3 120 1 250 127 6.00Lt. WI", Concrete 15.1I .5 16,000 9,000 4,600 ~ 298 3.56 .

Aluminum Honey-
comb 2.7 .7 18,000 14,000 9,800 3,630 1.84

Steel Honeycomb 6.73 .3 34,000 22,000 6,600 980 5.15
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Figures 32 and 33 describe impact system requirements when UB-3 paper honeycomb is used
as a cushioning material. Figure 32 shows the system weight ratio as a function of impact
velocity. In Figure 33, ihe initial cushion thickness is given as a function of cargo decel-
aration ,ate -and ---mact velocity.

Soil Deformation

General - Dissipation of the cargo kinetic energy through deformation of soil by suitably
M-eWpenetrating probes attached to the cargo platform was consider,'d c= PoZSi;le means
of impact attenuation.

Result- and Conclusions - Soil properties, including the resistance of soils to penetration,
vary Widelya- Rltuction of location. It is net considered feasible to utilize soil defor-
mation techniques for decelerating frangible payloads in diverse locations having unlknown
soil characteristics.

Anal us - Natural soils exist in tremendous variety and gradation of properties and, in nat-
profile:, can occu, -r) a wide range of sequences. Data describing the resistance

of various soils to penetration by fureign objects are extremely incomplete. It is known,
'however, that resistance to penetration varies by orders of magnitude among the various
types of soil. I
The cargo deceleration is directly pr.porticnal to the decelerating force which, in this
case, is the resistance of the soil to penetratior. Therefore, design of a system utilizing
th;s mechanism must vary as a function of soil characteristics .,n order to decelerate the
payload at a required rate. Due to the extreme variation of soil properties, evei within
localized regions, the performance of impact attenuation systems based on soil deformation
is not likely to be sufficiently predictable for use in cerial delivery operations.

S:lecti. of System~s

The feasibility analyses completed &r candidate conceprt, '! the several phases of aerial
delivery provide a basis for the fo nulation of complete cejal delivery systems utilizing the
optimum concept for each phase. In this section, concept character:tics are sumnarized
and evaluated relative to the copablllt-is of other concepts in satisfying z:tablished require-
maft:. d on these evoluations, concepts are selected for -lach phase and tmbined to
obtain complete aerial delivery systems.

Table VII presents a comparison of candidate concepts for employment in. thee xtraction I
phase. In addition toc a requirement for extensive modification of the oircralt, the cata-
pult extraction concept is unacceptable due to excessive weight and power ,:quirements.
While the inclined plane and extraction aircraft concepts ore urAble it, arcruft of the
C-5A class, r!either is capable of providing a load factor of the magnitu'd required for
exte'action from the C-141. Of the concepts considered, only the parachute extraction
concept is capable of operation over the complete range of airspeed, altitude, and cargo
weight in a manner consistent with established constraints.

Concepts considered for employment in the desceni and recovery phases are compared in
Table VIII. As a general nrsult, it appears that possive syrems utilizing high-drag-aero-
dynamic decelerators exhibit greater overall efficiency than other ,ypes of descent and
recovery systems.

Concepts utilizing active components, such as windmilling rotors, power-I rotors, and air-
breathing engines, have extremeiy unfavorable weight ratios. In addition, such elr•epts
exhibit high volume requirements and severe operational problemns, particularly duNi.g
deployment.
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Fixed wing aerodrnammc devices ,lo have high weight ratios and undesirable operatioail
limitations. Fixed wing glidern hove clear orea requirements for both landing and retrievel
similar to those of powered aircaff of the same cargo class. Porawing configurations within
the current stacde-of-the-art cannot be towed in an unloaded condition at speeds greater than
about 87 knots and are therefore unsuitable for delivery systems utilizing modern cargo air-
craft.

Concepts utilizing both buoyancy and aerodynamic furces for cargo deceleration are less
efficierit on a weight basis than sinmple aerodynamic deviwes, Included in this class or con-
cepts are balloon and paravulcoon decelerators, The system weight necessary to generate
the buoyant characteristics exhibited by such devices is excessive for the resulting hicrease
in system performance.

Concepts utilizing aerodynamic drag forces for cargo deceleration include ballutes, para-
cones, L/D parachutes, and conventional parachutes. O-llutes are designed for oporation
at high velocities and exhibit inferior drag characteristics at velocities of interest in this
study. Drag c haracteristics of paroconas ore also inferior to those of conventional para-
chutes, Since they cannot be clustered, the size of poracones for the delivery of heavy
payloads at low terminal velocities presents severe operational problems. Similar problems
are inherent in the use of L/D parachotes. Due to aerodynamic considerations andcontrol
problems, L/D parachutes cannot be clustered for the delivery of heavy payloads. There-
fore, the size of individual parachutes is extremely large for heavy cargo weights.

The rocket delivery concept is not suitable for long-duration application as required in the
descent phase, but may be advantageously employed in conjunction with a descent deceler-
ator for rapid cargo deceleration during the recovery phase.

Conventional parachute systems demonstrate favorable weight ratios, volume requirements,
and operational characteristics over the complete range of aircraft speeds and cargo weights
under consideration. Some form of parachute system may be employed for delivery altitudes
ranging from 800 to 30,000 feet. At altitudes above-] 200 feet, parachutes may be used for
both the descent and recovery phases, or as a descent decelerator ;n conjunction with a
rocket recovery systom. Below 1200 feet, parachutes require rocket augmentation 11n order
to achieve acceptable impact velocities.

Table IX summarizaes the characteristics of concepts applicable to the impact plioe of aeriall
delivery; As lndicated b- this toble; novel pproac•es to the problem of cushioning pay-
loids for caeriol delivery show IIttle merit. In general, it H found that systems employing
active components are not well suited for the deceleration of heavy payloads. Mechanical
systers capablo of absorbing large quantities of energy while varying applied forces with
suffilclntly short responso times are inherently rather mnaslve, complex, anc expensive. Sys-
*trns included in this category are thoae based on mechanical riction and hydraulic shock

Systems dependent upon the relative velocity of moving components are extremely inefficient
for Impact cushioning. Velocity dependent s) .tems, such as those utilizing turbulent drag or
visco•s urag, are efficient energy absorbers under steady state conditions characterized by
relativoely high velocities. They are not Ideal for use under the tranient, short-duration con-
ditions attending the Impact phase of oerial delivery.

On the basis of weight and volume requiremisats, alrbag decelerators compare favorably with
ssftems utilizing structural deformation. However, there are a number of disadvantages in
tihe use of alrbaps for usihloning heavy payloaids. Major problems are the long decel'rotion
stroke, f~nsitlviy to horizontalvelocIty and platform attitude, and the relatively high air
pressure required for heavy payloads. 85
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Based on operational characteristics of candidate impact attenuation systems, a passive sys-
tern utilizing otructural deformation of paper honeycomb appears to be most readily adapted
to the requirements of aerial delivery operations. Advantages attending the use of this type
of impact attenuation system include low system weight, moderate 6ensitivity to variations
in impact velocity and platform attitude, and a shod? deceleration stroke.

Paper honeycomb cushioning systems also exhibit c lower sensitivity to the horizontal com-
paonent of the impact velocity than other systems considered. Honeycomb is normally mounted
cetween the cargo platform and the load and is thus less influenced by surface motion than
systems requiring extensions below the platform.

The aerial delivery systems describea in Table X are the result of optimum combinations of
concepts selected on the basis of evaluations presented in Tables VII, VIII, and IX. The two
selected systems permit delivery at altitudes ranging from 800 to 30,000 feet. Delivery from
altitudes as low as 800 feet is possible when the Pora-Rocket Delivery System is employed.
Conventional Pardchute Delivery Systems are compatible with delivery from altitudes greater
than '200 feet.

Dest•go criteria, performance analyses, and an evaluation of these systems will be presented
In th following section of this report.

TABLE X

SELECTED AERIAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Qperationol Para-Rocket Conventional
Phase System Parachute System

Extraction Parachute Parachute

Descent Parachute Parachute

Recovery Rocket Parachute

Impact Paper Honeycomb Paper Honeycomb
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PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED SYSTEMS

This seactin present results from the performance analysis for the seleated delivery system
concept1l The approach taken in this analysis follows closely the method described In
Alypendix B, Evaluation Methodology. For the C-141 airplane, critical performance re-
quirements for the extraction phase sub-systems were established. For the C-5A airplane,
the limitations ore not as restrictive as those for the C-141. The Investigations leading to
these performance requirements are reported in Appendix A, from which specific design
data were oelcited for use In this section. Other system design data Used in this section
Swere taken from apprrpriate parts of the concept feasibility analysis sbction. The section
Is divided into the fol owing parts:

o System Desoription

o Selection of Design Points

o System Design Data

o Scope of Performance Evaluation

o Results of Periormance Evaluation

System, opriietion P
Para-rocket System

The selected para-rocket system, shown In Figure 34, consists of the following components:

o Combined extraction and descont control parachute

o Recovery rocket assembl y

o Rocket lgnition and extinction sensing elements attached to the drop load
platform

o Shock absorber material for Impact shock alleviation

The extractlon/descr.nt control parachute should be a low opening shock parachute capable
of extracting the load from the ah'plane with an Initial peak extraction load factor In the
range 1.4 - 2. 0 g. If lower values for the extraction load factor are required for operation-
al reasons peculiar to the airplane, a separate descent control chute may be deployed after
extraction. This chute should be sized to permit the load to descend at the rate of 150-175
feet/soecond.

The reocovery rocket assembly consists of a cluster of on even number of rocket units arranged
symmetrically around a "back-bone" structure, with nozzles canted 00 degrees down and out
from the back-bone axit. The upper end of the back-bone Is attached to the apex of the
parachute riser lInes, The lower end of the back-bone contains a fitting to which Is attached
either the apex of the drop cargo suspension lines or a riser attached to the suspension line
apex. The distance between the rocket nozzle pWane and the drop cargo should be on the
-r10r 0,7-42 feet. The rocket cluster must poesess electrically Initiated igniters and ex-
t~nction devices. The latter may cmnsist of electrically fled bilo-ports for relieving the
chamber pressure.
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The sensing elenmonts of the rockot ignition and extinction control system may consist of
sounding lines with plumb bobs which are deployed from the cargo platform upon completed
extraction or deployment of the desdent conitrol parac-hute. The deployment actions for the
sensing devices also serve to arm the ignition and extinction circuits. A possible arrange-
ment involves three, sensing elements with different sounding line lengths. The longest line
activates the rocket ignition upon Ovound contact of the plumb bob. Ground contact of the
next longest line activates the extinction circuits for half of the rocket units, the extin-
guished units being arranged symmetrically about the back-bone axis. Finally, ground con-
tact of the third sensor activates the extinction circuits for the remaining still active rocket
units immediately prior to platform impact. The -deployed lengths of the three Feeler lines
rare adjusted to achieve the correct deceleration program for the cargo weight, rocket size
and parachute equilibrium speed combination.

The pleform impact shock absorbing material may be of conventional paper honeycomb.ri
Parachute 5,k

The parachute syslem mWght be adapted for operation in two modes:

"o Conventional mode

"o High speed descoot and low level ,recovery mode

For operation in the conventio•,al nmode, the system consists of the following components:

o Extraction parc.chute

o Main de,,cent paraohute cluster

o Drop cargo platform with impact shock alleviating material

For operation in the high speed descent rede the system, at; shown in Figure 35, coniists of
components as follows:

"o Combined extraction and descent control parathute

o Altitude sensor or timing device for controlled releoae of descent control
parachute along with deployment of main recove.ry parachute cluster

" Main recovery parachute cluster I
"o Cargo platform with impact shock alleviating material

Alternatively, tha high speed descent mode can also be achieved by suitablyreefed do-
ployment of the main parachute cluster immediately following cargo extraction, with chute
disreefing being triggered by signals from a time or altitude sensor.

The extraction parachute shoufd be a low opening shock parachute capable of extracting the
cargo from the airplane with an initial peak load factor of 1.4 - 2.0g.

For operation in the conventional mode, and for recovery, the main parachute battery may
consist of a cluster of preferably not more than eight parachutes sized to afford a sea-
level equllibirum descent velocity of 25 feet/second.

90
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For operation in the high speed descent mode, the descent control parachute, or the degree
of reefing of the main parmlhute cluster, should be adjusiled to afford a sea-level equilib-
rium descent velocity in the range of 15$0 - 175 faet/second.
The platform impact slock absorbing mvaterial •any he the same as for the Para-rocket sys-

tem.

Design Point Salection

Selection of system design points is partly predicated on capability limitations for the spe-
celic airplane to which the system is applied, and partly predicated on capability limita-
tions inherent in the systern itself. The foliowing is a discussion of the design point selec-
tion with reference to these limiting factom,,

Aircraft Limitations

Figure 7 shows the average extraction load factor required for the C-141 airplane its order
that the airplane pitch angle excursion due to cargo motion should not cause the airplane
design loads to he exceeded. The required average extraction load Factor incremes with
cargo weight and aircraft flight speed.

Previous experience with the C-130 and the C-141 airplanes has shown that excessive ex-
traction load factors, although desirable and per.iissible from the standpoint of airplane
ftight safety, lead to undesirably violent pitching motion of the drop cargo after extraction.
A reasonable compromise appears to be afforded by an average extraction load factor of
ablaut 1.5.

Using this value, a crass-plot is presented in Figure 36, which shows the relation between
permissible cargo weight and airplane flight speed at exiTaction, along with the cargo
weight and airplane flight speed ranges sprcified for the study. For the C-5A airplane,
the maximum drop cargo weight is limited by specification to 50, 000 pounds, with no
weight or speed limitations within this range.

As is illustrated in Figure 36, the permissible speed range for ttke C-141 is extremely
inarrow, for the highost drop cargo weight, but widens as the cargo weight decreases. Any
delivery system designed for multi-aircraft compatibility must necessarily satisfy re uire-
ments imposed by the "critical"' aircraft. In addition, since system performance rather tends

to00 0,10gh derad, will Increase ito airutaft speed. the fom mowinah cistn r-mints kove
been seiected for the purpose of system perflcmnce analysis:

Cargo Gross Weight Airplane Speed at
Range - Pounds Extraction - Knots

35,000 - 50,000 150

50,000 - 70,000 130

Design average extraction Icoad factor ne = 1.5

Systern Limitations

The only limitation imoed on the deoign F.int selection by system features is concerned
with specification of e mLnirum drop altitude; i.e., the minimum flight altitude for

Of . cargo extraction.
92
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For the para-rocket system, this altitude depends on the acceptable magnitude of the
horizontal impact velocity component, as is shown in Figure 37. Assuming that a value of
15 feet/second can be tolerated, the minimum drop altitude is as follows:

Cargo Weight Minimum Drop

Range - Pounds Altitude - Feet

%w;"ODO -50,0,V 1100

50,000 - 70,000 900

For the jarachute system, th. minimum drop ali tude must be equal to or greater than the
cargo drop distance during the main parachute cluster deployment and inflation period.

Figure 38 shows these quantities as evaluated by r.eans of a computer program developed
from the equations given in Reference 4.

The reason for the apparent incongruities in the ustitude loss components shown in Figure
38 lies in the particular combinations of aircraft speed at extraction and extraction load
factor used in the evaluation. These camrination, shown in Table X, were on one hand
predicated on the requirements for minimum average extraction load factor mentioned
earlier, and on the other hand on the requirement for standardized components in a simu-
lated operational system. The most unfavorable combination yields a total deployment
and inflation altitude loss of 1040 feet. This assessment has a certain built-in element of
optimism. The main canopy was assumed to, be inflated in a vertical descent condition,
while the actual trajectory'tanget was closer to a 500 angle ho the horizon. This would
lead to a somewhat longer inflation time and a larger altitude loss during inflation. For
this reason a minimum drop altitude of 1200 feet was judged to be a more realistic assess-,
ment of the sytem capabi ity.

System Design Data

The following paragraphs outline the design data for the selected systems to the level of
detail required for input to the performance evaluation model. The essential features of
this model ore:

o The drop cargo is represented as a point mass with no aerodynamic drag.
. 2

0 The extraction system is represented as a standard unit of a (speed) - propor-
tionol drag device which may be deployed singly or paired, in conjunction with
a specified extraction floor length.

S- 2

o The descent control system. is represented as a standard unit of a (speed) -
proportional drag device. For the par-racket concept, the extraction aystem
also functions as the descent control system, while the parachute system achieves
descent control by means of reefed main parachutes. The descent control system
is deployed immediately following extraction. It is deployed in Clusters of: units
not exceeding eight in number.

o For the pci a-rocket system concept, the recovery system is represented by a rocket
cluster suspended between the descenO control system and the cargo. The system is
characterized by propellant specific impulse, t4rust, total burning time, cind in~ert
mass ratio.
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For the parachute system concept, the recovery system consist% of a cluster of
not more than eight units of the spandard (speed)Y1 - proportional drag device.

o The. impact shock allevioting system consists of an energy absorbing device pos-
seasing constant, stroke-independent force characteristics.

Pora-rocket System
Extraction -. The extraction system design was based on the concept of one single size of
extraction parachute accommodating the complete range of cargo loads. Thfs parachute,
a 47.8-foot diameter ring-slot type, will be used as shown in Table XI.

TABLE XI

EXTRACTION SYSTEM DATA

Extraction
Cargo Woight Number of Etractlon- Load Factor Aircraft Speed

Pounds Parachutes g Knots

35,000 1 1.5 131.5
40,000 !.5 140.5
45,000 1 1.518 150.0
50,000 1 I. 366 ( > 1.277)* 15010
55,000 2 1.680 130.0
60,000 2 1.540 130.0
65,000 2 1.422 130.0
70,000 2 1.32 ( > 1. 18)* 130.0

*Minimum required average extraction load factor for cargo weight and speed
combination - C-141 aircraft.

The weight of a single porachute with suspension lines is 150 pounds (Reference 4).

Descent - It is assumed that the) descent control will ue accomplished by the extraction
system. The performance in th,1s mode is illustrated by the values in Table XII.

TABLE XII

DESCENT CONTROL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Sea Level Descent t -
Cargo Weight N'- '%r 0; Equilibrium Speed

Pounds P4 ,utes Feet/Second,.

35,000 1 179.25
40,000 1 193.0
45,000 1 205.7
50,000 1 216.8
55,000 2 169.8
60,000 2 176.75
65,000 2 184.70
70,003 2 191.0

Re~covery - The recovery sys*em consistz of a cluster of rockets, with nozzles canted outward
about30 degrees, sus- nded from the apex point of the descent control parachute cluster.
From the lower end o0 2io rocket cluster assep.ybly, a load suspohsion line is attached which
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connecIs with the caro platform suspersionarrangement. the length of the cargo 4Uspen-
siohliie -is about-10044et. The recovery iysfenf weight, W1, canhe expressed as

Wr CI WP+ C2 (n + 1) Wc (58)

where

Rocket Gros Weight
C1  Nt Rocket Propellant. Weight

WO- Net rocket propellant weight

- C2  Weight/strength coefficient for load suspenrion, in pounds off weight per
pound of load

nr = Rocket thrust load factor, T/(W., + Wr)

The rocket propellcnt weight, Wp, can- be expressed as

; p= T--= ( + 5)
W o bu rning tlme (59)

sp sp

where Rocket burning time in seconchfo

Isp -- Eflectire specifi~c impulsq for propellant, allowing for

nozzle caol angle

"The rocket burning time Is

U" g(n_ - )

where

4v P= Velocity increment absorbed in reoovery

Consolidating tqse equations,, the following %ýxpression is obtained for t0- vecovery sys-
tem weight rttie,!

n r A.V lp÷C +)i

I I n,

r co v

Typical state-ao0the-ort values for tho constants areif1
" '~98
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C! = 1.15

C2 = 1.413 x 10-3 (190-foot nylon webbing)

I = 1,60 (30-degree nozzle cunt angle)sp

Figure 39 shows values for the system weight ratio Wr/Wc for varying values of wecovery

velocity increment Av and rerovery load factor nr.

The data shown in Figure 39 indicaht that high values cf the recovery load factor would be
advantageous from a system weight ratio standpoint. In order to deteimine reasonable de-
sign parameter values however, several factors must be considered. Principal of these are:

o Altitude change during recovery-

o Sensitivity of final recovery velocity to errors in recovery
altitude assessment,

Figure 40 shows the variation of altitude loss during recovery as a function of recovery
velocity increment Av and recovery load factor nr. The recovery altitude loss decreases

with increasing nr, although the rate of recovery altitude reduction also decreases with

increasing nr.

Since the action of the recovery system is triggered by a ground proximity signal which is
preset for a specific recovery altitude, the sensitivity of the final recovery velocity to
errors in recovery altitude setting is important. A low sensitivtI Is desirable. Figure 41
shows the variation of ihe sensitivity coefficient dv1/d( A h) with variations in recovery
velocity increment Av and recovery load factor, nr. The sensitivity is lowest for low

values of nr and increases with increasing values of r"r. Within the velocity range of

plincipal interest, the sensitivity is about 50 percent greater for nr 4.0 than for nr -'30.
For this reason, and because the recovery altitude range ior nr = 3.0 is ccnsidered accept-
ik, - v-L.- of - 3. hA bee sLec0ed- LL !_ f_ LL.. r

In .W ro It $pa 30100- Caa auoir'avce evaucivumr _

In order to present a realistic picture of the system performance, a modular concept was
assumed, The characteristics of this unit are-,

Thrust, T = 27,000 pourids

Burning time, tb = 2.157 seconds

Total Impulse, I = 61,750 pound - seconds

The cluster absembly characteristins for the various drop cargo weights are as shown in
".'able XIII. he last two columns are based on the cargo weight and equilibrium descent
volo itin -hs' In Table XII.
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TAJLE XIII

ROCKET CLUSTER CHA-RACTERISTICS

Cargo Number Rocka Cargo Impulse Range
Weight, of Load Cluster Impulse, Pound - Seconds
Poun'• Modules Factor Pound • Seconds 0 FPS 25 FPS

35,000 4 3.08:7 247,000 258,000 220,300
40,000 5 3.376 3M ?DO0 314,000 270,750

45,000 6 3.600 370,300 373,6M0 325,000

50,000 7 3.78 432,000 436,000 382, 100
55,000 6 2.947 370,300 380,700 320,700

60,000 7 3.149 430,0()O 433,000 367,400

65,000 8 3.327 430,000 486,400 416,000
70,000 8 3.087 494,000 542,200 466,300

These values were used for the perfoamancre evaluwtion.

Imat- The impact attenuation syst-m is assumed to consist of paper honeycomb padding
an the cargo platform in an amount designbd to accommo•date a 25"foot/second vertical
impact velocity at an impact load factor or n = 20.0. This corresponds to a required
thickness for the honeycomb padding of about -5 inches. 4
Parachute System

The parachute system was based on a modular concept in order to accommodate the wide
!runge in cargo weights with a minimum number of different components required in
inventory.

&,t.o._t - Since the performance requiements for thih; system are determined by aircraft
limtations, the same extrocticon system will be reed m was described for the para-rocketsi--. above.

Descent end Recoverv - This system is based on a 141 .54-ot flat canopy reefable para-
c tute -as the sta.ndardcbuilding block. In the descent contwol mode, this parachute is J&-
ployed reefed in clusters of from four to eight parachutes depending on the weight of the
corgo. The degree of reefing is adjusted to achieve a sea level terminal velocity of about175 feot/seona.o i

The number of parachutes Is ihan in Table XIV.

Weights for the parachute system are as follows:

Extracton We = 150 poundi (per chute)

Descent and Recove Wr = 561 pounds (Par chute)
(Including riser linesp

kuacj.- The impact attenuation system is assumed to be identical to that used for the
para-rocket system. 103



TABLE XIV

PARACHUTE CLUSTER CHARACTERISTICS

Sea-Level
Cargo.Weight Number of Parachutes Equilibrium Velocity

Pounds in Cluster Feet/Second

35, 000 4 25.0

40,W00 5 23.9

45,00) 6 23.13

50,000 6 24.40

55,000 7 23.66

60,000 7 24.72

,65 OW 8 24.10

70, 000 8 25.0

Scp o ormance Evaluation

The extraction, descent and recoveny phase characteristics for the two systems were explored
by means of cargo drop simulations performed on automatic digital computing equipment.
The drop conditions were set up for alt'itudes from 1000 feet to 30, 000 feet, for cargo
weights varying in 5000-IUI increm•nts within the range from 35, 000 pounds to 70, 000

pou S, and with aircraft flight speeds and peak extraction load factors assigned to be cormj-
patible with the aircraft lmitations dcscribed in the section on Design Point Selection. The
scope of the performance analyses is shown in Table XV.

In addition, the expected values for the drop precision in terrms of root-mean-squre miss
distances were determined for all cargo weights for drops from 1500, 15,000, and 30, 000
feel.

Results of Performance Evaluation

Extraction System Perfornr_,ce

The extraction system performance is characterized by:

o Duration of extraction period

o Cargo exit velocity from 1he airplane

o Cargo aorspeed after extraction

o Cargo ground travel during extraction

The variation in cargo extraction time with flight altitude from zero to 30,000 feet is shown
in Figure 42 for all cargo weights within the specified rango. There is a generall tondeircy for
the extraction time to decrease with Increasing flight altitude. The reason for this tendency
is that the relative reduction of extraction parachute true airspeed during the extractiopLeriod
is les_ at high altitude than at Ioweraitudes (true airspeed indicated air!petd x

|t 104
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For equal initial values of extraction load fc-to"r 1c.orresponding to equal indicatedoi eeds),the decuy ot: extraction parachute drag during Ai* oxtmction period will consequently be

less at high than at lower altitudes, leading t. a hkjher average extrattion load tkctor and
shorter extraction times (for equal exhaction fioor lengths). The data assume an extraction
f 4oor length of 50 feet.

The particular pattern of cargo extraction times fow dhe various, cargo weights shown in Fig-
ure 42 reflects the influence of the combinations of cargo weights, initial extraction load
factais and flioht speeds at extmction shown in Tabkr Xl.

Figure 43 shows ihe variations of exi.t velocity andi post-extraction true airspeed for i*e
cargo for all al ti tudes and sper:"led cargo weifghts.

Figure 44 shows the vvriatior of cargo horizontal travel from the extraction initiation point
during the extraction period. This is the most significant performance parameter for the ex-
traction system, due to it- direct relation to the total horizontal travel distance oi the cargo
from inititlon of the ex,'action to ground impact. The magnitude of the extraction hori-
zontal travel distance is influenced by:

"o oVarsations in indicated airspeed at extraction

"o Gusts occurring at extraction

"o Variations in cargo weight from the nominal value.

The magnitudes of these influences will be demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis.

The perfomance characteristics presented above were achieved with extraction system weight
ratios as shown in Table XVI. I

TABLE XVI

EXTRACTION SYSTEM WEIGHT RATIOS

Number of Extiaction
Cargo Weight Extraction System

S.... •Chuas• Weight Ratio

35,000 1 .00429
40,000 1 .003753
45,000 1 .003335

50, 000 1 .00300
55,000 2 .00546

6C,000 2 .0050

65,000 2 .00462
70,000 2 .00428
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Descent System Performance
The performance of the descent control system is essentially described by:

o The trajectory descent time
o The ground travel distance of the drop cargo
o The equilibrium or terminal descent velocity

The trajectory descent time is impo-tant from the standpoint of measuring the exposure of the
drop cargo to outside influences such as wind drift and hostile activity.
The horizontal travel distance data yield information necessary for correct selection of drop
a'min9 point by the flight crew. The equilibrium or terminal descent velocity serves to -
S-p~cify the requirements for recovery system performance in terms of requirements for recovery
impulse, recovery altitude, and recovery system weight.

Para-rocket System - The para-rocket system utilizes the extraction parachutes for descent
control e recovery performanc, of this system is shown in Figures 45 through 47.The trajectory descent time data, shown in Figure 45 is m•portant inputs to the evaluation ofdrop precision which will be presented later.

The horizontal travel distance, shown in Figure 46 exhibits two features of interest, One is
the considerable spread in horizontal travel distance for drops from equal altitudes with the
different cargo weights. This spread is due to the unavoidable differences in terminal ve-
locity resulting from the combinations of extractiou chute drag area, cargo weight, and air-
craft speed at extraction.

The other Interesting feature is the fairly rapid change in horizontal travel distance in the
altitude ranre between 1000 and 2500 feet. This indicates that this altitude range is themost critical with rspect to altitude error influence on cargo drop precision,
The drop cargo terminal velocities, shown in Figure 47 illustrate three featuores of interest.,One is the spread In terminal velocities which results for the suvwe reasons as th- spread inround travel distance. The second is the insensitivity of terminal velocity to flight altitudefor altitudes greater than 5000-7500 feel. The third is the rather large, but varying .AA--tions in terminal velocity for tkh AfC..f... cargo uweihts the altiude ranie -v ...

3LNJ'Ju 
we•, 

hifghts°" 
.... withif0 teet. This feature indicates that, since the recovery system obviously must be sized to

accommodate the cargo Impulse requiremtnts associated with drops from alttudes greater
than 5000 feet, it must also possess features permitting the recovery action to be controlled
to suit the lesser impulse requirerments for drops from altitudes below 5000 feet.
P-raohute System Corresponding data for the reefed main parachute descent control system

ý7ownt 
in stemm 

inp r c ut e c nt c n r
SIarn Figure 48 through 50. Except for two features, these data are

qualitatively similar to those shown for the extraction chute descent control discussed above.The first of these features is the much smaljer spread between the different cargo weights.This reduction •n data spread Is caused by the better match between drop cargo weight anddescent control device drag area which is achieved by a four-stap incrementing of the number
of parachutes, along with the seven Itep Incrementing of the cargo weight.The second feature is ihe appraentiy anomalistic behavior of the teiminal velocity within th,drop altitude range from 1000 - 2500 Feet. This behavior is caused by the wide range In
cargo airspeeds after extraction, as shown In Figure 43. The post-extraction curgo airspeedst 110
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for certain cargo weights are Iess than, a -J for other cacgo weights are greatei than !he

equilibrium airspeed for the decent contr,.- sy-,tem.

Recovery System FPrformance

The recovery systerm performance is expressed n terms of:

o Minimum recovery distance

o Residual cargo velocity after recovery

o Recovery system weight ratio

Par--rocket Recover em- The recovery altitude loss, or the minimum recovery distance,
and te 'resiaual cargo ,elociry are shown as functicns of flight altitude at extraction in Fig-
ure 51. The altitude range covered by this figure is 1500 - 5000 feet. The recovery perfor-
mance data remain constant for drop altitudes above 5000 feet. The recovery altitudes indi-
cated in Figure !) are those at w6;ch rocket ignition must be triggered by iignal from some
ground proximity-sensing device in order to obtcain the residual velocity values shown in the
figure. Deviations from these values will cause the impact velocities to increase above the
values indicated.

The weight ratio data for the pcra-mocket recovery system are shown in Table XVII. These
data are independent of drop ai;itude, since the rocket units must be sized to accommodate
the largest impulse requirements, which always are associated with high altitude drops.

TABLE XVI I

RECOVERY SYSTEM DATA

Number of Total Rocket Weight of System System
Cargo Weight Rockets Weight Riser Lines Weight Weight

Pounds In Cluster Pound-, Pounds Pounds Ratio

35,000 4 1669 202 1871 .05342
40, 000 5 2088 248 2336 .0584.

45,000 6 2505 293 2798 .0622

50,000 7 2923 338 3261 .06525

55,000 6 2505 307 2812 05"915

60,000 7 2923 352 3275 . (546

65,000 8 3340 398 3738 .05575
70,000 8 3340 403 3743 .0535

Parachute Recovery System - The performance of the parachute recovery iystem is affected
significantly by he following operetlonai circumstances:

o Whether recovery Is accomplished immediately following shedding of the exhaction
system and deployment of the main pIrachute svysem

o Whether reý'ovnry is accomplished in terminatioi of a descent phase controlled by
reefed main tarmchutes
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The first of these circumstances defines essentially a minimum drop altitude situation, while
tý,e second one pertains to all situatitns involving delayed recoveryý

ThV reason for this significance is that parachutes exhibit significantly longer inflation times
when inflated in a horizontal streaming attitude, toanwhen Inflated in a near vertical atti-
tuWe. This behavior was demonstrated by computer runs with a program developed from the
lnflatinn time calculation method g;ven in Reference 4. The lowest flight altitudes com-
patible with so(e recovery are accordingly obtained by delaying the deployment of the main
parachutes until the extraction parc-huto drag, along with gravitational action, has aligned
the cago-parunhute system in a steep attitude angle. For the purpose of analysis, it was
assumed th.t a ccuhro-parachute system inclination to the vertical of 35-40 degrees is suffi-
cient. This condition li always satisfied by imaln pa-c-,chute deployment delays of 8 seconds
from initlation of the dpap sequenC1. The altitude loss during this delay period was investi-
gated onr a drop simulution program. The results of thit Investigation are shown on Figure 52
along with tho verrical velocity at the end of the delay period.

The altitude loss euring the delay period is always less than 600 feet, while the maximum
vertical velOcity is always less than 134 feet per :;econd, Allowing an estimate2 two-se-
cond period for uncovering the main parachutes leads to a total altitude loss of 870 feetl
before start of main canopy inflation.

The canopy hifklotio' times and the altitude loss during canopy Inflation were computed for
,the combinations of cargo weights and nurnhers of parachutes esicablshed in tle section de-
scribing system design data. These ca~culations were based on the mothod pr'e.inted in
Reference 4.

These calculationt, show a remarkable constancy of the prInciFfwd recovery parachutes, as

illustrated In Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

PARýICHUTE RECOVERY SYSTEM CHARACTERI STICS

Number I ni'toa l Filling Recovery Terminal Peak
Cargo We.14ht of Speed TiVoe Distance Velocity Load

a od ..... o n. . Fee" fe/Second Factor

35,000 4 166.5 7.8 440.0 24,3 3.182

40,000 5 162.9 8.3 44,•.0 23.1 3.137

45,000 6 160.5 8, 6 443,0 22.4 3.119
50,000 6 1 .15.0 8.0 439.0 23.7 3.178

55,000 7 162.4 8.4 444,,0 2249 3.134

60,000 7 165.6 7.9 440.0 24.0 3.174

65,000 8 163.4 8.2 442.0 23.3 3.143

it Is conolud4-J tharefore, thlei a minimum safe drop aelttude for "didNct" main canopy de-

ployment dro? would be

hmin 870 + 450 1320 Feoo
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For recovery from high altitude, reefed main canopy descents, similar calculations of canopy
inflation times and recovery distances were made. The results of these calculations are
shown in Table XIX.

I mc S Prformance

The impact attenuation system performance is measured by the nominal required thickness or
stroke of the shock absorbing material. For a nominal permissible impact shock level of 20 g,
using maximum values for the residual recovery veloc:ities, the data shown in Table XX
HIlustrates the impact control system performance for both the para-rocket system and for the
parachuto system. TABLE XIX

RECOVERY PERFORMANCE FROM DESCENT WITH MAIN

CANOPIES REEFED TO 2 PERCENT DRAG AREA

Initial Terminal Packed
Cargo Number Speed Speed Peak Inflation Recovury W kVolume
Woight of Feet/ Feet/ Load Time Distance Weight V
Pounds Chutes Secod Saecý.nd Factor Seconds Feet Ratio Feet

35,000 4 179.8 24.5 4.610 7.6 423.0 .08175 81.8

40,000 5 173.0 23,1 4.496 8.3 428.0 .08940 102.2

45,000 6 167.5 22.4 4.404 8.6 425.0 .0954 122.6

50,000 6 176.5 23.8 4.582 7.8 420.0 .0858 122.6
55,000 7 172.3 23.1 4.493 8.2 423.0 .0910 143.0

60,000 7 178,7 24.2 4.602 7.7 422.0 .0834 143.0
65,000 8 175.0 23.4 4.537 8.1 426.0 .0880 163.5
70,000 8 180.7 24.5 4,634 7.6 424.0 .08175 163.5S. ... . ..... .: .... ... ..... ........ ... .. ........ .. .

TABLE XX

iMPACT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
impaict Velocity - Feet/Seond Required Shock Absorber

S(Nominal Maximum) Stroke - Feet

Cargo Weight Para-Rocket Pa-'achute Para-Rocket Parachute
Pounds System System System System

3,, (o 15,5 25.0 197 i51

40,000 7.9 ;"r). 0 .051 .51

45,000 3,2 25.0 .0087 .51

50,000 3.4 25.0 .0095 .51

55,000 12.8 25.0 .134 .51

6'0, 000 6.5 25.0 .035

65, 0c0 1.5 2!.0 .0037 .51

70, 000 25.3 25.0 .560 .51
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Drop Precision Performance

The drop precision performance is ntuasured in terms or the standard deviation, or the root-
mean-square value, of the miss distcnce. The miss distance is 1he distance betweei the
actually achieved point of impact and the location of the target center or Oirnmng point.
Since the length of the actual miss distance varies from one drop to another, it is a random
variable, and can only be evaluated in statisticai terms, such as the value of its standard
deviation.

The miss d~stance is the sum of the following components:

Devia'Sort 1n g-ound travel distance during extraction

o Deviations in ground travel distance during descent

o Deviations in ground travel distance during recovery

These deviations are caused partly by deviations from controllable nominal values of.
"o Cargo weight,

"o Aircraft flight speed at cargc "traction,
"o Aircraft flight altitude at cargo extraction,

and partly by random influences such as:

o Gust velocity during extraction

o Wind speed and directional changes during descent and recovery.

The magnitudes o-p the miss distance components are reiat&' to the mcngnitudes of the various
causative factors by sensitivity coefficients. In the foPowing analysis, miss distance con-
tributocns due to aircrew reaction time lags are not taken into account, basically because
this contribution would be of the same order for the two systems which are to be composed,
and thus would not Improve on the discrimination in iahe comparison. The derivatior ofI Jsensitivity coefficients and perturbation factors is shown In Appendix D. 2, !
Tho XXI shows the value of the sensitivity coeffi•eints as determined from computer-simulated
drops with the two systems along with the numerical vaiues of the perturbation factors.

Toole XXII shows the results of the drop precision, calculations In terms of RMS miss distance
in feet for the various nominal drop weights and altitudes of 1500, 15,000 and 30, 00 feet.
Along wikh these data are ako showii values for the drop load densities, compu'ed as
W0/IrR 2 . 'the drop load densities are shown as gross and as net values. The gross

valuL4 are the nominal cargo weights divided by the probable hit area. The net values
were obtained by subtracting the appropriate subsystem weights from the nominal cnirgoweights.' This difference approximates that part of thei load carried by the aircraft whic-h

has operational utility for t he recipient, and represents therefore a realistic figuroe *f merit
for the system.
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EVALUATION OF SELECTED SYSTEMS

This section presents an evaluation of the two selected systems on the basis of the following:

o Specific productivity
o Sensifivity to operational. factors

Specific Productivity

The specific productivity is expressed in terms of the delivery density rate in pounds per
square foot per hour which is obtained by dividing the drop cycle time, t6, into the net
drop density values presented in the section on system performance.

The drop cycle time is defined as the time interval required to perform the following func-
tions:

o Removal of horners and other drop gea:' from the cargo along with other on-site
ac.tlons preparatory to transportation of cargo away from the drop site.

o Collection and preparation of drop gear for transportation wAay from the drop site
o Transportation of cargo and drop gear a specified distance away from the drop area

aiming point.

Under operational conditions, one would expect the two first-mentioned activities to be
performed concurr•ntly. The time required depends both on the effort involved and on the
size of the available drop area crew.

With respect to cargo preparation, rn discernible difference in effort appears likely between
the two systems, since the operation of both systems involves nearly Identical cargo loadz
and acce Ieratior experiences 6r the drop cargo. Consequently, the forms and amounts of
webbing and strap-cdown provisions are aieso very ,r•ilar. The type of cargo w~uld, t 'owever,
e):Brt a dominant influence on the vrepcration effort involved. Bulk cargo would tenid to re-
quire extensive preparation effosi,' particularly if the shipment Is broken down into pcckage
units of convenient welght for man-rhandling. The current evaluation is based on an estimated
praparation rate for the drop cargo of .0057 hours/1000 pounds, which is bellend In be rep-
resentatlve for the prep, ra$on effort required for cargo consisting of heavy equipment items.

A m•or difforonce between the two syvteri,,• can. ben expect.,ed wirn regard to the effort nvdlved
In ciaain•g the inpact area of rosiduol arnd salvageable drop gear. 7n impression of t$4 dif-
ference is cafforded by 'able )(XIfI, which shomw the weight and characteristic size of residual,
zilvigeal-lo drop gear corrcjponding to norminal cergo weights for both systems.

Ini order to provide ktimates of the effort anrd time elements Involved Inthis aspect of the
operatlon, the Velowing basc data were atwmed:

50 foot dlameiter rinti,-so parachute and rlser; 150 pounds
Slra;ghtan and ro 1-ups I man 2-3 minutes

M40 So, dlamneter flat canopy pcrachute and riser, 561 pounds
Str•olbtan cm d rokl-vp: 4 men 15-20 minutes

Loangr• on troqnsprtarg '1 mlnute/500 pounds
Handling copaefb My fo',w one man: 150-200 pounds
VSx $ govr sialvaqe cand drop vo'ec clearing crews:

35 p (X10,.0,000 f,)pud cargo - 1 man
!ZP O0CX0-"70,00 pmwd cargo 2 men

PNvackI&to $ystwms .4 teams @4 each -a 16 man
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It is realized that the rates assumed reflect near ideal conditions with a minimum of drop gear

tangling in vegetation.

Finally the time required for removal of cargo ard talvaged drop gear from the Impact area
has been assessed on the basis of an average transportation rate of 5 ton miles/hour and a
required transportation distance equal to three times the root-mean-square iniss distance for
each drop altitude and nominal cargo weight.

Results of the estimation are shown in Table XXIV for the cargo preparation and drop gear sol--
vaging activities.

Table XXV presents the resuits of the transportation time calculations, along with the values of
the drop cycle times. The drop cycle time is the sum of the transportation time and the largest
of the cargo preparation time and the drop gear collecting time.

The results of the drop cycle time estimations were used to evaluate the zpecific productivities
for each system. As shown in Table XXVI, this evoluation has been carried out fir all nominal
cargo weights and for drop altitudes of 1500, 15000, and 30000 Feet. It is based on the net
drop densities shown in Table XXII.

The clear superiority of the Para-Rocket system is due to the slightly better drop precision at-
tamnable with this system and the shorter drop cycle time,

Sensitivltyto Operational Factors

The principal operational factor to which the two systems exhibit marked difference in sen.-
Ssitivity is surface wind at the impact area. With an equilibrium descent speed of 25 feet per
secona, the Parachute system is sensitive to surface winds to the extent that a 10-15 knot
wind might overturn the drop cargo after impact. A reliably operating, ground sensing
quick release system for the main parachutes would afford reilef from this sensitivity.

The Para-Rocket system Is fundamentally insensitive to ground wind conditions due to thu
relatively small size of the extraction/descent control parachutas.
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TABLE XXIV

ESTIMATED-TIME ELEMENTS FOR PREPARATICN OF CARGO

AND COLLECTING OF RESIDUAL DROP GEAR (CONCURRENT ACTIVITIES)

Nominal Cargo Preparatlon Collectling Time for Residual
ltnrgo Weight Time D Gear - Hours

Pounds Hours Para-Rocket Parachute

35000 .33 .067 .32

40000 .38 .067 .59

45000 .43 .069 .612

50000 .,48 .071 .612

55000 .52 .12A .631

60000 .57 .126 .631

65000 .62 .128 .650

70000 .67 .128 .650

l1
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TABLE XXVI

COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC PRODUCTIVITY

FOR SELECTED SYSTEMS

Spec.ak Productivity
Nominal /LWFt /Hr

Drop Calgo
Alti tude WA.Ight Para-Rocket Parachute

Feet Pounds System Systein

3.5000 3.167 2.740
40000 3.500 1.994
45000 3.236 2.110

1500 50000 3.328 2.348
55000 3.677 2.640
60000 3.510 2.851
65000 3.720 2.925
70000 3.680 3.080

W5000 .0539 .04975
40000 .0619 .04802"5000 .0697 .03700

15000 i0000 .0775 .04342
65000 .04/5 .04200
60000 .03i16 .04835
65000 ,0565 .04556
70000 .0615 .05105

35000 ,01178 0!092
400C:) 0i375 .0088

45000 .01574 .00832
30000 5000 .01776 .00958

55000 .01014 .009331.
60000 O011U .01063"
65000 . 0 112, 4 .00G'.';0
7W00 .01366 .01118
-I130_ - m
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III j- AERIAL RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

CRITERIA FK R CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION

The development of criteria for the classification of aerial ratrieval cortcepts genoally
parallels the procedure utilized for aerial delivery cnceptv. Lo!5cal critowrale a s reab-
Iliaed for concept cloasifiLktion, basic terms ure defined., and ta tatlonale by which Coni-

binations of these terms are accepted or rejected Is outlined.

O2pra!jonal Phasea

in terms of fundamental phyulcil procesws, the boxic function parknmed by (n aerial nVMr.-
val system I the application of a gvquence of metered and tirmd Irapuls tev tho pxayload
tuch that the payload velocity is changed from zero to the aiircraft Hight upaed in a man-
nor compalible with aircraft and payload O.-nitntions. The toalv Imp'dlse raquirenment is
equal to the sum of the Individual Impulses In the sequence and is a function of payload
weight aircraft flHilht speed and altitude, and the type of twijectory followed by the re-
trieve/ payload.

Foe the purposes of analy'zing t1'e requirements of aerial retrlval operi•tonr, It ul con-
venient to consider the complete retrieval procedure as 1he combination Of seven distinct
phases. The Ind'ividual phases are different f~r the two operational concepti under can-
sideratlon.

The first operational concept Inchudex retrieval of the payload, towing the payload to a
new deployment area, and subsequont aerial delIvory of the payload. The revan phases
characterizing this operation are as follows:

I. Preparation

2. Engagement and Ascent

3. Towing

4a.S ReI &ue
5a. Descert b!

6a. Recovery

7d. Impact

The soecond operatlonal concept Involves retrieval of týz,, paylhad and subseqvent lioarding
of the payload Iwo tahe cargo compartment of .ho retriev aircraft. liht seven phisev
descrlbirn this• opratkin follows

1. Preporatlor
2. Engagemeni and Ascent

3. Towing

,•b. Closure

5b. Attachment
6b. Boarding

7b. Stowage



It Is observed that th0 first threm pihaes Orei Identical for the two operational procedures.
J94a, any acceptable aerial retrleval concop4 miuit be capable of satisfying the roclulreo"
ments of phases 1 through 3 In addAtion to thosw, ierent In elther phases 4ao lroujh 7ci or
Ab. Inspection of thenr, phaxes with, reord to oporatioral requirements leads to the conclu-
ro"iut characturistica oM• r:ase 2 have an ov'orvidh'g jinfluence on the characteristics of
tho remaining slit. 'Forr thi refian Phce, 2 'ill Ie utii0.ad exclutively for the classifi.a-
tion of retrieval concepts.., The: reming .si.% phases are identified primarily for the purpose
of future appllti"•hon in Olefa x•i, p•latle ,vaiuatlon of concepts,

O•ncopt Clas$lficatron CHi feria

The engagerment raind ascent iphase comprises all events which occur from the moment of first
phyalical contact between t&ei ground statiorn retrieval gear and airborne retrieval gear until
equilibrium cordti•ios between the cargo and retrieval aircraft have been achieved. The
deoisd kldnmatlc offectt on the cargo during this phase may 6e achieved through reaction
of a force by any ane or cofmnbnafton of the following reaction modes:

0 Reaction whith the retrieval aircraft

o Refection wiK the air

a Reaction with lmpll•e prpllant

o Reaction wlth the ground

The first reactlon mode, "reaction with the retrieval aircraft, " is solf..explanatory. Aii
rotrieval concepts utlimotely utilize this reaction mode.

The secoAnd, "rvak.t'on with the air, " includes oil methrds In which the reaction of the Im-
pulse•-'eneratInMj force acting on the payload Is ultimately transmitted to the surrounding
air.

"Reaction with Imapulse propellant" comprises all methods relying on the reaction of let or
rocket devices for g•eneration of the impulve Increment.

The final toaction mode, "reaction with the ground, " Includes all methods In which the im.-
pulve rn-roment is generated by forces whoae reactions are ul-iiimately wa:'r•iferr',d to -he S

gC urou .

Consistent with the procec uv followed In the development of classification criteria for
aerial delivery concepts, the four reoction mode- are assigned the code mi:mber shown
belcw.

Reaction Mode Desi;rptplon Cod. No.

Reaction with th.e Airpi'no (1)

Reaction with the Air (2)
Re€ction with Impulse Propellant (3)

Recctlon with the Ground (411

If It Is ,t•uored that each of these four Impulse Increment reaction locations can be utilized
slrrjty or In combination wi~h one, two, or all tfhree of the remaining methods in the en-
gagament and rscent phase of the retrhaval operation, all possible groups of set lovwil sys-
twin concepts are es.ablishad. The possible concept groups formed through application of
this procedure are ao follows:
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Different ftsaction Made Combination

ri) (1,2,3) (1,2,3,4)
';3)~ 1,2,4)

11 ',4) i,,3,4)(4) i;: 3) (2,3, 4)
1(2,4)
(3,4)

Combinations 4 6 4 1

'*mus, there are a totul of 15 possible concept groups. These groupos can be considered
aq the, ýrrsks of concept family Ireb-. The limbs and branches for'each tree emerge from
consideratlon of specific energy r .orage" release, and tronsfarmalion methods for realiz-

!qeach Impulse forcn tenction mode.
A number of the concept groups. imply physical configurations which are not readily ap-
plied to the engagement (and ascent phase of aerial delivery. These groups are illustrated
In the chart below. The concept groups rejected in thlsfigureeitherinvolve reactionwith
the ground or do not involve reaction with toe retrieval aircraft.

0'•ncapt group.• based on reaction with the ground require configurations which are not
compatible with the requirements of aerial retrieval operations. Examples of such con-
figurations are Inclined ramps for converting gravitational to kinetic energy, and in-
c,,lined launching catapultis for converting latent energy )o kinetic and inrvitational
energy.

IMPULSE REA0'ION MODE COMBINATION FIVER (AERIAL RETRIEVAL)_.

Impulse Reaction Mode
Combination CQde No. Reason for Rejection

( 14) Physical realization of mach-
20,4) cnisr beyond stajte-of-the-art

(1,2,)3,4)

2,3,4)
(1,2, 3,4) ______ ________

(2) Implies nrecise matching of air-
(3) craft flight path and velocity -

(2,3) capability not within state-of-
the-art.
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Several difficult problems are Inherent in the implementation of such devices. Included
are:

o Timing of launch with aircraft arrival

o Matching of cargo trajectory with uircraft flight path

o Lack of directional control capability 'mr.ediately following launch
Lack of mobility due to large launching installations for low acceleration sys- -

tems or, conversely, heavy launching platforms for high acceleration systems

As a result of these inherent limitations, concept groups which rely upon the ground reac-
tion mode are eliminated from further consideration with respect to the de, lopmen, of
sub-group derivatives.

As stated prcviou!;ly, all retievad system concepts ultimately involve a reaction with the
retrieval aircraft, Therefore, all concept groups which do not include this reaction mode
can reasonably be eliminated from further consideration, The technical reqv'rements of
concepts which do not include reaction with the tetrieval aircraft are sufficiently strin-
gent as to be considered beyond the current state-of-the-art. These requirements include:

o Timing of launch with aircraft arrival

o Matching of cargo trajectory with aircraft flight path

o Matching of cargo velocity with aircraft velocity

A mechanism capable of satisfying such requirements while demonstrating the Flexibility
necessary for aerial retrieval operations has a level of complexity similar to that of man-
ned systems, such as helicopters and aircrmft.

After elimination of the concept groups involving unrealistic physical requirements, the
number of permissible concept groups is reduced to four. These concept groups are illus-
trated in Figure 53. For convenience, the permissible concept groups from Figure 53 are
reorganized and assigned group numbers as shown in Figure 54.

The sub-groups related to each basic concept group are derived by considering the appli-
cable~ Slý~ia -icpe fo?.a. r IaenCehmtnnaw

4  
thk reac.rtion forces. Uidng -he. ge~i.nIm fir.,.ysl

concerning energy transformation developed for ciassificatiarn of aerial delivery concepts,
a summary of the available energy conversion principles and their applicable reaction
modes is shown in Figure 55. The number of possible reaction force generating modes
which are available for each impulse reaction mode is also indicated. Method: by which
the kinetic energy of the cargo relative to the aircraft can be transformed into mechanical
work are shown in the first major co!umn, together with available meo.is by which the
resultant force may be reacted. The terms "aerodynamic oction," friction action, " and
"mechanical deformation" comprise In themselves a large number of energy transformation
methods. "Mechanical deformation," for example, includes both elastic and ;nelastic
deformations, and "aerodynamic action" includes gliders, hel~cePters, and parawings.

The total number of retrieval concept sub-groups is chtairnd by forming the product of
permissible reaction mode combinations, siuwr, in Rp.,oie 54, and the corresponding
reaction force generating modes, shown in Figure 55, .,ihici totai 18 are illustrated
in Figure 56. The procedure used 7or identification of retrieval systems sub-groups
corresponds to that employed for aerial delivery systems.
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Operational Retrieval System Concept Group
Phase (Reaction Mode Combinations)

Group No. 01 02 03 04

sernt Control R (e,2) (13) (1C2,3)

Code fe %eactton Modes:

1Reaction with Airplane
Reaation with Air
Reaction with Impulse Medium

(1,2), (1,2,3) etc. Denote Mixed Modes

Figure Si - Reacfilon Modo Structure for Ranked Aerial
Retrieval Syst•am Concept Gioups
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4

The generation ot spc!ific retrieval system concepts must proceed directly from the sub-
groups outlined in Figure 56. Each of these sub-groups is characterized by energy
transformation methods and reaction .. odes which determine retrieval aircrft responses
during retrieval, and totol system weight relctive to cargo weight retrieved. Subs E quent
efforts related to retrieval system concept selection -mill be concentrated on evaluating
these aspecti of the sub-groups in order to assist in selection of the concept or concepts
most suited to retrieval of cargo in the 3,000 to 10.000 poutnrd weo.gt range.
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FOFMULATI ON OF CONCEPTS

The concept classification system presented in the previous section constitutes a useful guide
in the formulation of techniques for performing the engagement and ascent phase of the
aerial retrieval operation. While the concept classification system does not luncion as a
concept generator, it does provide a comprehensive descr*Ftion of available imechanisms for
energy transformation. This tends to preclude the omivsion of complete classeA of zoncepts
from consideration.

For convenience in conducting feasibility analyses in sukequent tections, aeric I retrieval
concepts are separated into two distinct groups characterh'ed LY), either aircraft ,y-by or
circling aircraft techniq ues. Concepts based on circraft fly-by techniques are lis:ed in
Table XXVII. Retrieval concepts utilizing circ'ing'6ircraft techniques are showrn in Table
XXVIII.

SS*noe there is only one phase in the aerial retrieval procedure during which an impulse is
imparted to the payload, the concepts tabulated in Tables XXVII and XXVIII represer.t com-plete aerial .-%trieval systems. Conseq uen•tly, the combinationai of reaction modes v•nO .,eac-

tion force genera, nq modes corresponding to these systoms are presented. The clas,;ific,4-
tion sub-groups which da;cribe each system are listod in the last column of both tables.

1
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ANAYSIS OF CONCEPT FEASIBILITY

The previous section compiled a nomber of re.trieval concepts. The more attractive tech--
niques are tisted in Tables XXV ca-.d XXVtiq of the previous section.

A ýirst order analysis wus conducted on =.,-h cA the concepts listed to determine its merit
and to single out the techniques de-ferving more detailed analysis and investigatiom.

There are fou, charo,.teristics of primary technical interest which serve as "mý,qsuring sticks"
when evalua,'irg aerini retrieval concepts

(1) Acceleratims avid loacd experienced by the aircraft during the pick-up operation,

(2) Size of the clear ground area required to effect the retrieval operation,

(3) Complexity of the system and accompanying reliability level and operational
problems.

(4) Power demands on the aircaf"f

With regard to the fourth chceracterismiD, o'ircraft power demands, it was determined in
onclysis of the variour cori;epts that aircraft power is not a limiting factor in aory of the
systems considered since, in all cares, the aircraft can sustain the impact loads as the pay-
food is engaged and accelerated. The horsepower drain on the aircrcuft is simply ci function

of the kinetic e, rrgy lost during the period oF time covering payload hook-up and acceler-
ation to aircraft speed. Therefore, t6 relative merit of the retrieval concepis considered
in th;s study can be assesed on the basts of the interplay nnd combined effect of items
(I), (2), and (3) above: accelerations and loads, clear giound area, and system complexity.

The interplay of the remaining three factors can be illustrated by considering the simplest,
most direct aerial retrieval technique, a direct ground snalch. In this techn!q ie, ,he air-
craft makes a low-level approach trailing a hook an a boov?1, snags the puyload ij/ hooking
a target line held aloft, and hauls the payload up and out of the area. This technique has
been employed with very light loavis, such as mail bags, but is not practical for heavier
loads. In the cases where the payload weighs thousands of pounds, the accelerations and
forces felt on the aircraft and on the payload are in the thousv.nds of "g's".
I ............ 1t0 Ile p~ro'lemr Of forces on the A/C and payloald, Gon.sideroble ground c learance

area is required before the payload can be hauled to sufficient altitude to clear surrounding
trees and terrain. The system, however, is extremely simple and is reliable when used with
light weight payloads. Its success depends only upon the pilot's ability to engage the pay-
load line. It cannot, however, be used for heavy payloads because of high forces and the
clear area requirements.

For each retrieval technique con•sdered, the following paragraphs present a sketch and gen-
eral discussion of the system operaovin, the pertinent portion of the analysis performed on the
system, and the results and conclusions drown from the analysis. In every case, the deficien-
cies of the system can be classified in accordance with the three most pertinent characteris-
tics listed previously. Following the discussions of the various concepts, the "Selection of
Systemz" Section presents the key points of consideratian with regard to eich system and dis-
cusses the relative merits of all techniques investigated.

The most severe case in each of the techniques presented is for the 10,000 lb retrieval pay-
load. Examples given in detail are for the 10,000 lb c#se. Where appropriate, evaluation
factors are presented as a function of retrieval pay'oad weight.
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Airecrfy Fly-by Concepts

This category covers retrieval techniques in which the aircraft trails a-length of line along

a stabilizing boom with a pick-u hook attached to the end of the line. The trailing linerepresents only a small portion of the total available line wound on a wipnch broke device
located in the cargo compartment of the aircruf..

As the aircraft flies over a target !tne attached to the payload, the trailing hook engages
the target line, thus forming a single line from the payload to the winch. In order to limit
peak acceleration levels, it is necessary for thq winch to pay-out line, tht.s reducing the
rate at which energy is imparted to the payload, and thereby reducing peak impact 1oac.s
a spreading them over a greater time spe'n. The winch is braked to impart maximum allow-

Io acceierations to the payload withouO overloading the hook-up line.

In general, the impact loads an the aircraft function inversely with the line length between
the hook-up pclIO and the payload. The major sub-categories in this section are based on
the coupling line length between the hook-up point and the payload.

Short Coupled - Low Aircraft Approach

The concepts discussed in this section utilize a short line length from the hook-up point to
the payload. The target line is owumed to be held above the payload on 30-foot stanchions,
thus enabling the aircraft io effect hook-up without participating In preliminary descent and
flare maneuvers.

Three systems are considered in thiz section. These are:

1. Winch-Brake
2. Winch-Brake/Rocket Boost

3. Magnus Effect Rotor

Winch-Brake

General - This concept utillhes a winch-broke arrangement which functions as previously

in this techn que, the aircraft .-Akes a low-level pass 50 feet abcve the payload and snatches
the payload off the ground by engaging a trailing steel lirm mnd hook into a nylon line held
on stanchions above the payload. The procedure is iflustrated In Figu 'e 57.

LStanr hions

Payload

Figure 57 - Winch Brake Retrieval Concept
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During the phase immediatei-, after engagement is comple.ed, after the line becomes taut,
the aircraft maintains level flight whiie paying out Vine and accelerating the payload to
aircraft speed. Nylon line elongotr ,n durCrig this phuse supplements cable pay-out.

When the payload speed i' the some. as the aircraft speed, the aircraft assumes and main-
tains a specified climb r•he and climbs out towing the payload.

Results and Conclusions - Even if i 'rs assumed that the 60,000-pound impact phase load-
ing (tor I0,UUU 16. payloadl could be managed by the winch and aircraft, signmficant pro-
blems are present in this system A very elaborate winch design would be required, since
winch control, timing, and operation are key factors.

The trc!ectory of the payload over the ground indicates that too large a clear area is re-
quired for this system. For a 10,000 lb. payload, some ;700 feet of area, having obstacles
no higher than 9 feet, is required to allow the payload to reach a 50-foot altitude. This
trajectory assumes an initial payload acceleration of 6 g's. Lower accelerations will result
in the payload striking the ground.

Anal sis - Figure 58 depicts the winch-brake ground snatch technique. The values given,
asin ure 59 and 60, aie for a 10,000pound payload. The four key points of interest
are shown with accompanying conditions.

At point (I) the tow line is hooked up and taut, the aircraft ir at some speed high1er than
250 feet/second, to allow for deceleration to this speed at the end cf phase (1)-(2), and
the payload is at rest.

During phase (I)-(2), the payload is accelerated to aircraft speed while leaving the
ground and traveling essentially in the direction of the *iv line. The aircraft winch
pays out line and the line elongates such that a maxirnuti, of 60,000 pounds is felt in the
line (6 g's on the payload). While the aircraft decelerates to 250 'feet/second and main-
taina altitude, the payload velocity vector approaches horizontal as @ approaches 0 degrees.
Also during phase (0)-2) the pilot rotates ihe aircraft such that a climb rate of 2000 fpm
con commence at point (2), the beginning of phase (2)-(3). The aircraft holds the 2000
•pm for the remainder of phase (2)-(3) and phvse (3)-(4). In order for the C-.1 0 to meet
the 2000 fpm climb rate requirement, 800D pounds of JATO thrust ougmentation c•re re-
auired for pM-.s. (2).(3) a0id (3)-(4).

At point (2) payload acceleration is completed, the tow line length has extended to 216
feet, including a 10% stretch of the nylon portion, and the payload is 't an altitude of
26 feet moving horizontally at 250 feet/seond. The aircraft winch, which has stopped,
is now reversed to roetw.eve the tv line Izrto t'he aircra•t.t

In order to simplify the analysis and to aOow determination of the payload trajectory farther
downrange, it was aosumod that an aircraft-mounted winch could be designed to meet the
very difficult requirements of phase (I)-(2) above. The armlysis presented is optimistic in
this respect, since any depreciation in winch performance wvill result in an increase in clear
ground area required. Computer data generated for the retrieval concept disc-ussed later
in this report indicates that an ordinary winch operated .. .(h a constant braking force will -j

not meet the requirements of this low aircraft approach winch - brake technique. A winch
with variable, preprogrammed braking will be required.
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Figure 60 - Motion cof Payload Relative to Aircaft - Winch Brmke Retreval Concept
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During phase (2)-(3), the aircraft climbs at 2000 fpm and the winch rpm increases from
0 at point (2) to a speed equivalent to a line rnel-in rate of 5 feet/second at point (3).
The winch maintains a line reel-in rate of 5 fps until the payload is at final aircraft tow
isition, A 100-horsepower winch is sufficient to meet the ree! in requirements of this
analysis.,

During phases (2)-(3) and (3)-(4) the payload is acted upon by drag forces, gravi ty,.and
line tension. In addition to the motion of the payload resulting from these forces, the
aircraft is climbing at 33.4 fps (2000 feet/minute) and the line is reeling in at 0-5 feet/
second.

A computer program was developed w'iich takes the above factors into account and de-
scribes the motion of the payload during phases (2)-(3) and (3)-(4).

The significant results of the program for th', 10,000 lb. payload case are tabulated in
Figures 58, 59, and 60. Figure 59 is a plot of the payload altitude versu% range with
signifcaht noints in time noted. Figure 60 depicts the motion of the poylead relative
to the aircraft. A change in aircraft rate of climb was taken into account beginning
att 1= 1.3 seconds. in this analysis, in order to show the technique in the best ligl.t,
JATO was used for 10 seconds, from t = 1,3 to t = 11.3. After '11.3 seconds an air-
craft rate of climb of 500 feet/minute was used.

Data were calculated up to the time when the payload had been retrieved to within a
distance of 50 feet from the aircraft and a.sumed a stable tow position for the 250-
feet/second (150-knot) flight speed.

Figure 59 shows the track of the payload up to the time when it has attained an olti-
tude of over 100 feet. Payload Altitude after O feet is of little interest.

F:igures 61 and 62 present data on the key trajectory points for payloads ranging from
3000 to 10,000 pounds. Figure 61 shows the relation between the retrieval payload
weight and the position of the payloads lowest return to týe ground and the timfi at
which it occurs.

Figure 62 relates the total ground clearance required to the weight of the retieval pay.-
load. Ground clearance is meaesured from engagern'nt Point to the point where the "
payiod has achieved an altitude of 50 feet.

Th-s remaining discussion applies to retrieval payloads from 3000 to 10,000 pounds.

Exi,nination of the data presented here shows one very significant point. The ground
track or range required for the payioad to achieve and mointain an altitude of at least
50 feat is over 1650 feet. This amount of clear areq severely limits tha flexibility of
such a retrieval system. Proposed models of the C-130 can opera.e in and c.ut of a
1500-foot field (Reference 19) with payloads greater then 10, 0 0 0 poundi.

From an operatic-nal standpoint, tiw technique appears to be feasible but p!aces severe
demands upon the aircraft commander and crew and requires the use of a very sophisti-
cated winch-brake mechanism. During a 7-second time span, the aircraft has (1) hookud
the payload and (2) ro~ted to the required climb altitude while (3) firing the JATO boi-
ties at the precise tecond required. The winch in the aircraft has (I) payed out some
160 feet of line in appraxlmately 1.3 seconds, (2) braked to stop, (3) reversed direction,
and (4) achieved Full ,reel-In rpm.
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The JATO firing and winch operation couP,' 3e designed for auirmcdlc control, tc king
signals from tle line loading; however, the Jemands on the pilot and crew remain.

*18 |OiI I i

I It

i, 17

IV L -- -- ----tI

3 5 7 9 11

Payload Weight - 1000 Lbs.

Figure 62 - Winch Brake Concept Range Required for Payload
to Clear 50 Feet

Significant enginoeeing problems must be solved in order to cause a system of the type de-
scribed here to function properly. The design of a fairly advanced winch is the primaryitem.

It should be noted that +.o analysis here assumes the winch to be capable of holding a con-
stant line tension during the impact phase. In the analysls of t!'e selected "Balloon-Lne"
retrieval system a winch with a simpler "Constant-brokeforce" repability is employed.
The computer program used for the balloon iine ranalycis was applied to the "winch-brake"
technique using a constant brake-force technique. Retrieval was unsuccessful in every
case. Also, 'he winch must be attached to ther'ircraft tn a way that will distribute the
high loading during the hook-up phase into the fuselage structure.
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Winch- Brake/Rocket Boost

General - This concept is essentially the some as the previous winch-brake concept with
one p•imary exception. Solid rockets are used in the initial impact and acceleration
phase both to occelerate the payload to aircraft speed and to lift it rapidly to an alti-
tude above 50 feet.

The rocketa are dropped with the initial kit and are mounted to the payload in a mannes
smilar to that described in the sectioo on Payload Ascension Concepts. Figure 63 de-
picts the Rocket Boost System attached to the payload pritr to retrieval.

On engagement, the rockets ignite and accelerate the payload along a planned pao sothat an altitude of 50 feet is obtained after a minimal later-! trave|l, aria the payload

is accelerated without placing high loads on the aircraft and winch.

After burn-out of the rockets, the aircraft continues to climb ond tow the payload up
and out of the area.

Results and Conclusions - This systern is considered impmrctal for operation in a field
type environmentt, The handling and rmount'ng requirements of solid rockets, pirticularly
of the size required In this system, are rvt compatible with field operations.

Ana s- This te.,hnique requires a comp!ex rystem of components whkch must be handled
underfeld conditions. A breakdown of the major hardware items required for this concept
is as follows:

A/C Winc.h & Cable

50 Ft. Knockdown or Telescoping 1tanchions

Frame or Structure for Attaching Solid Rockets ?o Payload

Solid Rocket Motors,
Itylon Target Hook-Up Line

The above components must initially be dropped in a kit from the aircraft and assembled by
d crew..... e......... *..... ,,,,,wu, 'it,or esrinuaie of the size and •.ight of solid rocl et

motors required to satisfy the requirettents of this system.

StStanchions
Tower

Payload

Figure 63 - Winch Brake/Rocket Boost Re.rleval Concept
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Assume a change of velocity, Av of 300 fps is required and t&Ivt the I for the solid propel-
lant is 180. Then:

300

AWI Wp +Wc 180 x 32.2 J.053 (62)
- . . = •=!03(2

I(Isp)O (g) WI + W

where:

Wc = Pay!oad weijht of 10, 500 lb. (including 500 lb. for rocket support
structure)

Wp Propellant

W Rocket Inert weight

Wg + W = Rocket gross weight

W + Wp + Wc =WG = System gross weight

Since:

We + Wp Wc Wl (63)

W + Wc WIc WI +Wc

W I

WP = .03(W +W')

W W
1 = .0,+53 "+1 ) (64)

Wp Wp
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Lot + W 0.8 (65)

W = .8W + .8WI

W = wI = 4wA, W, 4- =0.25 (66)
P .2 ýP 4

from (64):

I = .053 (.25 + 1. 0' )

W-p.

.10,500 563 lb.WP 18.64

from (66). W 56
WI = ... _ =- 141 lb.

4 4 I
W rocket 02 W p + WI 7041 b.

From the conditions given in the previous section on the winch broke technique:

tb = bum time - 1.3 seconds

Wp .563 .A'l',q.. kL -
- 433Iowl,':ocTV

tb 1.3 p (67)

Thrust, T m I Wp x 180x433 - 78,000 lb. (68)

The lift-off thrusHo-weight Is then:

T .7, 00 6.97 (69)
WG 1C, 300 + 704
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A solid nmckrt system of this size will be difficult to manage in the field. The ground per-
sonnet will be required to assemble the unit arvd mount it en "ho payload so that the thrust
vec•tr of the rocket package is in the correct ,IIrection. If the unit is raisailgned, the retrie-
val ate•mpt will be seriously jeopardized, possl'y resulting In the loss ordamage of the P. L.

The total rocket weight of 704 lb. will be broken down into at least 3 units mou,.ted so
that the rocket blast will not damage the pyayload. This requires that the mounting struc-
lure extend considerably above the paylood (see Figure 63) so that the ground crew will
need lifting aids such as a block and tackle or portable crane to assembly the system.

Additional complications could arise ai a result of air dropping the rocket system kit. The
shock loads sustained by the compornents when dropped by the aircraft may cause them to
malfunction. 'is is a system reliability factor which is not assessed 1n detail herein, but
is considered in the system complexity rating discussed in a later section.

Also, the peak thrust of a solid mocket and the bum time are functions of the soak tempera-.
ture of the propellant. Figure 6$4 depicts a typical plot of solid rocket thrust vwtsus .!We.

Ti

Bum Time (Seconds)

Figure 64 - Solid Rocket Thrust versus Time

in the above figure, T , T and T• represent propellant smak temperatures. During the
pick-up operation the locikts may Re exposed to a varlety of environmental temperatures
so that thrust and burn time couldvaiy considerably during firing.

The complicated nature of this system plus the critical winch design required eliminates this
concept from serious consideration.

Magnus Effect Rotor

In this concept, the magnus effect rotor is dropped from the aircraft as a kit,
med and affixed to the payloc' on the ground. The aircraft fhes by and hooks
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a line attached to the rotor-payload. The hook-up line is wound at the rotor in such a
way that an aircraft engagement of the tow line spins up the rotor, thus providing lift
while also accelerating the rotor-paylead horizontally. The rotor-payload unit continues
to .ilmb with the aWrcmft and accelerates to the aircraft speed. The rotor-payload then
reaches a steady state tow condition in trail behind th. aircraft. Figure 65 depicts the
magnus rotor in tow behind the aircraft.

Magnus Rotor

Payload

i

Figure 65 - Magnus Effect Rotor Retrieval Concept

'1

Results -'nd Conclusions - Since a mgnus roor wil raquire comited devices to provide
tilIty ar iontrol and variable lift capability It has been dropped from further considera-

'I tion.

Mathematical analyses Indicate that the magnus rotor can be utilized In a sys-

ten designed to retrieve payloads on the order of 10,000 pounds.

In comparison with using a glider in a similar system the magnus rotor:

1. Provides very short takeoffs.

2. 11ca a much lower L/D than a glider producing the same lift at the came airspeed. I
3. Preonts a more complicated overall system than the glider, which contributes

to lower reliability.
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Presentation of detailed analysis on this system Is riot considered pertinent since one primary 4

factor eliminates the mcagnus rotor from serious consideration: the rotor is capable only of
producing lift. It has no inherent stability in either the roll, pitch or yaw planes, and
simply produces lift as a function of the speed at which it is being pushed or pulled through
the air. In order to achieve control on the rotor additional aerodynamic surfaces must be
appcndaged to the otor and then controlled remotely.

Since the speed at which the rotor-payload is being towed will vary (during the pick-up
phase primarii-) and since inilal lift required is higher than steady state lift, a simply
designed magnus rotor will not suffice. The rotor to be used In this application will re-
quire variable lift capability.

The expcessively complex control systom assoriated with this retrieval technique places it
in an advanced stat9-of-the-,irt categpry and eliminates it from further consideration.

Short Coupled - High Aircraft Approach

The concepts discussed In this section utilize a short firme length from the hook-up point to
the payload. The payload is lifted to several hundred feet by either a balloon or solid
rockets and tne airplane flies over, hooking a target line above the payload.

Two systems are consdered In this section:
tv Balloon Pay load Ascension

*At Rocket Payload Ascension

W11l22on Poad Ascension

.QVZM. - This payload ascernion technique operctes In the following mariner, The air-,
crarftmakes a low- level pass and dro.p a kit containing the ascension ixilloonhbottlad
hiellum, associated lines and attachment hardware. Graund personnel attach the balloon
AD the pnyioad and Inflate It using the bottled helium. The balloon ascends carrying the
poayioad to a specified aitltude and Is guyed to thi ;,uDd to prevent further asension.

The vircraft ther, inakes Its pass, snagging the balloon cable as depited In Figure 66. The
bulfl.on If designed to rip and deflate on pick-up ond a uensingd e l eeleases tho guy
ilne from th* payload. The payload Is thee In tow behind the aircraft.

Results and Conclusions - The balloon ascension ýystorm described above ia considered Im-Fr-u c M ;r- he following reasons

(1) The large size of the balloon leads to several problems. Ainong these are erection
difficulties under field con•lotins, the associated time requlre; arnd al,. drift
during the pick-up run.

(2) The possibility exists that the balloon will be destroyed In a pick-up attempt
without effecting a successful n~ook-up, This leads to additional complication
In that a large recovery parachute Is needed to save the payload should the
pick-up attempt fall.
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An4.l Ii- Figure 67 diagrams the forceiu on the klaloon system. The oeqatirn of vaffti,
ca es on theballoon is

F v = 0 = F n -, WT-1.•

5 •Where F0 M! byo.atiq farce on ballgov?

WT; Wi +W +W +W

SWB = weight of balaoon

VI '1C = weight of safety c10te

W WP weiqh" of payload

VR= weigqht of harnew, lines etc.
at the payload

m =otal mas of system WT
W 9

a vertical acceleration

Weight estimates

wB = 750 ibs.
W = l( B

C WO

Flopira 67 -, Force Diagram for Helium Balloon Wp = 10,000

TYR = 1O000]

IAT ? ',501lbs. J''

Assume a 1/.I ft/sec2

Then:

Ft/ = WT + ma 12,750 Ibs. + 12,75. /2

F 8 = 12,948 lbs.
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The buoyant force. tenerted by the displacement of air with helium Is given by:

FB PA vB PH VB -- VB ( PA" PH) (72)

where:

dens= eity of air In lbs/ft3

VS volume of air inf0

dd•iIty of 1,ellum In lbs/ft3

To determine the balloon volunu raquired than

131 S9 = 12 ._40

( PA- P11) .0765 -. 0111 .065.4

v - 19.I,OOoft3
J

Assuming th-, balloon s ellipsoidal, the volume Is given by

3

wh . .~'-b - • .o te & m-u,. of xeso (See Figure 681.

22c

Figure 68 H" Helium Balloon Geometry
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Letting c = b and a 3c the volume in teims of "a", the length, is
4 aa _4 3

V B I T a -- =- 1a 3(73)

3 3 3 27

then

S127/1980 13
2 /3 2/ 3 18 00 = (426,000)

4Trr 4 IT
a = 75. ft.

2a = length = 150 ft.

2c = diameter = 2o 50 ft.
3

Figure 69 presents the helium balloon size required for payloads from 3000 to 10,000 tbs.
The large size of these balloons suggests serious problens with ground handling and In-
flation, involving an appreciable assembly and erection time. Gusting surface winds
could make it impossible to erect the balloon.

The problem of releasing the balloon after aircraft engagement is made is also significant.
The ballwon must be mpidcy deflated rather than simply released, since it must be se-
curely affixed to the payload prior to pick-up. Unless the balloon is destroyed rapidly
it will create unmar~ageable dra for the aircraft. Additionally, a safety parachute is re-
quired to get the payload back down &afely In event the balloon is destroyed.

After engagement, In order to keep impact forcei as low as poasible, it is necessary for.
the winch to pay out several hundred feet of tow line. Consequqntly, the payload then -
swings down n an arc toward the around, Therefore, In order for the system to operateip.pr!y, a pkck-up aititrde of 00-1000 feet 's required.

At 1000 feet in a 30 knot wind a tethered balloon of 198,000 ft3 volume undergoes a
maximum excursion of approximately 250 feet, ma'king It a somewhat difficult target.

V
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Rocket Ascension/Parqchute Retrieval Concept

General - In this concept, the retrieval aircraft first makes a pass and drops a kit contain-
ingahs-Wd rocket ascension system and parochute.

A graur~d crew assembles the rocket ascension system and mounts it to the payload. At a
time crmntrolled by the pilot of the aircraft, the rockets are fired, lifting the system to a
predetermined altitude. The parachute opens and allows the payload and spent rocket unit f
to begtin a slow descent. The aircraft then passes and engages the parachute - payload by
sr, ageing a line suipipended on "eairs" above the parachute.

Figure 70 depicts the operation of this concept.

Peak

(2) !h

Figure 70 - Rocket AscenzlorVParachute Retrieval Concept

9@mdtjog~nd_•grnsln.• - There are many factors which make this system Impractical for
payload retrieval operations. The primary factors are:

(I) The high accelerations and loads on the payload and aircraft at engagement,

(2) The limited time oval lable to engage the payload during the descent of the
system, and

(3) The difficulties which will be experienced by the ground crews in assembling
the ascension system for proper operation.

talysi - Since the paylohd and paruchule are descending and have essontially no horl-
zan-.I speed, the engagimiani pbma impact ioads are higher than If the payloa'i were
located on the grouwd. The sec¢tioni an ground snatch techniques in this report discusses
the elaborate winch system which i, required to handle a ground watch of the payload. A
winch of the soim type would 4A required for the rocket ascension technique, and must be
daigned to handle even highor loads.
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The payload must also be lofted to a substant|il'ialtifude to allow a reasonable period of
time for engagement by the aircraft. The rquiied altitude can be estimated as follows.

o Time for plane to circle: Radius of turn is 4000 feet at speed of 250 fps.
distan'ceý 2TrX 40D0 = 0 0eod

speed = 250 = I00seconds

o Assume parachute allows cargo to drop at a speed of 25 feet/second.

o Aidw 100 feet drop from peak for chute to open. Assume that lost pass must be
made at a minimum altitude of 400 feet.

For each phase of the pick-up sequence, the payload-chutv descent is estimated as
follows:

Payload/Chute Descent Distaraces

chute opening 100 ft.

during first pass 50 ft.

a/c circling 2500 ft.

margin above ground 600 ft.

Total Altitude 3250 ft.

Allowing an additional margin of 250 feet, the total minimum altitude required for just two
passes at the paylood-chute target Is 3500 Met. For each additionai pass, an additional
2500 feet of altitude is needed.

A syctem of this nature requires perfect timing in order to be succesful. Thj initial posi-
tion of the aircraft relative to the payload and chute must be fairly exact in order to pro-
vide a Ceood chance of success on the first pass and allow sufficient time for a second pass.
Engagement must be made with a moving target which makes the task even more difficult.

Another significant disadvantagi) to this 3ystem is the delivery, ground handling, and
assembly of the rocket-chute ascension system.

A similar solid rocket ascension system i1 discussed in the section on ground snatch techni-
ques. The discussion of the system In that sectkon applies to iha payload ascension system
being considered here. However, in this cose, the rocket system is even heavier since a
chute Is Included and the total package must he given a larger &-v to attain the 3500 feet
of altitude required.

Long Couple" - Low Aircraft Approach

A long line Is employed in this concept to connect the aircraft with the payload. In the
LIfting Line concept, the lIle is extended up-range toward the approaching aircraft. In
"the Glider and Parowing conicepts, the line is extended downrange.

In all caes, stanchions are used to hold the nylon target line aloft for engagement by a
trailing aircraft hook.
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Four concepti are discussed in this section:

Lifting Line Glider Porawing Trailing Airborne
Lift Device

Lifting Line

Qenerg - This srstem consists of a line equipped with a number of aerodynamic vanes
spced at various points along the lIne. The vanes serve a dual Purpose: They shape
the line to damp t.e build-up of forces in the syste-. nd aiso provide small increments
of lift.

The line can either be laid out alsag the ground in the direction of aircraft approach
and the hook-up portion held aloft on stanchions, or the entire lifting line length can be
held aloft by a balloo,. Meh latter technique should actually be classified as a "Long
Coupled - Hici+ Aircraft Concept," but due to the similarittes of the two techniques they
are di•ý,ased together in this section.

In We former concept, the vanes are positioned along the ground in the direction from
which the aircraft is to approach. The hook-up end of the line is held aloft by 50-foot
stc-nchions to allow the aircraft to make a pass t no lowyer than a 60-foot altitude.
Theoretically, the line begins to "fly" off the ground after engagement, shaping itself as
shuvwn iY Figure 71, so that the payload lifts. off in ca near vertical trajectory

( VVanens

Payload

Figure 71- Lifting Line Retrieval Concept

The latter concept, in which the lifting-line equipped with vaner is held aloft by a bal-
loon, operates similarly to the suspended balloon-line. The primary function of the vanes
is the same as when the line is initial!y on the ground. The vanes curve the line, reduce
impact loads, and give the payload e.t near vertical trajectory.

_eegjultj and Conclusions - This system i,-. considered to be impractical for a number of rea-¶' sons. The primary difficulties stem from the operation and hardling of such a system.
In ordsr to retrieve a 10,000-pound payload, for example, It Is necessary to drop an
equipment kit weighing at |leat 7500 pounds. Figure 72 depicts the relation between total
kit weight and retrieval payload weight for payloads from 3O0 to 10,000 pounds.
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A third reason is that the complexity of such a system makes successful operation in the
field unlikely.

Analyis - Initial consideration was given to constructing a computer program to simulate
th. lifting line technique.

The mathematical simulation of the lifting line concept involves the determination of line
shape as a function of time. The line sha is defined by the aerodynamic forces and the
tensiondue to the accelerating payload. Te aero ynami -.forceat each pointon the line Is
a functionof local velocity, and this velocity distribution is constrained by the continuity
of the line. The result is a very complex variational problem. The calculus of the varia-
tions problem is further complicated beause of different end conditions before and after
the payload has lifted off the ground. All of the parameters involved are functions of
time. 1,i addition, since aerodynamic characteristics are locally d'scontinuous when vanes
are stalled, this problem is not amenable to an exact analytic solution. In view of these
factors, a numerical computer solution would involve a major expenditure of effort. Such
a program was considered to be beyond the scope of this study.

In lieu of a computer program analysis, a simpler approach was taken for a cursory evalu-
ation of the lift.ng line concept.

The mast significant feature of the lifting line concept is, of course, the aerodynamic
vanes spaced at intervals along the line. A primary consideration is the size and weight
of these vanes. Three simplified techniques were used to estimate the vane size required
for this system. The results of the estimates were similar, and the calculations indicate
that an excessive amount of total lifting surface Is required.

Figure 73 illustrateit one of the three techniques used for estimating the vane size. Assume

Freed Baloon

Figo~re 73 - Lifting Line Geometry

!A7
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initially thai there is only one vane, as shown in Figure 73, and that the vane is designed
to lift the payload near vertically at a 3g acceleration. Further simplifying assumptions
are that an Instantaneous steady-state condition Is being observed, thus e!iminating accel-
erations, and that vertical epeed is negligible compared to horizontal speed.

The forces on the single vane are shown in Figure 74.

Therefore:

L T ZFv - 0 = L + Tcos - FV (73)

H = 0 = Tsin@ - D (74)

D I v where:

L = Lift on vane

T = Line tension
D = Drag on vane

F FV = Vertical force on payloadV!
g = Angle of tow line to vertical

Figure 74 - Force Diagram for Assume that the vane operatesLifting Surface at an L/D of 5, then:

1/D- 5 L =5D (75)

Solving the above equations yields:

L =

(1 + cot 0)
5

let: FV = 3 mg

9 = 30°

cot 0 = 1. 732

then ubing a 10,000 pound samp'i paylou,,.
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L 3 (x2

L = 22,300 pounds

The vanes are operating at a wide range of angles of attack. Assuming a CL maximum of 1.0

for each vane, and a linear CL versus r/. curve, an average CL is taken Ls 0.5 for the single
vane.

If the aircraft has a horizontal speod of 250 feet/second and the payload has a horizontal

speed of essentially zero, the speed of the single vane can be estimated at no more than,
2/3 of the aircraft speed, or 167 fomt/second.

The toi ii lifting surface are,: can be estimated by;

L -(76)

where

L = 22,300

= 0.5 (average C1 for all operating vaneO

= I/2, p9 2 = 1/2x .00238x 1672 = 33.2

sT x 3.

ST = 1350 feet 2

Assume that a total of 30 vanesý are djstrlbuied along the more efficient portion of the line.
Each vane must then be capable of wthstandlng loads associated with the maximum C1 of1. 0 andl the maximum q of 75 psf (v = 250 feet/second).

Tne maximum lift •ach vane must be capable of withstanding theni, Is-'

LV = CL SV q (77)

where

S= 45feet
2

L V I I. 0 X ?.I' ;( :ý*

LV 3370 pouivus
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and the drag:

DV = 3 = 675Pouns

A vane design can then be muggested as shown In FRgure 75.

CF

bI

Figure 75 - Riorpzoerltatlvc Liftfg Surface Configuvotionr

S= bxc=45feet (78)

let-

b- 9
c=5

Assuming an optimistic weight for the lifting surface of 5 pounds/feetk,- the weight of each',nne is th~n.-

Wv 45 x 5 v-22 Upounds (79)

The total weight of 30 vanes ;a then:

WT = 30 Wv = 6750 pounds (80)

First considerino the concept In which a helium balloor. is Lned to support the lifting-Iine, it
can be sean tIthz the k•allo Ie Oze required Is excessive&. The total weight to be suppurted by
the balhoon will include some 47!T0 pounds of vanes plus at least 250 pourIds of nylon line.

In order to support t(te total of 7000 pounds, a balloon of 114,000 feet3 volume, sonte 126
feet long cand 42 feet acro•s. is iequt./tdI.
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The weight breakdown of the initial drop kit is approximated by:

Bal loon 520 pOUIWS

Helium bottles 5,000 pounds

Nylon line 250 pounds

Lifting vanes 6,750 pounds

Payload harness 500 pounds

Total 13,020 pounds

This in order to retr'eve 10,000 pourds, roughly 13,000 pounds must be delivered.

For the concept wherein the lifting line is laid out on the ground and stanchions are used,
the system weighs at least 7500-8000 pounds, (See Figure 71). The likelyhood that
lifting line will function in practice as predicted in $heory is unknown. Unless the line
"flies" off the ground perfectly, the retrieval attempt may fail, damaging or destroving
a sizeable portion of the retrieval gear as well as the payload.

Fixed-Wing Glider

General - The system depicted in Figure 76 is composed of a fixed-wing glider mounted to
the pay`load on the ground, a nylon line attached to the glider/payload, and stanchions to
support the nylon line for engagement.

The purpose of the long nylon line is twofold: (1) the stretch in the nylon (up to 20 percent
of original length) reduces peak impact loads, and (2) the line coming into the payload in
the horizontal plane allows acceleration of the glider/payload in the correct direction. If
a short linfy is used, as discussed for other systems, the vertical glider/payload acceleration
would be too great as compured to the horizontal acceleration.

The components are dropped in kit furm from the aircraft, assembled by ground personnel,
and attached to the payloar'.

Lifti Device

Payload

Figure 76 - FlixedoWing Glidet Retrieval Ccr.cept
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The aircraft approaches the target, engages the line and pulls the glider/payload along
the ground until it reaches flying speed. The device then flies off the ground In tow by
the aircraft.

Results qrd Concluslons - The fixed-wing glider is not acoepl.able for use in the system de-
scribed for three reasonsc.

I. Gilder size and weiaht: A glider capable of ,etrieving 10,000 pounds we!ghs at
least 10,000 pounds and requires a wing span of 35 to 40 feet.

2. Ground roll reauired: Holding a maximum line tension of 25,000 pounds (con-
trolled by winch payout) the ground roll required for the glider to cliar a 50-
foot obstacle was computed to be 1200 feet.

3. Field operation: It is impossible to have a glider f.-,nction properly in this appli-
cation without either a crew on board or an elabortte remote flight control sys-
tem r

Analysis - Assuming a lift coefficivent, CL, of 1.2 a sea level c'e'smty, and a steady

state tow speed of 150 knots (250 feet/second), the wing area fZr such a glider can be de-
termined.

s= L (81)

C L

where

L = total lift required of glider payload weight + glider weight = 20,000
pounds (based on WWII gliders, where gross weight is about twice pay-
load weight)

CL = 1.2

q = 75 psi .0@.1 fps" 0

S= 20. 220 feet 2

An example rPf a wing this size is one with a 6-foot chord and roughly a 37-foot span.

A computow program was developed to determine th. take-off distance required for the
glider/payload to clear a 50-foot obstacle.

The program was designed to take Into account:

I. Line elongation during early engagement an' aru.,nd roll.

2. Line reel-out, when line tension reaches a preset maximum.

3, Change In angle of attack of the glider/payload.
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The program eglects:

I. Ground roll friction

2. Ground effects

3. Crosswind gust effects

Several %llder/payload weights were analyzed at tow line tensions of 25,000, 35,000,anJ
45,0X, pounds. Results of the initial runa were examined for effect on the aircraft perfor-
man,;e.

The deceleration of the aircraft during the pickup of the glider/payload was datermine•
through the following relation:

T Fx=0 =T-D-,FLcos.--ma (82)

where

T = Aircraft thrust available

D = Drag of aircraft

FL = Line tension

O = Line angle with horizont.al

rn = Mows of aircraft

a = Deceleration of aircraft

Referring to the aircraft limitations section of this report it can be determined that the ex-
cos thrust available for the C-130 at "ie flight condition of this analysis is roughly 18,700
pounds. Therefore, in the above equation:

T - D = 18,700 pounds

Assuming that 9 is smoll and cos = 1 .0, then:

i6, 700 - F•
a =

substituting FL = 25,000 pounds, arid

m
9

-6,300 x 32.2 = -1.69 ft/soc 2
•, ! 20, 000

The deceleration time was determined from tfe computer run to be 8.3 9, coridL. Therefore
the loss in airspeed for the aircraft is;

V=a t (P3)

V = - 1.69 x 8.3 14 ft/sec : .3 knots
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A similar analysis for a line tension of 35,000 pounds was performed yielding an aircraft
deceleration of 15.8 knots.

Since the aircraft is at a very low altitude aid low air speed, its deceleration should be
kept to a minimum. The remainder of the an, ''sis, therefore, was restricted to use of a
25,000-pound tow line tensip.,:.

Figure 77 presents the pertirnent results of the analysis.

Note that for a glider/payload weight of 20,000 pounds the distance required to clear a
50-foot obstacle was computed to be 1200 feet. This value represents the largest ground 4
clearance required of the retrieval techniques considered, with the exception of the
"winch-hrake" system which requires 1700 feet.

Parawing

General - This system functions as the glider system previout-ly descrbed. The parawing is
stored in rhe aircraft and delivered in similar fashion to the gIider.

R~esults and Conclusions - Since the parawing cannot be towed at speeds higher than 86
notr . as shown in the section on circting line concepts of this report, further analysis of

this retrieval system was not required.

Trailing Lift Device

General - A system was considered in which a lifting device is towed over the pickup point
onal approach, as shown in 78. A system of lines connect the aircraft with the lift de-
vice such that the engagement hook is located at a point between the aircraft and the lift
devices.

Lifting Device

••w Line Arrangement-0
Figure 78 - Trailing Lift Device Retrieval Concept

When hookup is effected, the payload moves up and oft relative to the aircraft in a some-
what elliptical path. As the payload reaches aircraft and lift device speed it is retained
in a position near the lift device and both units are ýowed by the oircraft.

The primary purpose of the rather elaborate system of cobles or lines is to allow transfer of
a.,omentum to the payload at a slow rate, thus reducing irpact loads.

'7
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1esults and Conclusions - This system Is considered Impractical because of limitations as-
iWte caldate lift devices and the operational problems associated with the use

of such a system In the field.

-A malg"- Successful operation of this system requires exact component positioning prior
to anafter engagement. Under field condition, gusts, cro-swlnds, and theinais make it
extremely difficult to fly the system in the manner rluirmd.

/
Two candidate lift-devices for this system are the glider and the parawing.

Analysis of these two devices in other sactions of this report indicate that (1) the parawing
cannot be used due to speed limitatiom, and (2) th, glider has serious deficiencies in re-
trieval applications. A glider suitable f&-r use In this application must weigh at least as
much as the retrieval payload pounds and hwve either a crew on board or an elaborate re-
mote control fi~ght system.

Long Coupled - High Aircraft Approach

The techniques and systems considered in this catetlory utilize a long nylon coupling line

between Phe aircraft and the payload to be retrieved. The target line is lofted to a speci-
filed aliitude as dictated by the requirements of each system. The aircraft passes over the
target line, engages a trailing hook onto the line, and lifts the payload in a near verti-
cal trajectory.After engagement loads have subsideo, the aircraft begins to climb and
reel-in line as the payload oscillates and finally rests in a steady-state tow Dosition.

Five concepts are classified in this category. These are:

Lifting Une - High

Balloon Line
Balloon Line/locket Boost

Line Rotary Lift Device

Rocket Line

Uiftina Lne - Hiah

This concept was previously discussed under the heading of "Lifting Line."

Balloon Line

.GuiM.- This system uses a helium balloon to lift the payload retrieval Pine aloft, while
the Iayload remains on the ground. This concept is illustrated in Figure 79.

On an 3nitial pass, the aircraft drops a kit containing the balloon, retrieval line, and har-
ness. A ground crew attacher. the kit to the payload, inflates the ballonn, and restrains
the payload line as the baiioon ascends to the planned altitude. The aircraft returns and
engages the cross line above the balloon, destroying or freeing the balloon and lifting
the payload off the ground.

The aircraft winch allows line pay-out and holds the maximum occereratlon on the payload
to 3g's. As soon as possible, the wincti stops pay-out and begins to reel the payload Into
a position near the aircraft. The payload Is then towed to base.
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balloon

Retrieval Line

I
Figure 79 - Balloon Line Retrieval Concept

Results and Conclusions - This techr;que offers several advuntages over the other concepts
analyzed in the studly:

1 , Lower aircraft and payload accelerations and loading during engagement

2. Less winch pay-out required

3, More vertical payload trajectoy off the ground and a correspondingly smaller -1required clear area|

it has been concluded that this retrieval system is perhaps the most promising of those con-
sidered.

A later section of this report presents a detailed analysis of the balloon lin6 con-ept and tfe
predicted performance of the system.

8Ana% s - Several improvemen•ts over the basic ground snatch technique discuned previously
are afforded by the balloon line system of retrieval.
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By extending the nylon line to an cltitude of 500 feet or more, several advanteges are rea-
lized. The drag, elongation, and nertia of the line cause it to form a curved shape from
the aircraft to the payload after engagement. Thir causes the payload to follow G near
.vertical trajectory'and clear the ground area after a minimal lateral excursion.

A second advantage of the balloon system also results from the properties of the long nylon
line. The line elongates -ind curves over behind the aircraft thus requiring less winch-cable
pny-out than a lower altitude engagement technique. This results . wer loads on the
aircraft and a less complicated winch design. A detailed d;scussion of the balloon altitude
;s presented in the secton on Performance of Selected System.

The equipment required is essentially' the same as that presently used in the Fulton pickup
system currenfly undergoing iezts ýy the Air Force (Reference 20). The oniy significant
differences in equipment required are in size and weight of the suspension balloon and the
nyon line, and a different engagetrent mec;hanism on the aircraft.

In the Fulton system, the nose of the aircraft strikes the suspended line and holds 7t as the
lightweigit payload is pulled off the ground. In the balloon-line retrieval technique,
due !o the heavy payloads involveot, the aircraft must trail 'the hook from a stronger load

Spoint than the aircraft nose. The target line musr be suspended above the balloon and
therefore accessible to a trailing hook on the airc-aft.

On impact, the balloon will either separate from the system, or rip and deflate allowing
the aircraft to tow only the line and the payload.

Balloon Line Rocket koo:'s

Genes/, - In this retr;evai ilchnique, the system operates essentially t'he same as the bal-
loon line system previo,,sly discussed. Rockets are mounted or, the payload to reduce load
levels and cause the paylocJ to rise more quickly.

Results and Conclusions - The section on Winch-Brake - Rocket Boost in this report discusses
the com plexity and operational problems involved with a rocket boost unit mounted to a
retrieval payload.
The relatively simple balloon-line concept ha6 been shown to be an attradtive system from

6- 71 - T- - 1 . - 1 _ J . . ,I_ _ 1 7 1 I . 1 0 1 , f f1 J I . .f' $ o i n ;

addition of boost rockets to the payload ,Ns considered to be an unnecessary complication
of the system.

y - None required.

Line Rotary Lift Device

Generml - In this system, a powered rotary lift device is attached to a rope attached to
the payload. The rotcr device ascends trailing the ropo to the payload on the ground.
The rotor device 'Is then jettisoned to descend independently from the rope, and u para-
chute opens allowing the rope to descend to a rate of approximately 25 feet/second.

As the parachute and rope descend slowly tho alrcraf. passes and engages a target line
held above the parachutt on "ears".
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The payload is lifted from the ground by the aircraft, reeled ir1 L' , point near the aircraft,and towed to base.

e nd Conclusions - This system is und',sirable. The limited time available for en-gagement y t e aircra t reduces the reliabililty of such a system. Unless th, line 's liftedI to an altitude of 4000 feet there is time for only one pass at the chute.
As the p•rachute descends and before aircraft enqagemert, slack line accumulates on theI ground arourvJ the payload. On aircraft engagement. this slack line tightens almost in-stantaneously causing an excessive "g" loading on t4ie line and an the aircraft.
The rotor craft returns to the ground and is lost unless it is restrained by a line so that itcan be pulled in to the ground base where the payload originated .If other payloads re-main at the same location, the rotor craft can be used again, otherwise it must be con-sidered an expendable |Jnit.

Rocket Line
General - This system operutes in essentially the same mariner as the Line Rotar- lift
Device except that the line is carried aloft by a solid rocket in this system.I Results and Conclusions - This system is undesirable for the sume reabons given for theL "ine RotaryUft-r.evice.
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Aircraft Circling Concept

This category includes techniques wherein the cargo aircraft circles above the payload on
the ground and is connected to the payload by the rotrievvl !ive. The concepts discussed
in this section employ various means of effecting intial .sngoJgement between the aircraft
and the payload and of retrieving the payload after engagement is accomplished. In all of
the techniques presented in this section, fhe engooement tow line is fed from an aircraft
mounted winch and evenlually reeled back in by the winch utitil the payload is in a con-
venient towing postion behind the aircraft.

In contrast to the retrieval techniques in the preceding section, the retrieval line hanging
aft cf the aircraft is of considerable length and does not have a stabilizing boom. The
following comments discuss in general the dynamic behavior of long towed cables, both
with and without a body attached to the end of the cable.

The required length of t he line is determined primarily by the ratio of its weight to the
aerodynao&,c loads (W/CN5) and the minimum turn radX's which the aircraft can maintain.
Once over tha payload to be retrieved, a circling pattern is established by the aircraft so
that each point on the line follows a t;ircular path in its own horizontal plane. For uni-
formly distributed line weight, and cables of characteristically high weight to normal force
ratios, the trailing line tends to align itself closer to the streamwise direction as the dis-
tarce from the aircraft increases. Adding a pure drag force at the end of the line causes
an increase in line ter,•ion and a decrease in line sag, and the end of the line rides higher.
If a weight is added to the end of a trailing lHne, line curvature re.verses so thn' the cable
angle of attack is greatest at the point where the load is attached, and the end of the cable
rides at a lower altitude.

In the case of the unloaded cable of uniform weight, the line in tfe vicinity of the aircraft
departs from a directly aft trailing configuration and begins to move across the circle which
the aircraft flies. Thus the relative wind direction on the cable changes and an outward
directed aerodynamic force develops. This force combined with centrifugal forces eventually
balance the inwardly directed line tension forces. Thus, successive points behind the air-
cratt along the cable tend to follow paths of decreasing radii.

A different situation develops as cn ojrrc-•%f A---prts fom siraight flight to a turnin& maneuver.
The decreasing radii for each point along the cable away from the aircraft results in -n de-
creasing cable velocity to the relative wind, As the aircraft turns, the cable sag tends to
increase along the line to the point where the increased angles of attack compensate the re-duced -reial've velocity.

A few yejars ago, Lockheed conducted an analytical study of a "Yo- Yo" retrieval concept,
(Reference 21).

In the Yo-Yo concept, illustrated in Figure 80, a powered cab weighing approximately 2500
pounds is towed behind a cargo aircraft. A% the aircraft goes into a circular flight pattern,
the cab is lowered to the ground through th,. tp*raloing action of the cable. The aircraft then
achieves a constant rý;dius circular flight path and the powered cab reaches a fixed position
under the cenior of the aircraft flight circle near the ground.
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Figure 80 - "Yo-Yu" Retrieval Concept

The powered cab maintains position over the Point on the ground while the aircraft ercles.
Figure 81 presents computed data relative to the "Yo-Yo" concept. The figure presents a
flight envelope For 'he C-130 flying with full flops crid maintaining a turning load fictor
of n = 1.4, corresponding to approximwaely a 450 bank, al 110,000 pounds e'rcraft gross
weight. This results in -j ýtu,n radius of 1500 feet.

A rmin;mum airspeed boundary -,f 1. 2 d ,s shown for the C-01 irn a f,45 batik. Note that the
data indicate thl .iit a speed of i&. knots and ani iltitude oý 2800 feet, the full 2100 pound
side thrust capob•lity ii req•red of the powered cab to nmintain position over the ground.

Any decrease in OitNude or incrfas* i-. ffight speed. requires more side thrust an the cab.

The amount of side thrust required of the cab decreases with increasing altitude.

"Flight tests were conducted in support of the "Yo-Yo" study.' The purpose was to determine
tl',e capability of the C-130 aircraft to maintain a constant altitude, small radius, circular 4

flight path, as would be required in the "Yo-Yo" concept. For the flight tests, the C-130
was flown at 137 knots IAS at altitude of about 2800 feet. The radius of turn was approxi-
mately 1600 feet.

One impurtant fact discovered in the flight tests which applies to all circling line techniques,
was the degree of difficulty the entire C-130 crew had in maintaining the prescribed flight
pattern. With the copilot manipulating power levers and the flig.t engineer constantly read-
ing off bank ungle, the pilot was barely able to fly the intended path. The procedure was
reported to he very difficult and fatiguing. Although the use of the auto-pilot eased the
difficulties of the crew somewhat, the flight path was still difficult to maintain since the
pilot was required to assist the auto-pilot to allow for wind.
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FAn additional difffcultv lay in the inability of th. pilot to see the fixed reference point an
the ground.

The conclusion drawn from tht flight tests is that flight path control problems are serious.
It appears to be very difficult for even a very experienced pilot to maintain a constant alti-
tude, constant radius flight path about a fixed point on the ground in an aircraft of this size.
During the 20-25 seconds required to traverse one -hajf the flight circle, it is possible for
the aircraft to drift as much as 500 feet in a 15-kr A wind.

The above difficulties are amplifed when requirements are added for changing r&titude to
make a ground pick-up, towing a lift drag device, or operating with a second aircr'Aft.

The following sections discuss six specific circling line concepts. These are:

1. Half-Moon 4. Single Line Balloon
2. Derrick 5. Single Line Booster
3. Single Line 6. Single Light Line - Balloon

Ha If Moon

General This concept configuration, depicted in Figure 82, consists of an aircraft towing
'q line. At the end of the traiding line is attached a lift-drag or pure drag

%. t-.s the aircraft flies a circular path, the towed body is at a point on the flight path
180' horn the circreift. The aircraft- and trailihg lift-drag body are connected by a second"crossover" line witr) a vertical load line attached at its center. The attach point of the

vettical lift lineand the cross-over cable falls on or near an imaginary vertical line pass-
ing through both the payload to be retrieved and the center of the aircraft flight path circle.

j Circular F!ight Path Cargo Aircraft

Lift-Drag Body

C s e iTow Line (Lifting Line)
- • ~Cross- ver Line_.

Vertical Lift Line

Payload

Figure 82 - Half-Moon Retrieval Concept
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Under these conditions, the vertical load line remains reletively stationary above the pay-
load and should theoretically be easily attached to the payload.

Results and Conclusions - This concept is limited to light loads and smull aircraft capable
of turning in a radius -,f 150 to 200 feet. The system is not practical for larger payloads
and aircraft primarily Je to the size and complexity of the lift/drag device required andI the maximum allowable towing speed of such a device.

Assummngj a ft'drag device could be developed which meets the requFrements of this system,
the concept is till 7j.Je7;•able from an operational standpoint. The systen, is extremely
vuineroble to ground fire and a-cdiscussed in the previous section it is very difficult for a
pilot to maintain circular flight about the payload on the ground, particularly in a moderate
crosswind.

Analysii - The significc•t point which eliminates this concept from consideration is the max-
imum speed at which n parawing or rogallo wing can be towed,

Based upon the curreot state-of-the-art, the maximum wing lotading ) which can be con-

sidered forvs parawing type lift device is 15. Below ant angle of attactkcf 20 a parawing
is subject to buffet and flutter and resulting instability. The correspond;ig lift coefficient,
CL, of a parawing at 200 angle of attack is 0.6.

Considering the following relations,

L = CLSwq = (Cl S p 1/2) ()2 (84)

or = 2 (L) (85)
CL SWp Sw

Where: L = 15 !b/fr2

Sw

CL =

P = .00233 slugs/ft3 (o•. level density)

The maximum pat-iwing flight sieed can be determined as:

m Vx = (=5) 2

M o4.6 (.000.8)

v 145 ft/sec = 86 knots

a This speed is wll below the stali speeds of th- &rcraft considered in this study.
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If a pnrawing device is developed whic-ý can be towed at reasonable speeds for the aircrakt
under consideration, the dev;ce will require a pitch attitude control capability. In addi-
tion, since a large component of the total load is applied inward toward the center of the
circle, o roll capability is necessary. The parawing must be capable of rolling into a bank
and clv',rving pitch so that both vertica! and lateral load requirements are satisfied. With-
cut this roll and pitch capability in the trailing wing, the piyload will move laterally
along the ground instead of rising vertically.

Another factor is that it is extremely difficult for the aircraft pilot to control both the, air-
craft position and the parawing position so that the vertical lift line stays in fixed position
relative to the ground.

Derrick

General - This retrieval system, shown in Figur-e 83, employs two aircraft flying 1800 apart
inarcular flight path approximately 3000 feet in diameter. The aircraft are connected by
a cross-over cable with a vertical lift line attached at the cernter. The attachment point of
the vertical lift line and the cross-over cable falls on, or very near an imaginamy vertical
line passing through both the payload to be retrieved cod the center of the aircraft flight
path circle.

Circular Flight Path Cargo Aircraft

R

-i

Second Cargo Aircraft

Cross-Over Line

Vertical Lift Line

Figure 83 - Derrick Retrieval Concept

Under these conditions, the vertical load line should remain stationary above the payload
V and slould theoretically be easily attached to the payload.

Results and Conclusions. This system has been shown to be undesirable from an operational
7s pno;nt. UiFticultiej in attaching the cross-over cable between the two aircraft, flyirvj
a perfectly circular flight path so that the vertical lift line stays directly above the pcioad,
and effecting the retrieval and transfer tn one of the aircraft, make this system impractical.
In additicn, two aircraft are required, whch is an expensive way to pick up a 5 ton payload.
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The two aircraft are extremely vulnerable while circling.

Analysis - The initial difficulty of this system is that of effecting a connection of the cross-
6 aver'a-le between the two aircraft. This would probably be acc~eplished by using a refue!-
ing type technique with the lead aircrafr trailing the cross-over cable. The trailing a&rcraff
would acriuire the cable by an engagement device located on the aircraft nose. Since the
nose of the trailing aircraft would nit have sufficient strength to participat- in the ground
payload retrieval operation, the cross-over cable would be attached to a suituble load point
on the trailing aircraft. This could be accomplished by the use of another -Oble connected '2
to the nose of the aircraft and to the load point on the aircraft, as shown in Figure 84.

'~~~La AircraftArcaf /

aiircraft I.ook-Up Device

Cross-Over Cable

Transfer Cable

F;gure 84 - Cable Transfer Technique - Derrick Retrieval Concept

A remotely controlled connection between ihe• cross-over carje ann; the transfer cable must
be effected, followed by a release of the cable from the nose of the trailing aircraft.

Having connected the two aircraft with the cross-over cable the distance is increased be-
tween the two aircraft until the situation depicted in Figure 83 is arhieved. The vertical
load line has been pre-cannected to the cross-over cable and fed out of the lead aircraft
with the cross-over cable.

The process of achieving the above arrangement will be tedious and time consuming, with
both aircraft very vulnerab',e to ground fire.

Assuming tho& the circular flight path can be achieved initially by the two aircraft, it will
be practically impossible for the two pilots to maintain the flight circle about a fixed point
on the ground due to reasons discussed previously in paragraph on circling line techniques.

Finally, the procedure of transferring the payload to one aircraft after accomplishing pick-
up will be tedious. The aircraft must now position themselves so that minimum "g's" are
felt on the .able anc, iir-raft when the payload ;s released from the other aircraft.

Single Line

General - In the basic circling line technique, a single line is fed from the aircraft as the
plane circles about the payload on the ground. With the correct weight and length of line,
and the correct altitude, the line theoretically spirals in to a nodal point at the payload.

The line is then affixed to the payload ind the aircmff begins a circling climb, causing the
pryload to rise nearly vertically from the retrieval point.
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Results and Conclusions - This concept is considered to be impractical for several reasons.

It was concluded that for a rope of the size required to retrieve 10,000 pounds in this
manner, a circling altitude of approximately 5000 feet is required to achieve a nodal point
at the payload on the ground. This represents a line length of over 6000 feet, which is
considered excessive.

Further, as the aircraft begins to climb, the payload weight at the end of the spiral line,
causes an unbalance in the system. The changed system requires even more c rcraft alti-
tude and line length in order to maintain the payload at a nodal point.

Additionvlly, the flight path control problem is more severe for this concepi tilan the others
considered sinc3 the aircraft altitude is greater.

Analysis - Figure 81 at the beginning of this section is reproduced from Lockheed Engineer-
in1Rprt 3406 and represents the minimum C-130 turn radius condition investigated in the

Lockheed "Yo-Yo" ccncept study.

At a circling TAS of 135 knots end an altitude of 2600 feet, Figure 81 indicates that 2100
pounds of thrust are required of a powered cob weighing 2500 pounds to counteract lateral
line loads and maintain position over a fixed point on the ground.

Iy can be concluded that, without the 2100 pounds of side thrust available at the end of
the line, a much higher altitude is required to achieve a nodal point at the payload. This
conclusion is further corroborated in a recent report by Grumman (Reference 22).

Grumman Project 306 reported that for a payload of 10,00 pounds, and an airplane
altitude of 4845 feet, a total cable length of 6500 feet is required to achieve a nodal
point at the payload.

Further insight into the problems and difficulties of the circling line retrieval technique
r is afforded by examination of Reference 23.

This document reparls on a flight test program underiaken by the Air Material Command to
evaluate the "Circolar Flying Pickup" or simple circling line retrieval technique. The
program utilized a C-47 airciaff equipped with a power driven winch and 6400 feet of 3/16
inch Tlexiblestee, cable, Theobjertive ofthe test was to place The end Ithe trailing line
-onto a e2-fot x 12-fsot tarpaulini placed on the ground.

This was to be accomplisled by paying out line and circling above the target until the end U
of the line, with a red marker attached, was placed on rhe tarpaulin. U
The test was unsuccessful and a portion of the results of the report are presenteed here for
information:

"8 After 40 minutes of precision flying the tests were discontinued for the following
reasons:

a. At the altitude being flown and with the amount of cable being
payed out, the pilot was unable to get the weighted end of the
cable down to the ground.

b. Due to the proximity of the hangars and other buildings, flying at
lower altitudes or increasing the length of suspended cable was too
hazardous. I
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Examination of the results of Grumman Project 306 and of the Air Material Commands,
flight test lead to an interesting conclusion. Sine a 3/16" dficretor steel c.ble ;s roughly
that which will ' -equired to lift 3000 pounds (with a 1.5 safety factor), it can be con-
cluded that for the range of paylocas frum 3000 to 10,000 pound,. over 6000 feet of cable
will be required to achieve a nodal point.

Another -.ignificant piint can be realized through analysis of Figure 81 with regcad to
the single line concept. Assuming a nodal point is attained and hook-up to tlh pay!oad
ih accomplished, a side load on the payload will develop as the airplane begins to climb
and lift the payload, sinc,, the end of the line is no longer at a nodal point. This side
load it inevitable unless th, airplane climbs to an even higher altitude corresponding to a
nodal point for the end of the line with payload attached. This conclusion is corroborated
in a report by All American Engineering Company.

All American conducted circling line flight tests with a C-I 19 at Edwards AFB in January
1961. The objective of the test was to demonstrate that a flfatino discoverer capsule can
be rntrieved using the circiing line technique. The above tests successfully demonstrated
ihis technique; however, the report on the tests, Reference 24, draws a conclusion, which
substantictes Lo kheed's findings in this study.

All American states that:

"When the Discoverer capsule broke water, it did not remain in the center of
the circle. It described a small circle of Its own, moving at a low rate of speed.
Its motion was slow enough to prevent any damage to the capsule whet. it was
paced back in the water. Similarly, it does not appear that a man would have

en injured or distressed if he re-entered the water momentarily at that speed.
However, it appears that if greoee.' loads were picked up, the larger the load,
thu larger the circle it would deveiop, und the faster it would move."

In addition to the piobleni 11 payload trackinV after lift-off, the engagement operation
for this system would [e dif;cult and hazardous to the ground personnel who would have
to secure the "nodal point" end of the line to the payload. Anv gusting wind moves the
"nenod point" causing the end of the line to whip around. The slightest whipping action
of the line makes it extremely difficult to hold the line to secure it to the payload.

R.cently, All American Engineering began,, under ARPA funding, a Flight test program for
the purpose of evaluating a single circling line retrieval technique similar to the concept
dlcussed heromin. The basic difference between the technique discussed in this report and
the technique now being tested by All American is in the manner in which initial hook-up
to the poy!oad "s accomplished.

The foltwng ,oaragraphs discuss this technique in light of other iniormation concern;ng
circling line techniques p--.senter. in this report.

The concept being flight tested by All American operates as follows:

Tlwt line that reels out the winch in the aircraft is attached to a suitable weight. The oar-
c~aft mr kes a low pass over the payload, drops the weight with cable attached in the vicin..
•ty of the, pyload, and begns. a c.limbing turn while paying out!ine. After the .fcraft has
establised a circular pattern at a specified altitude, ground personnel unhook the line from
the weijht and attach It to the payload to be retrieved, or to an "anchor" point fixed in
the ground. In the case where the line is attached to the paylo.rA, retrieval is effected as
In the basic circling line concept.
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In t0e case where the ground "anchor" is used, a trolley is run down the line att'iching
the cir,:Iirzg aircraft to the ground by us:ng a second winch and line. The trolley is lowered
to the ground, and personnel and/or equipment are taken off or placed on the trolley and
it is winched back tip to the aircraft. This latter system forms an "elevator" to the aircraft
on which lii ht payloads or personnel niay be transportad up or down.

These twc techniques are interesting and appear to offer advantages over the basic circling
line techniaue. However, there are problem areas in both concepts which should be con-
sidered.

When large aircraft are to be used, the turn radius is large and the aircraft must circle at
several thousand feet to minivni.e side loads on the ground end of the hook-up line. This
means that the weighr which :s dropped initially must be fairly large in order to hold the
line end as the aircraft climbs and circles. The handling and dropping of Vhis weight from
a cargo aircraft can present problems.

A large clear area is required since the aircraft must make a low approach in order to ac-
curately place the weight on the ground. The subseq~uent climb and turn while cablo reel-
out -akes plac6 may permit cable entanglement in ground obstacles unlesi sufficient clear
space is ovoilable. In the caise of large aircraft and long linea, the side loads on the ground
end of the cible can amount to zeveral thounand pounds as illsstrated by Figure 81. This
may present a problem for the ground crew as they alttemnpt to detach it from the weight and
attach it to the payload or to an anchor point.

In the cao where the line is connected to a paylcad on the ground and then retrieved, the
analysis of the Aingle circling line applies to this technique.

In the cae wh4!re the line is atr'ched to an an.chor point to utilize an elevator technique,
side loading on the end of the line is the ino!5 important consideration. It was strown pre-
viously that side loads which are experienced at tho ground .nd of the line cal be fairly
high. These lirids increase with larger payloads and the anchor point must be capable of
withstonding this without pulling out of the ground. This suggests a heavy field inslalla-
tioni rqu:ring special iequipment.

The iOchnique *s not cons~dturad to be suitable for retrieval of the cargo weights considered
:n th%' study.

Single Line-B:alloon

General - As depicted in FPgure B5, the aircraft circles the balloon on an elliptical path,
reorentng the major axis of the ellipse until the traling line drags along the near vertical
line which connect• the balloon to the poalood. The aircraft aircling radi-is is gradually
Increased .ntll a hook ai the end of the trailing line engages the ball,ýcn line. As the air-
craft roturits fo a fixed flight heading, tih hook moves up to meet o retaining latch nearthe balloon attachment point. The acor. of the hook engaging the latch actuarat a release

to free ýhe balloon from the &ystem.

The aircraft begins to climb out, lining tle payload alanr a near vertical trajectory, and
turns to the desired heading while rerilng in the payload.
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Resuhs and Conclu-ions - The single line balloon concept is considered undesirable for t,,'•
some reasons as tho r the single line concept.

Anglysis - In this system, it is not necessary for the pilot to cause the trailing end of the
Tine to reach a nodal point before engagement. Durin the hook engagement procedure,
a low altitude con b- fl:ýwn trailing a relatively short line.

However, after engagemrert, the plane must climb to an attitude corrwsponding to a noadal
fvaint for t6e end of the line with the payload attached. The remainder of the retrieval
procedure is identical to the single line technique discussed previously. V

The procedure of hooking the bolloon line, as depicted in Figure 8.5, requires coniderable

piloting skill although not as much ay, the ongagement procedure in the trailing line
concept.

Elliptical ........ .. "-

Balloon )

Tiailinj Liro

Figure 85 - Single Line - l•zaMon r, lTleval Concept

The ana~'ysI& given for the single line applies almost totaf ly to the %inglo llne-ballcn con.

capi. T6e latter technique Ps considered undesirable for the inme roeaont aB te fornier.

Single Line Bitoitfj

This con•ept functions essentially the same• ' the Singt.i Line irystem with tOv
exception that a uockeit booster is attached to the pa iood. T'I h•ozd•r flr4s at lPft-off of
the paryload, thus reducing the loads In the trailins aine and oo the aircraft.

Resuts and Conclusions - This concept It reljcteJ for the same reasons fzs tm Singl•• lne
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Aysis - The primary disadvantages of the basic Single Line circling line system (re not
ateto excessive loads in the retrieval line. The accelerations are relatively Icrw.

Therefore, there is no real need for boost assist on this concept.

Singde Light Line - Balloon
G r - This system operates essentially the same as the Single Line - Balloon. The

exception is that a light nylon line is used for balloon suspension and is attached to the
heavier line on the ground. After the aircraft achieves engagement with the balloon, thelight line is drawn into the aircraft. When the primary load line is drawn up and into theaircraft, a climoing turn is begun to lift the payload.

Results and Conclusions - This concept offers little advantage over the Single Line -
Ton system and is rejected for the same reasons.

Analysis - The only advantage of this system over the Single Line - Balloon system is that
g1 t-r, smaller alloon is required.

It has a significant disadvantage in the additional line lengh required to do the job. Es-
sentially twice the liner length is needed for this system as in the Single Line - Balloon
system.

This system is the most time consuming of a!l the circling line concepts. It is estimated
that from 30 to 40 minutes are required from the time the aircraft arrives in the vicinity of
the payload until the time pick-up is completed and the payload is in tow.

Selection of Systems

Table XXIX prestnts a summory of the rerrieval systems discussed In the previous section.
Opposite each concept are comments r(drited to the deficiencies or advantages of the tech-
niqueo and a numerical "merit ratlng" f.,r the concept. The lower rating numbers Indicate
better system characteristics. The proctcdure used to arrive at the merit rating for each
retrieval concept is discu3sed in the following paragraphs.

"5The merit of each retrieval concept wca assessed by evaluating the concept from the stand-
point of the three charactveistics of primary technical intereit, These charact•v.rl.. cs are
roea7eted hip-ne for rafronce:

(1) The cimpexlty of the sy'aem and accompanying reliability level andopý,rtlonal problems

(2) The size of the clear ground area required to effect the retrieval

(3? The accelerations iind loads experienced by the aircraft durircg thoe rtrleval

A fourth Item, power demands on the aircuaft, wai shown to be inconbequenlal since the
aircraft used In the study were not powered I~mited In any of the technlques analyzec'.

The deterina1ntion of characterlstlcs (2) and (3) above, In momt cases, is purely analytical.
In tome c•aes, however, the onalyses did not lend themselves to clean mathematicca
ijolutionr, and, there'ore,, loadt and clear gvound area characteristics were estimated using
the best- available data.
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The determination of the first characteristic, system complexity, was more difficult
since it involves judgment rather Chan numbers. In order to assess the complexity of
each retrieval system, a complexity rating system was devised. The rating system takes
into account not only component complexity , but also difficulties associated with the
operation of each component.

Factors considered in component complexity include:
(I) The actual physical comptexity of the mechanical and strucrural sub-sysirem

associated with a component

(2) The operational difficult;es which are encountered by the air crew in utiiizi* g
each component. Items in this category inchlde difficulties associated with
winch operction, handling of the tow line(s), and deployment of the kits to be
used by ground crew and flighl path control of the aircraft

(3) The operational difficulties which are encountered by the ground crew in
utilizing each component. Items in this category include the assembly and
erection of the components and the attachment of components to the payload

I The list of components used in the various retrieval systems along with their "complexity
rating" and a brief discussion of the rating is presented in Table XXX. The prolems
associated with the hook-up mechan';ms exist for all techniques. These problems were
considered comparable and the;'efore inconsequential in a comparative rating system such
as used here. For these reasons, hook-up gear is not assigned a rating.

The complexity rating of each concept or total system is determined by simply adding the
ratings of all the components used in a given system.

In order to arrive at a total relating merit rating for each of the concepts considered it
was necessary to assign numerical ratings to the second and third characteristics of primary
technical interest: (2) clear ground area required around the payload, and (3) aircraft

accelerations and loads.

A series of judgments were necessary in order to do this. First, the relative imF'ortance of
the three characteristics was considered. It was judged that component complexity should
carry the most weight In the total relative merit rating. Since the c¢omputed complexity
ratings range from 3 to 12, a starting point was provided. It was judged then that the
characteristic of secondarq 1mpornanca is clear ground area. A concept which requires
less than 50 feet of clear ground area ls certainly much more attractive than one which re-
qulres 1500 feet of clear area. A concept that requires 1500 feet or more of flat area is
hardly worthy of cr•.ideratk,'-, sln~e advanced C-130 models will operate in and out of
flat clear arec- of apý.oximately 1500 feet. Usng this logic, a set of numerical ratings
for clear area requir, d was ostablished:

Maximum Distance

fro Paload (Ft) Rtn

0-50 1

50-500 5

500- 1500 8

Over 1500 10

The mininium rating of I above compares to the minimum complexity rating of 3 and thu
mcuimum rating of 10 above compares to the maximum complexity rating of 12.
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TABLE ,,XX

COMPONENT COM1PLEXITY RATINGS

Compone Discussion Rating

Small Balloon used to lift a target line to altitude sufficient for (1)
Balloon high level aircraft approach. Involves delivery kit in-

cluding balloon, lines, harnesses, and helium o't es.

Large Balloon used to lift either the entire retrieval payload or (5)
Balloon a very heavy system above the payload. Involves essen-

tially the szme items as the light balloon but is much
larger. Assembly and erection problems for ground crews
are serious especially under wind conditions. Consider-
able time consumed for retrieval.

Rockets Solid rocket package used either to loft a target line or (4)
loft the entire payload to altitude. Delivery kit must
include rock motors, structural harness or tower for mount-
ing motors to payload, parachute, lines, and aiming device
or aid. Ground crew problems considerable in erecting
and operating this unit properly. Considerable time con-
sumed for retrieval.

Lifting An aerodynonai lifting device used to lift either the (3,
Device target line or the entire payload. The basic rating of 3 4,

is assigned to gliders and parawings, while the rating 5)
for a powered lifting rotor is 4. Due to its complexity,
the mogtius rotor is assigned a rating of 5.

Winch Cable winch-brake system located in the aircraft cargo (2),
compartment. The design and operation of this component (3)
is essentially the same for all retrieval concept, with the
exception of the Iow approach winch-brake. In this con-
cept, the low approach winch brake Is given a (3) rating due
to increased complexity.

Stanchions Telescoping or tape-roll type rods- used to hold a target (1)
line some 50 feet above the ground. Thk.•.e must be deliv-
ered in kit form and assembled and erec.ia by ground crew.

Purachute Used either to: (1) allow a slow descent of the target line (1)
or payload, or (2) as a safety device for the balloon pay-
load ascension concept.

Flight A remote flight control system L-ed in conjunction with a (2)
Control lifting device as described above. The rating given applier

also if an air crew Is requited Instead of a control system.

Long Line All concepts use target and tow lines; however, the use of (4)
a very long line creates particular problems. These include
all th6 problems discussed previously tIn the circling line
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TABLE XXX (Continued)

Component Discussion Rating

concepts, plus the extended time req ired to de lay and
reel in the long line, as well as the arger winch required
to store and handle the line. For these reasons the long
line is given a complexity rating of 4.

Two The necessity of using an additional aircraft complicates (3)
Aircraft the system.

Another udgment was required to assign appropriate iating to the remaining characteristic:the accelerations and laads* experienced by the aircraft.

ei all systems considered, it is felt that the aircraft can be modified te accommodate the
loads anticipated. Certainly, if this is not true of a particular concept, then the concept
is not worthy of discussion. With this in mind, the only reason for making the loads
characteristic one of primary technical interest is the degree of aircraft modification re-
quired. In some of the concepts considered, us much as W0 g may be experienced by the
winch and aircrcaft over a very short span of thoe. in such a case the winzh must be se-
curely attached to the aircraft structure to properly ýsslpata the high loads. Where ex-
tensive modification to the aircraft is required, the performance of its normal mission may
be impaired.

A set of numerical ratings were assigned to this characteristic:

Impact g Loading
on Aircraft ti

3-6 2

6- 10 3

Over 10 Excessive

Figure 86 presents a bar graph depicting the relative merit of the retrieval concepts cen-
sidered in this study. On the chart, the amount of clear ground area required is repre-
sented by the clear prtion of the bar. System complexity with respect to both hardware
and operational difficulty is represented by the shaded portion of the bar. The reaction
loads experienceJ by the aircraft are represented by the black portion of the bar. The
lengths of each portion of the bar and the total bar length is scaled from left to right based
on the merit ratings given in Table XXIX.

The best system is listed at the top, with the others listed in order of decreasing suitability.
A near perfect system would have a ra.ing of 3, one point each for romplexit4, ,lear area,
and loads.
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NNte that this study confirms the obvious fact that a near perfect system for aerial retriev-al does not exist. The most attractive systern is the Balloon Line System. which appears at
the tot; of the list.

Even with the Balloon-Line System, the aircraft incurs substantial loads, and the systemS,:.iponents ore far from simple. In operation, the pilot must make a very accurate ap-maoh to the target line in order to effect a successful engagement. The aircraft winchMust be operated in a fairly precise manner to keep the accelerations and loads at atolerable level. Considerable design and engineering effort would be required to develop
this concept into an opera.ional reality.

The following section discusses the performance and operational characteristics of the Bal-loon Line System in detail.

1
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-No. Concept. R ti 15 20

2 Winch Broke,/

A 12 BaloLie
"2,rlltnBi°n/Booster r•• ~

1 Rocket Line
13 Line Rotary

Lift Device

5 Rocket Payload

16 Derrick

4 Balloon Payload

17 Single Line

19 Single Line

3 Magnus Rotor

6 Lifting Line (Low)

0|

Li

S 18 Sin le Line/

t j 20 Single Light Lina/

10 Lifting Line (High)

I Winch Brake

Code: Complexityl Clear Area: 0Aircraft Loadst

Figure 86 - Relative Merit of Aerial Retrieval Concepts
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PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED SYSTEM

On the basis of studies conducted to determine the feasibility of a general range of re-
trTeval system concepis, as reported in the previous section, it was determined that the
most promising systems were those which are based on a cargo connected line suspension
technique. In particular, it was determined that the simplest method, and ulso the met-
hod which resulted in the least system weight, was one which makes use of a helium filled
balloon to support the cargo retrieval line. This concept is referred to as the Balloon Line
Retrieval System. As discussed under the heading "Selection of Systems" in the preceding
section, the Balloon Line Retrieval System is considered to be the only promising technique
suitable for application to the retrieval of the moderately heavy payloads of interest in htis
study.

The purpose of this section is to report the results of an investigation undertaken to estab-
lish the performance of this cargo retrieval technique. The followin~g text will present a
general deo.cription of the system, a discussion of the system design point selection with
respect to aircraft and system limitations, system design data, and scope and results of the
performance evaluation.

System Description

The Balloon Line Aerial Retrieval System is shown in Figure 87. A description of the ma-
jor components and subsystems and overall system operation is presented in the following
text.

Major Subsystem and Component Description

The following list of components associated with the balloon line retrieval technique are
functionally described in this section. Quantitative data on size and weight are given
in a later section entitled "System Design Data". The numbering system associated with
the components list below may be used with Figure 87 and Figure 88 as an aid in identifica-S~tion.

&,m, hook support

2. Hook and aulomatic latch assembly
3. Cable, winch
4. Winch
5. Aircraft mounted pulleys and pulley brackets
6. A.rcmft mounted JATO thrust augmentation unils*
7. Balloon, helium
8. Nylon line, cargo retrieval
9. Curgo package
10. Phper honeycomb
11. Recovery parachute
12. Load/Line Disconnect Assembly
13. Radio frequency transmitter, aircraft mounted
14. Radio frequency receiver., cargo mourted_
15. Power pock and switch circuit
16. Pendant loop cable
17. Pendant loop support pole (foamed plastic filled aluminum tube)

For 6000 through 10,000 pound payloads only, as required.
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Recovery
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Figure 87 - Ba1100 'Jrne Aerial Retrieva! System
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The aircraft moun-ei hook support boom shown in Figure 88, should be ,of sufficient length
to assure that the ,-;Iioon is ouwsiee the airrraft flow field until after hook engagement.
It shouk! also .mo un'edi n an overhead track to provide capobility for rapid boo oex-
tension and setraction. The Lok assembl/,, which engages and retains the pendant cabl.,.
must be designed to release Flom the bomn cid wit;hdiw oable irom the winch drum only
after the pendant loop is see )r ly held by the hack fatc!. The hook latch should thus be
designed to close by action ,f the pendant cable on a ýtrptr located in the hock arcia.
Latch motion should also function to release the hook 6im its :r•i'ning lugs on the filp-'
port boom. The winch is considered to be of the constant broke-foece type, designed, to
apply a braking ac*on after a set number of drum revoluftons. The .JATO thruft units
are recquired only for the heavier payloads, and are primarily for the purpose of assuring
that the aircraft can maintain a steady climb rate for a short period of time followhin hook
engagement with the cargo pendant loop.

The balloon 's colfigured to provide aerodynamvic as well as aerostatic lift. Its approxi-
imote shape is thc - o" a riloate spheriod. Inflated vertical and yea-rail stabilizers serve
to orient the L-whoon Mith the wind, act as damping surfaces to pitch and yaw mokionsr
and minimize the inclination angle of the balloon during wind conditions. The pendant
loop support pole is of thinwalled aliminum tubm, filled with a foamed plastic material
to increase rigidity. It supports the pendant Ioop, which should be a steel cable con-
structcd to have energy absorbing charactdristics. The ability of this cable to absorb
energ7 serves to reduce cable reb.und as contact is mode with the hook support pole.
Nylon was cFv~sen for the cargo lift line, both for its unusueally high. strength to weight
ratio and its energy storing characteristics. This nylon line is connected to the cable1
loop by a suitable fitting on the underside of she helium balloon.

A recovery parachute is attached to tho cargo package and connected to the cargo lift
line by a parachute deployment line. The lift line, in harn, is fastened to cargo suspen-
sion lines by an electrically actuated mechanical disconnect. This disconnect is sole-
,oild operated and receives power from a battery pack which accompanies the cargo to
be retrieved. The power pack also operates a radio frequency receiver, the output of
which is connected across an electro-magnet. When ,he proper radio sigrnl is received
from the towing aircraft, the magnet Is activated to clos., a switch ard complete the cir-.
cult between the load disconnect solenoid and the power pock. In this manner, the re-,
trWeved cargo can be released at any devired nfcw location, using the recovery parachute
and paper honeycomb to obtain modemie dce -it rates and impact loads.

Description of Syftm O Mrat"o

A retrievel/redeployment package, which includes the b•clloon, recovery parachute, lift
line and cable loop, and load disconnect circuitry, Is air dropped at the cargo retrieval
site. Preliminary opemations required to prepare tho cargo for retrieval and redeploy-
ment, Including placement of paper honeycomb arid securing riggleg and load ctiach-
ment lines, should already be acwompllsheo when Ube retrievwl package Is received. The
lift line Is aached to the cargo, p~wer pack atrapped In place and activated, pendant
loop support pole assembled, and both target balloon and main: balloon Inflated. The
balloon Is then released and allowed to ascend, extending the cargo lift line to Its full
length.
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A target balloon afttched to the nose of the main balloon offers a target for the 'etrieval
aircraft to properly pwbitlon the engagement hook with the lift line pendant loop. The
nose 61, the aircraft strikes the largeo balloon, the alrcrmft passes over the main balloon,
and the retrieval lhok posves within fhe pendant loop above the main bolloon. The loop
then moves downward along, th,. hook suPpart boom, striking the retrieval hook. A4 ;:.-
line moves into the apex of the hcxok, it actuates a tripper to trip the cable locking latch
and to release the hook fvom the Toom. The nylon line begins to stretch as line tension
increases, until line tension exceeds ;he qcargo weight. At th!s point 1'he cargo begins to
accelerite, and continues ko accelerate m; line tension builds up to a pro-set -,ninch brake
force. This brake force essentially sets the value of the maximum cargo acceleration,
since cable ree.l-,iot occurs am the line tension exceeds the restraining force on the winch.
When the cargo is moving at aircr•fft flight speed, the loadmaster can operate the winch
to bring the cargo into the vicinity of 'he) aircraft and just outside the aircraft wake.

O;nly cursory examination waz given h> boarding the retrieved cargo, since this requires
a detaile•J krrovilodge of the cargo configuration as we0l as the aircraft flow field. How-
evei, b6rsed on past Lockheed studies of personnel retrieval at the oft end of the aircraft,
it appears that an "A" frame rig is required to position and staoWzeths load 'as it comes
over the rump lip. Any attempt to move carqo over the ramp without such a rig would
almost certainly cauui damage to the cargo being retrieved, and possible damage to the
airelaft an w,4l. An alternatlve to the "A" frame Is an overhead supported cantilevered
rig which moves out over the load and lifts It vertically above the ramp lip and then
longilvdinally into the aircraft. In either case, once boarded, the load must be re-rigged
on an aerial delivery platfora with an extraction parachute prior to redeployment at a
new site. As stated in Reference 1, the retrieved load must be redeployed at a new site
by means of aerial deliveryo For this reason, and due to the extensive aircraft modlfuioa-
tion required to board heavy lo.cis, release of a towed load and descent by recovery para-
chute was considered to be more practical than boarding the load for subsequent extrac-
tion and descent by recovery parachute.

Design Point- Selection

Determinatifn of the system design point is based upon consideration of bo'th aircraft ard
cargo lk.nitaons. Aircraft limritations ar. conc,.",,ed primarily with the capability of
the arIir t to accept pitching moments during acceleration of the cergo to aircraft flight
speed and the capability of the aircraft to compensate pitching mtments and drag loads
during th. steady state tow conditl-,t. Only two system llmitations need be considered
In ,ystem design. These are th-, acceleration londs which the payload can withstand and
the trajectory which the p!yioad must follow In order to avoid ground obstructions° How-
ever, iNce the paylof-d trajectory shape i determined to n ma or extent by the line
forces 6urerst carg- acceleration, the governing consideration In systema design point se-
lection was or.,4 of detnninng the minimum line forces which would produce an acceptable
cargo trolacv,tv. This approach I,, realistic, particularly in, view of the wide range of pay-
load -ypes which maw, be of interest for ground-to-air ietrieval, and the possible variation
-.' their acceptable accelaration load Imits. The following text discusses the overall sys-
tern design point selection with respect to aircraft and system limitations.

Aircraft, Urriations

In order to establish the relative capability of the "--130, C-141A, and C-5A aircraft for
a fly-by ground-to-air retrieval of cargo lhods weighing from 3000 to 10, 000 pounds, a
paorametric Investigatlon of aircraft loads was undertaken. At the time this study was
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undartcklvn, rio reitrieval technique had been ,elected. Therefore, in order to evaluate
relative aircraft capability, the minimum Impulse required to accelerate a Itlad firom
standstill to 150 knots at 500 feet altitude was determined. This minimum impulse, which
is 10.3 pound-seconds per pound of" cargo weight, was applied to the aircraft at the least
favorable condition with respect to gust encounter. It has been shown that this condition
occurs at the p•int where the aircraft is one quarter wave length into a (l-cos) gust. The
parameters varied were payload weight arnd gust amplitude. Results are shown in Firjure
89, Although both the C-141A and C-.SA appear to have satisfactory load histories
throughout the. range of gust -conditions, the C-130 load limit was exceeded for all gust
velucities der:ng retrieval of a 10,000 pound loud, These high load factors encountered
by the C-.130 atrcraft were not unexpected since the analog program used to compute
these vuues a:sumfd no elevator deflection to counteract aircraft pitch motion, Sinco
the C--130 war shown to be the critical aircraft with respect to pitch response during co.-
go rea-rieval, subsequent investigations with respect to aircraft stability and loads were
centered around this aircraft.

Upon selection of the balloon line roetriova! technique as the most promising for the cargo
weights consldorud in this study, it was possible to evaluate, as a function of time , the
line loads and load application angles during the cargo retrieval phase. For rmasons
which are urider'SystemLimiltations,"immediately following this section, an aircraft maxi-
mum flight speed of 150 knots, on aircraft flight altitude of 500 feet, and a brake setting
of 4.5 times the cargo weight were chosen as design point conditions. The time varia-
tion of llrni loads and line angles at the aircraft were then determined for the maximum
payload weight of 10,000 posunds. The results are ,&own in Figure 90. As can be seen,
the maximum line tension exceeds tho A'4, W0O pound brake force by approximately
15,000 pounds. These arv rý.utavely short duration loads on the aircraft, but are of
high intensity and v;ii cause an aircraft pitch-up motion unless compensated by a posi-
tive (downward) deflection of the elevator. An investigation was made to detennine the
required elevator deflection to compensate the pitching moments imposed by retrieval of
this 10,000 pound load, The method used is presented in Appendix A and the results
shown in Figure 91. Data are shown for zero flaps and a resultant elevator trim position
of 0.75 degrees. With the circraft in this configuration, the maximum Incremental ele-
vator deflection available is 14.25 degrees. This is sufficient to counteract all aircraft
pitch motion except the small pitch ;rmpulse represented by the cross-hatched area. In-
cremental aircraft pitch angle due to this uncompensated pitching moment was computed
I• be 0.43 degrees, equivalent to an incremental aircraft load factor of 0.07. Figure
U2 0 o thk i f oad foctor added to the load factor Induced by wind nust. From this it
can be seen that, with respect to stability and loads, the C-130 aircraft can retrieve
loads up to 10,000 lxpnds haing a 500 foot eleva'ed balloon station and a 150 knot fly-
by-technique. However, elevator deflection at the 'ime of hook engagement Is required.
Aircraft pitching moment is not bignificantly affected by balloon station height, but pri-

martly by aircraft speed and payload weight retrieved. The above discussion relates,
therefore, to all balloon station altitudes of interest, i.e., between 100 and 1000 feet,
corre,,spoiAng to cornstont equivalent airspeeds.

i As shown by Figure 143 of Appendix A, at an aircraft speed of 15;0 knots and a gro

weight of 110 000 pounds, available excess thrust horsepower Is approximately 9300.
This Is equivalent to a proxirra tely 20, 000 pounds of excess thrust, or 200, 000 pound-
seconds of Impule durring +he cargo acceleration phase. The retarding Impulse on the

aircraft, due to the horlzontal component of line force, must be less than the total irn-
pulse on the aircraft, shown by the area under the lino tension curve of Figure 9Q.
Since the area under this curve represens a total Impulse of approximately 192,000
pound-seconds, It is concluded that loss of aircraft speed during cargo acceleration
can be prevented by the application of available excess thrust at the time of Iaok ý,.en-
gagement. 203
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Figure 92 - C-130E Load Factor versus Gust Velocity
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During equilibrium tow of the payload it is necessary that sufficient thrust is available
to overcome aircraft, cable, and payl-Od drcagj, and that adequate elevator control is
ave1lable to compensate pitching moments. An existing Lockheed digital computer pro-
gram was used to compute the shape and tension in a tow line for a range of aircraft
xpeeds and payload weights. These data, shown in Figures 135 through 142 of Appew-
dix A, were used to compute pitching moments and drag loads on the aircraft during the
steady-state tow condition. The most critical case, that of an aircraft towing a 10,000
pound payload, is presented in Figures 93 and 94. Pequired elevator deflections, with
ihe load separated from the aircraft by distonces varying from 200 feet to 1000 feet, vary
from a maximum of 3.6 degrees to 2.6 degrees down elevator for the range of flight speeds
shown. Minimum elevator deflections are required at the lorvytr line lengths. The pro-
cedure used to calculate these required elevator deflections i| given in Appendix A.
Available and required thrust, considering payload, aircraft and ine drag is shown in
Figure 94. Cable drag is shown to have a significant effect at the longer line Ie-ngths.
At the upper range of flight speeds investigated, the available excess thrust becomes
marginal. However, at 150 knots flight speed adequate thrust is available with power
settings less than normal pI:wer.

System Limitations

Fly-by cargo retrieval techniques, for the 130 to 200-knot speed range considered by
this study, require that acceleration levels which the cargo experiences b? limited to
acceptable values through incorporation of a shock absorbing system in the 1.-rgo/air-
craft linkage. Woven nylon line is characterized by a number of highly desirable
characteristics which make it an ideal mo.erial for use in this regard. Primary among
these are its extremely high strengtt-, to density ratio, its relatively linear, stress/strain
characterlsticb;, 'ind relatively high elongation to ultimate strength. These combine to
produce a ligh1 velght system which applies energy to the cargo at an initially low ore-
set rate so that the cargo is gradually accelerated to aircraft speed. The magnitudo of
this acceleration, for a given cargo weight and airc.aft speed, is governed by the length
of nylon line connecting the aircraft and cargo. Since the length of this line directly
affects t'he size of the balloon required to support it, it becomes advantageous to keep
this line length as short as possible.

For this reason, a supplementary method for absorbing shock during cargo acceleration
is employed. This method consists of a winch, winch drum and brake, and a length of
flexible, non-rototing steel cable. The brake acts to limit maximum line tension by
allowing cable to pay out as line tension exceeds the brake force. The effect of cable
reel-out, however, is to cause a dip in the cargo trajectory after it has reached its maxi-
mum altitude. A primary constraint on the system design point selection is the minimum
height above the ground which the cargo experiences before achieving a steady state tow
condition.

As discussed in the previous section, the system design point must be selected based on
considerations of aircraft engagement speed, aircraft engagement altitude, and winch
brake force setting. The primary constraint mentioned in the previous paragraph, that
of trajectory height above the ground at the cargo dip, point, is a function of these
three consideratio,-. ligures 95, 96 and 97 present' the results of a p.rametric study
undertaken to ai ,w selection of the system design point. Design point data were eval-
uated for paylox weights of 3000, 6500, and 10,000 pounds. The minimum height of
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payload trajectory is shown as (a function of the peak tow line tei-sions experiencad. The
"rminimum height of the payload trajectory" refers to the lowest return of the payload to
the ground after initial enggement. The "peak tow Ine tension" refers to the highest
tow line force experienced during the course of each rf.trisvc:, frm initial engagement
to achievement of steady state tow conditions.

Examination of the data presented in Figures 95, 96, and 97 leact to the following discus-
Mion and selection of a system design point.

At first assessment, the most attractive retrieval speed appears to be 130 knots, since the
minimum payload trajectory points are higher and line tensions are lower than the other
two speeds considered. However, an aircraft engagement speed of 130 knots is slightly
above tull speed in the case of the C-130 and even closer to the stall speed of larger
aircraft. Since the peak line tensions are fairly high in some of the cases examined, a

peeed of 130 knots does not seem advisable from a flight rafety stand point. Figure 91
depicts the elevator deflection requirements for a retrieval case, with an engagement
speed of 150 knots. Note that for this case more elevator is required to produce equili-
brium than is available. The elevator capability however is exceeded for only a short
span of time leading to a small upset in aircraft c.rtitude which can be quickly overcome
as elevator deflection requirements decrease. At slower speeds, the elevator is less effec-
tive, thus leading to a greater disturbance of aircraft attitude which is certainly undo-
si n"ble. For those reasons, the engagement speed o7 130 knots can be considered less
d•israble than higher speeds.

The infokmation on Figures 95, 96, and 97 depict two important trends when comparing
a 150 knot engagement speed with a 170 kncr speed. At 170 knots the peak line ten-
sicns are higher for most cases and the trcjeztory minimum heights are lower. In some
cases for 200 feet engagement altitudes at 170 knots, retrievals are unsuccessful since
the payload returns to strike the ground. Also for a specific brake setting at a given al-
titude, line tensions are higher when using a 170 knot engagement speed than when
150 knots is used.

Thus it appears that the better engagemient speed of the three considered is 150 knots.

Continuing the rational, the engagriment altitude of 200 feet appears undesirable since
both the higher line tension and lowest payload trajectory minimum heights are ex-
perienced along this line.

Also a brake load factor of 6.0 compared to the other brake load factors considered ap-
pears to offer itthe payioad alditude advantage in exchange for a severe penalty in
peak line tension.

In addition to those factor' discussed above, one other item is of interest when consider-
Ing the spectrum of retrieval conditions. Earh payload trajectory considered resulted
In the minimum height ovcurring at a different distance downrange from the payload ori-
gin point. Figure 95 presents in dashed lines for the 10,000 pound payload 150 knot
engagement speed case, the Interrelation of the downrange location of the mirnimum
height point of each trajectory with the other parameters involved.

The significant point, here, Is that large ground clearance areas are required for all the
cases token, The minimum distance from oripin to trajectory lowpoint on the curve shown
in Figure 95 !s roughly 2000 feet.
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Since such a large ground clearance area is requ:rrid then the important consideration
is again the height olf the trajectz.ry at its low point, rather than the distance down-
range.

The conclusion, then, ik that the optimum retrieval conditions, of those considered, are
found in the shaded are,;i of the curves presented in Figures 95, 96, and 97.

Retrieval with engagement altitudes of 500 to 700 feet and brake factors of 3.0 to 4.5
appear to offer reasonable value.;.of rinimo.n height of payload trajectory (175 to 630
feet) and peak line tension (12,010 to 60,000 pounds) at an aircraft speedof 17'0 knots, over the range of ýVload v¢eights from 3000 to 10j,000 Pounds.

In order to achieve as high a retrieval trajectory as possible and in order to minimize

the required balloon size, the shaded area can be narrowed to one select point, the
lower right corner defined by a brake factor of 4.5 Qnd an engagement altitude of
500 feet.

The system design point is then determined:

o Aircraft Hook engagement speed - 150 knots

o Brake force - 4.5 times cargo weight
o Balloon station height - 500 feet.

Additional duta which further substantiates the design point selecttion are presented in
Figures 98 through 106. Tow line length refers to line length between cargo and
aircraft, prior reel-in, it includes the rwlon retrieval ltne plus all cable,
Figuros 98, 99 and 100 show the variation of tow P ie length with increosing aircraft
speed with winch brake Force to cargo weight rat'c is a parameter. These data are based
on a bhaloon height of 500 feet and paylood weights of 10, 000, 6500, and 3000 pounds.
The tow line length is observed to vary directly as the square of the aircraft speed and
inversely as 'he ,,quare of the brake force load factor. Therefore, from the standpoint
of minimizing line reel.,out, it is advantageous to use high brake forces and low aircraft
retrieval speeds.

As would be expected, a decrease in aircraft altitude at hook-engagement results in
. . ........ . * .. ,, is sV wn I n, Figures 101, .. and 1n03 for three re-

treival speeds, a brake force of 45, 000 pounds, and payloads of 10, 000, 6500, aind
3000 pounds, However, while lower altitudes are advantageous with respect to the
amount of nylon line which must be Fupported by the balloon stution, these low retrieval
altitudes result In the requirement for additioawl winch cable pay-out, since the shorter
nylon line has less capacity for elongation. The magnitude of this effect is shown in Fig-
ures 104, 105, and 106, with aircraft retrieval speed as a parameter. Another advan-
tageous aspect of higher retrieval altitudes is the increasedprobablllty rf proper aircraft
piloting techniques Immediately following hook engagement. As the retrieved cargo is
eing accelerated, a pitch-up moment is applied to the aircraft. This must be counter-

acted by forward control stick motion to obtain downward elevator deflection. Pilot
tendency to delay application of down elevator until actual pitch motion has begun re-
suits in higher normal load factors on the aircraft as retrieval altitude i; decreased.
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As illustrated in Figures 98, 99, and 190, required broke retardation force shows only a
moderate increase for any fixed value of maximum tow linelength as aircraft s1,oed is in-
creased from 130 knoti to 150 knots. At a 500 foot balloon station heig'ht, IhNs rere-
seds aro ncremental climb requirement of appromdin-tely 325 feet, or appromxiatey 14
seconds of climb time at 1500 fpm nlimb rate. As shown in Figures '35 through 137, Ap-
pendix A, equil'•rium tow positions for cargo in the weight range from 3000 to 10,000
pounds is on the order of 23 to 55 degrees below the horizontal at 150 knots flight speed
and 800 feet tow line lengths. The cargo reaches this equilibrium position, -;th very
little overswing, approximately 20 seconds after hook engagement. The flexibillty af-
forded in aircraft operatic.l procedures when performing cargo retrieval at a balloon
height of 500 feet and a hook engagement speed of 150 knots makes this combination
highly desirable wieh respect to system design point selection. Adequate margin above
aircraft stall speed is available, line tension to cargo weight ratios are moderata,
romp door capabilijy exists with the C-130, C-141, and C-5A aircraft, and suffic'e-.t
altitude is available to permit proper pilot technique following hook engagement.

Figure 107 presents for the design point, the possible combination of brake factors and
payload weights along with the corresponding minimum height point of the payload tra-
jectory and the maxim-im length of tow line required. Note that for the selected 4.5
brake factor, t.,e length of tow line required is practically constant for all payload
weights while the minimurn height point increases as the payload weight decreases.

Selection of a constant brake force load facýor was made In the Interests of operational
simplicity as well as to provide a margin of safety in ground clearance distance ,n the
lower range of payload weights. The following section discusses the results of the syb-
tem deaign point sel~eton in regard to Its effect on balloon and lift line design require-
ments.

6 .0 300 Lbs.[Brake Factor 3. 0
6 . 0i i r

2 ,

E 40

200-~ ~
Engagement Altitude 500 Ft. 10,000 Lbs.

Engagement Speed - 150 Knots

50c 600 700 800 900 1000

Maximum Tow Line Length

Figure 107 - Minimum Payload Trajectory Height versus Maximum 7ow Line L.sngth
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System Design Data

Ground-to-air retrieval utilizing an elevated balloon station imposes stringent require-
ments on the choice of materials and components in order to obtain a minimum system
weight. Particularly in regard to the balloon supported retrieval line and the biloon
material, the employment of materials having high strength to density characteristics is
mandatory if balloon size and helium requirements are to be kept within reason. Recent
developments in balloon materia~l by the E.I. DuPont Company have been incorporated
in the Fulton Aerial Retrieval System. This material consists of mylar sheet covered with
a light weight nylon cloth, it results in a strong balloon material with excellent resist-
ance to abrasion under field conditions. Yeight of this material plus bridle and attach-
ments is approximately 0.035 pounds/feet" based on balloon surface area. Figure 108
shows baltoon envelope weisdit as a flunction of balloon volume, assuming a prolate
spheroid balloon cooflguration with a length to diameter ratio of 3.5. Figure 109 shows
the theoretical maximum lift of helium as a function of balloon volume together with
actual net lift in consideration of balloon envelope weight. These data are based on a
90 degreb Fahrenheit temperature and an altitude of 500 feet.

The nylon lift line which must be supported by the balloon shcould have a high strength
to density ratio in order to minimize line weight and thus minimize balloon size. A
nylor. woven textile webbing material is chosen, equivalent to MIL-W-4088B. Figure
110 rwresents the relationship between the ultimate line strength and the line weight per
faoe, of length when using this material. Using a figure of four times the cargo weight
rs the design strength requirement for the lift line, and a safety factor of 1 .5 on the de-
sign load, ultimate strength requirements were determined as a function of payload weight.
These i'esults were used with Figures 109 and 110 to determine balloon size for payload
weights from 3000 to 10,000 pounds. Figure 11 shows these results. Over the weight 3
range of intere3t In this study, balloon volume requirements va~y from 1300 to 3700 feet
Corresponding balloon diameters and lengths range fom 9 to 13 feet and 31.5 to 44.5
feet respectively. Assuming a drag coefficient of 0.20 if the balloon is allowed to
weathercock during Inflation, and 0.i4O if held broadside to the wind, the maximum
drag force In a 30 knot wind will vary from 40 to 550 pounds for the 10,000 pound pay-load balloon.

Table XXXI presents a compilation of balloon and retrieval line design requirements for
1000 pound Increments of cargo weight from X000 to 10,000 pounds. These data are
based on the previously selected 500 foot nylon retrieval line. Balloon volume and2. ',excess lifta force over stated line weights. This excess

lift, which Is in conformance with current design practice incorporaied in the Fulton
Aerial Retrieval System, provides a relatively high degree of balloon stobillty in wind
cnd gust conditions as high as 30 knots. Dal loon angular displacement for a range of
wind velocities It given in next section. Engagement reliability of the balloon station,
including the effects of 30 knot vind gusth, Is discussed In a subsequent section.

Helium &toroie bottle requirements were based on the previously determined quantities
of helluri gas necessary to support the cargo retrieval line. These bottles were assumed
to 6e six %set long, glass filament wound, with a length-to-diameter ratio of 12. Phy-
sical properties of the helium bottles are based on data given In Reference 25. Materialdensity k, 0.07 pounds/cubic Inches and has a working stress of 200,000 psi. Stora~ge

bottle wall thickness is based on a safety factor of 2.0. The bottle volume of 1.145 cubic
feet provides for storage af 350 cubic feet of helium at 4500 psI. Table XXXII presents a
listing of the gas storage bottlo requlrements for each Increemental cargo weight, The
second column In the table gives the actual quantity of helium required for the Indicated
cargo weight. The number of bottles shown In the third column provid"s a minimum
twenty percent addltional quantity of helium to provide a 3 psi pressura differential for
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the inflated balloon. The last column presents storage volume- requirements for the indi-
cated number of bottles, assuming a package size of TO x 1O x 72 inches.

Table X(XXIlI shows recovery parachute type, weight and volume requirements to provide

aeriat delivery redeployment capability for the indicated cargo weight. This data is
based upon information provided in Reference 26.

Th& following section presents the balloon lin- system performance results based upon do-
sign data developed in this and the previous section,.

Results of Performrnce Evaluation

Aerodynamic lift and drig .-haracteristics of the recommened balloon station design are
taken from Reference 27. Rigging angles were selected to provide a relatively constant
lPft to drag ratio for wind speeds from zero to 30 knots. Corrrsponding angles of attack
vary from 6 to 20 degrees. Figure 112 shows the angular displacement of the balloon as
a funr'ion of wind velocity. Maximum excursion is approximately 16 degrees from a
verti-al at the ground tether point. In a 30 knot wind the aerodynamic lift is approxi-
mately 50 percent greater than the aerostatic lift. Corresponding drag is approximately
144 pounds, or 25 percent of the tot'l lift in a 30 knot wind. An aerodynamically shaped
helium balloon is shown to have adequate position stability characteristics with respect
to emoloymrentas o:baftoon station for support of the cargo lift line. Stability of the con-
figuration in gust conditions is discussed with respect to hook engagement reliability in
the next section.

The kinetics of the cargo trajectory were investigated by writing equations of motion in
consideration of line forces resulting from cargo weight, aerodynamic diag, and relative
motion between the aircraft and the cargo. Winch drum moment of inertia was described
as a function of drum weight and diameter plus the cable weight remininQn on the drum
core. The balloon station was assumed to be directly above the cargo at the moment of
aircraft hook contacl. Line aerodynamic and inertial forces were neglected. Both
assumptions were made in order to simplify the problem sufficiently to allow computer
simulation. In effect, both assumptions lead to conservative results with respect to
trajectory characteristics; i.e., actual free flight demonstratio would indicate a more
vertical lift-off trajectory and less dip in the trajectory following initial ascent, These
differences are due to aerodynamic and inertia forces on the line which cause the cargo
to follow- the initial line direction more closely than the com....puter Zmiulltion predicts.

in r-M-d c .... 'i, s aesirable to approach the balloon in a direction opposite ro the wind
direction to take advantage of this line/cargo aerodynamic interaction.

Figure 113 presents cargo trajectory charactreistics for cargo weights of 3,ODD, 6,500
and u0,000 pounds. Aircraft speed is 150 knots and an initial climb rate of 1,500 feet
per minute on mlitary power is assurred. Figure T113 shows that cargo minimum ground
clearance decreases with increasing cargo weight, for a constant initial balloon station
height. Maximum line tension for these trajectories Is approximately four times the
ccao weight. As cargo weight increases, aircraft rate f climb decreases due to the
higher forces occurring In the retrieval line. Figure 114 shows the effect of adding eightJATO units to the C-130 aircraft for retrieval- of a MO:W0 pound cargo. JATO thrust
augmentation Is a nominal 8,000 pounds for 15 seconds. The trajectory with JATO

shows an improvement In trajectory minimum altitude of 250 feet over the non-JATOmae. In all cases the tra'ectories shown ore satisfactory with respect to initial climb

or le and minimum ground clearance. Initial climb angles on the order of 3O degrees
Indicate the requirement for a retrieval site clear area approximately 300 feet In diarieter
to provide clearance of a 70 foot obstacle. A typical cargo line tension and velocity
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9

time history Is shown in Figure 115. These dadta are plotted for a 10,000 pound payload
with a brake force setting equal to 4.5 times the cario weight. Vertical velocity Is de-
creasing, following an Initial peak, as the cargo approaches the initial peak of the lift-
off trajectory. Maximum line force is on the order of six times the cargo weight.

A summary of system physical characteristics is shown in Table XXXIV. Due to the modu-
lar approach token in recovery parachute selection and hellum storage bottle design, sys-
tem weight efficiencies are seen to fluctuate over the range of gross cargo weights from
3,000 to 10.000 pounds. System weight efficiency is doflned as the ratio of net cargo
weight to rorss cargo weight. The qross cargo is the sum of the net cargo weight, shown
In column four, and the totl system weight shown in column two. The values shown in
the last column, derived by taking the ratio of total system weight to net cargo weight,
indicate that ground-to-air retrieval and redeployment of cargo by the recommended bal-
loon/line technique required an additional weight equal to approximately 12 percent of
the cargo weight.

6Or 500 __,__, _

Payload Weight = 10,000 Lbs.
Aircraft Speed = 150 Knots

50 - 400 Engagement Altitude = 500 Ft..
Brake Force = 45, 000 Lbs.

0 3 Horizontal

-i I ~ '--Velocity

'30 -2200 V

} \ \Va rticol

o) I I I' Vrtica
20 6 100 - V locity

10- 0-

"0 100 0 2 4 6 8 I0
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Figure 115 - Typict.. Time History of Payload Vellocity and k.ne Tension
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EVALUATION OF SELECTED SYSTEM

This section presents results of the eva-luat1on of the selected retrieval system concept.

The method used in the evaluation follows closely the approach outlined in Appendix B,
which is centered on the determination of a concept ranking number

Wc Wc
WPN W " (86)

• = Pe 2 +W

T r, (T + Tr) s c

with
P8  = Retrieval engagement probubility

\AI Net cargo weight

W - Retrieval and delivery system weight

Tm =Root-mean-square delivery dispersal

T Delivery cycle time

Tr Retrieval preparation time r
In the case of a retrieval-delivery operation, a slightly different interpretation must be
allotted to the concept of "delivery cycie, time" as compared with that used in delivery
system evaluation.

In the I'tter case, the operational situation used for concept evaluation essentially consti-
tutes a pipeline type of supply flow, where events occur regulkrly separated by repetitive
rime intervals; hence the expression, "cycle time."

Rt....val -dl,,rI operqtions, however, are more likely to appear as a series of unrelated
single events, and the concept of drop cycle time loses meaning.

A meaningful ;terpretatfin oi T,. can, however, be retained In the context of retrieval-
delivery operadions ny redefinint Tc as the time required for stripping the drop cargo of
retrieval and delivery gear and fur clearing the impact area of delivery equipmesnt debris
or salvageable delivery oquipme.it.

Pick-Up Engagement Probability

The pick-up engagement probability is assumed to be identical with the contact probability.
It is evaluated as follows:

The situation Immediately prior to a pick-up engagement Is shown in Figure 87. The essen-
Hal elements are the following:

o A pole, carrying one or mure engogement hooks, extended below the retrieval
airplane
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o A part of a loop on the cargo lift line suspended horizontally over the balloon
and normal to the flight path of the retrieval airplane

For the purpoie of v.nalysis, an engagement is considered to ie achieved whenever the
flight path is such that any part of the pole intercepts any prjrt of the suspended length
of the lift line loop. Conversely, failure to achieve conruct is registered as an engage-
ment failure.

From an analytical standpoint, it is convenient to restate the conditions as bilows:

A retrieval engrqgement is achievwd whenever the flight path of the airplane is controlled
so as to intercept a target area attached to the balloon whose width equalt the orojection
of the suspended lift line loop on a plane normal to the flight path, and whose height
equals the projection of the pole on the same plane.

Failure to achieve pick-up engagement can be traced to two basic sources:

o Inept control of the airplane flight path by the pilot
o Random, unanticipated motion of ihe target which is beyond the

compensative powers of the pilot/airpjane combination

Only the last item will be considered in this analysis.

A tethered balloon exhibits snme degree of oscillatory motion when exposed to wind.
There are two basic causes for this motion. One is the periodic shedding of Von Karman
vortices which may bause yaw angle oscillations and induce oscillatory lateral displace-
ments. This type of motion wil! not be considered because design features can be incor-
porated to suppress this phenomenon. The other, which is the subject for this analysis, is
random motion caused by gustiness of the wind. 4
Dynamic Properties of the Balloon

A tethered balloon can be conceived as an inverted pendulum with small mass, small re- i
storing forces, and very large damping constants. I

It corresponds dynamically to a first-order system, possessing a transfer function which is
flat at near unit value over the lower and middle parts of the frequency range and which
drops down to near zero at higher frequencies. This means essentially that the balloon ex-
cursion responses are proportionn_ to and h.In ph"u w1ith r. excitung gusr velocity incre-I • ~~munts. "...

Gust Nescription

This analysis is based on a power spectral density description of the gust characteristics.
Actual data used were taken from Reference 28.

The following data were used:

Spectral thape: Woodlands, 400-600 feet altitude
Scale length: L' = 400 feet, 400-600 feet altitude
Turbulence parameten (Tj-'v )2 . . 10 at 50'# feet altitude

w
While these data specifically pertain to vertical gusts, the concept of isotropic turbulence
Is generally applied as a working hypothesis In gust studies. It is also copted here.
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Balloon Motion

in steady wind conditions, the aerodynamic drag of the balloon and the tether line causes
the balloon to drift downwind unti a foxnce equilibriurm between aerostatic lift, aerody-
namic lift, aerodynamic dra and tether line tension is achioved. The equilibrium is
characterized by a drift ang e 0, measured from the vertical through the ground tether
point. Values for 9 as a function of wind speed are shown in Figure 112.

,..ghangqs ;n wind speed cause variations in g aloa ~with variations in longitudinal and ver-
tical displacement of the ballkorn. Due to the dynamic properties of the balloon described
above, the readjustment to the new equilbrium posii-ion is practically instantaneous. Only
the vertical displocoment component is important from the standpoint of , igagement pro-
bability. Changes in wind direction have the followinrg effects. First, since the balloon
has weathercock stability, it aligns itself with the new wind direction wilh a negligibly
short time log. Second, it drifts laterally until the projection of the tether line on the
horizontcl plane is also aligned with the new wind direction. Again, the response to a
gradually changing wind direction is practically lug free, while for an extremely abrupt
change, some time lag in the response can be expected. The lateral displacement of the
balloon is very important from the standpoint of engagoment probability.

The magnitudes of the displacement vector components for the balloon are:

Vertical displacement

-z = hsin 7- u (87)•
w

Lateral displacement

= hsin 0 ( ) (88)
wY

where '~-E* .707 (A u
•V'J W

* = tan "! -w •. -L (8 9) 4J

dg I + LA/LS 2 CD. (9)

dvw s] 2 +DL 5)Vw

where Ii
h = Length of ba'loo'i lie line, feet

A/u = Root-mean-square gust velocity, fps (Ref. 28)

vw = Steady wind component, fps

0 - Inclination from the vertical of radius vector from the ground
tether point to balloon

L A -Aerodynamic lift of balloon

DA Aerad/'namlc drag of balloon A242! ,
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LS = Excess balloon buoyancy lbs

CL = Balloon lift coefficient

CD = Balloon drag coefficient

S B = Reference area = VB2/3 (Ref. 29)

VB = Balloon volume, ft3

Displacement calculations were made using the following numerical dota:

h = 500 ft (Design data)

(Au/vw)2 =.10, .20 (Ref. 28)

VB = 6000 0f3  (Design data)

CL = .34 (Ref. 29)

CD = .114 (Ref. 29)

LS = 60 lbs (Design data)

Engagement Probahility Degradation

Reduction of ihe engagement probability iL- caused by the random vertical and horizontal
displacement of the balloon under gust conditions whit-h cannot be anticipated by the pilot
controlling the Flight path of the retrieval airplane.

If the balloon motion is slow, it caon be noticec at sufficiently large distance that appro-
priate flight path corrections can be made; if, however, it is abrupt and happens only a
short time before anticipated contact, the engagement opportunity may be missed. The
important factor is the characteristic response time constant for the pi lot/airplane combina-
Htan. An absolute lower bound for this response time is afforded by the duration of te
short-period ioraitudinal csci!!!tion of the airplane. A typical value is of tMe order 1.0 -
1.5 seconds. For corrocticns involving lateral motion of the airplane as %ell, a consider'-
ably longer period may result, probably of the order 3 - 5 seconds. This corresponds to a
characteristic wave-length for the airplane response oF from 750 - 1250 feet, representing
the lower limit for the distance between balloon and ai,•plane within which c balloon dis-
placement perturbation can be accommodated by controt of the flight path.

Gust EncounteProbabiit

The gust frequency, or the number of gusts per second Is given by

n, (91)

V where
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vw = Wind speed

L' = Characteristic gust wavelength

The probable number of gust occurrences during ihe critical approach period for the air-,
plane is

Ngp tR• n (92)

where

tR = Response time constant for pilot/airplane combination.

Interpreting gust occurrences as discrete events, the probability of gusit encounters can be
written as

P(gust) = I - e-Ngp (93)

Engagement Target Location

The size of the engagerment target area is

At = ab (94)

where

a = length of pick-up pole projection on a plane normal to the flight
path

6 = length of projection of lift line engagement loop on a plar, normal
to the flight path

Ti, tK-n.ble size of the area within which the target is located is

A = At+ 6y.b+ A- a + +T " Ay z (95)

where

z-7 root-mean-square value of vertical displacement due to gust

Ay = root-mean-square value of latera! disp4acement due to gust

The event that the target is displaced from its center location is contingent upon the event
that a gust has occurred within the crtical time period tR = 4 seconds. This probability

is P(gust) as shown above.

The probability of the event that a miss is registered upon art encounter with a displaced
target is

P (Miss) 0l--tI ) = (I - (ob b+(96)
Ap (ao + • b + + 7r.
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The resulting probability of target engagement is consequently

P it , I " P(gust) ' PMiss (97)

Results

Figure 116 presents the results of the analysis, shown as a plot engagement probability
versus wind speed for gust varian,:e values of. 10 and .20. The results indicate a quite
serious degradation in engagement pr'.ability for wind speeds exceeding 20 knots.

The results are, however, not so sensitive to gust variance. Experimental data on which
these results are bhsed, indicate a spread in gust variance between the limits shown in the
figure. It is concluded that the engagement probability values shown in Figure 116 repre-
sent a realistic assessment of expected performance for any system using this type of engage-
ment.

Time Element Estimation

The retrieval preparation time tr depends basically on the crew size available for prepara-

tion, but is also a function of the weight and configuration of the retrieval cargo. In lieu
of specified data for these characteristics, it has been assumed for the purpose of evalua-
tion that the ,reparation time is a linear function of retrieval cargo weight varying from
1 hour for 3000 Ibs cargo weight to 3.0 hours for 10,000 lbs. It is believed that these
values would approximate realistic averages for field conditions.

The impact area time t is also a function of the crew size available. In consideration of
the cargo weights involved, it has been assumed that the crew sizo has been sized to make
the cargo preparation time essentially a function of cargo weight.

The derigging time factors have been assessed as 3000 lbs - 10 minutes; 10,000 lbs - 30
minutes, with linear variations for intermediate weights. In addition to the derigging
operations, the task of clearing the impact area of drop gear debris and salvageable drop
gear components was also assessed. Table XXXIII gives the particulars for the delivery
systems involved. "'he following factors have been used in the estimation:

Parachute Type Task Time, Min's Crew Size

G-1 I Straighten & Roll-up 10.0 2
G-12 Straighten & Roll-up 5.0C I
Both Stow on Transporter 1 min/100 lbs

A fixed clear-up crew size of two men has been assumed foi thIs table.

i Table XXXV gives the results of the time estimation for the rerrieval-delivery 'pemtions.
The total ground time is token as the sum of the carao rigging time and the pacing item of
car•go derigging time or drop gear salvage and clear-up time, under the assumption that
the last two tasks ari carried out concurrently.

The delivery dispersal meqsure rm is assumed as 80 feet, corresponding to a deli iery drop

alt'tud- -3f 1500 foot as shown in the section prevented in the delivery system evalucition
datz.
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Values for the weight efficte;-.'es W +W are m',on from Table XXXIV.
Pick-up engagement probability values Pe are taken from Figure 116 for wind speed of 0,

10, 20, and 30 knots.

Results

Valtes for the concept performance n(nmber computed for each nominal retrieval cargo
weight are shown in Table XXXVI.

It should be noted that the concepi performance numbers shown In Table XXXVI represent
estimates of performance for average operating conditions. Two principal areas of Sensi-
tivity should be menitioned.

The data given are quite sensitive to variations in the cjround operations time valuos shown
in Table XXXV. Although the values quoted there reprsent estimates of average condi-
tions, values characterizing particular operational situations may depart considerably from
the averages, depending on terrain, soil, available manpower, etc.

The second principal area of sensitivity pertains to the assessrment of engagement probabil-
ity. Under similar operating conditions, a certain system scale effoct may be present due
to vatiations in the length of the engagement loop on the lift lirao. This effect is however
bound to be minor.

A source of greater varlation can be traced to difference; in prevailing wind velocity.
This N; an environmental parameter which is subiect to considerable fluctuations between
different localitief, The some comment applies'to the gust variance.
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CTQL/VTOL EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

A cursory analysis was made of the cost effectivene, .•f the candidate retrieval system rel-
ative to transport by VTOL aircraft and helicopters. The presumed purp-,s J such a study
is to provide sufficient information concerning the relat'ive value of suc[ systems so as to
permit assessment, of the merit of continued research and development of retrieval systems.
The cursory nature of the analysis is based upon the imprac.lIcality of applying a spectrum
of missions to a varied environment of operations in different types of war as considered in
the light of postulated enemy strategy - all wthin the scope of the desired study. Hw. -
ever, despite the simplified approach, the study used technique, which provide compari-
sons of the cost, productivity, vulnerability, and reliability of the system of retrieval by
airplane as contrasted wth transport of payloads by VTOL and helicopters.

It is emphasized that the comparisons of cost and effectiveness mus., t"herefore, be consid-
cred relative in nature. The scope of the program as a whole, and this Jtudy in particular,
did not permit a sophisticated and detailed coliection of pertinent cost dao%. Neither
could the performance of the various aircraft include detailed calculations cS the various
segments of the mission profiles. Nevertheless, inasmuch as the assumptions ad tech-
niques were equally appl;eo 1o each aircraft system, the results are considered vslid and
ind icaive of the best aircraft system or technique.

The analysis used the following procedure and operations-

o Selection of aircraft for comparison

o Establishment of scenarios - with a basic mission task
o Determination of relative effectiveness using.a Retrieval Index

o Determination of relative cost using a Cost Index

o Analysis of relative cost effectiveness

Selection of Aircraft

The following aircraft systems were selected for analysis in order to provide a representa-
tive capability based upon existing or projected aircraft:

o CTOL: C-130, C-41, and C-SA (as required)

Based on continulng Lockheed-Georgia Company studies, the fol!owing were utilized,

o VTOL: (1) A tilt-wing design with a low cruise speed of M --- .65 capable of
payloads of 20,000 pounds at 500 nautical miles radius, and 35, 000
pounds at 200 nautical miles radius.

(2) A Direct-Lift design representative of swept winy designs capable of•.achieving a cruise spoed of M = .85 and paylocics Identical 'with

VTOL (1).

The following helicopters were selected from, and pertinent data based upon, those exist-,
ing In the military inventory:
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a Helicopters: (A) Cot.ventional single rotor helicopter with peyload corried in-
ternaiNy and loaded through aft-loading fuselage doors.

(B) Conventional twin rotor helicopter w4th loading similar to
helicopter (A).

(C) A single rotor helicopter with load carried externally. This
helicopter features high payload c..•,acity for short radii.

Parametric Aircraft Data

In ordet to perform the cost effectiveness analysis, pertinent performance, configurations,
and cost data were collected and are presented in Table XXXVil. Data for Lockheed air-
planes were taken from appropriate SAC charts, Reference 29, and the C-5A proposal.
Comparable data for the VTOL aircraft were derived from past Lockheed studies concern-
ing VTOL cacgo .;-onsports. Data for the helicopters 'vo're derived from material ;-vesorted
in References 30 and 31.

Reirieval System

The retrieval system used wrth CTOL a'rplones for this anoysis consisted of a nylon line,
a helium-filled bolloon, a winch, and miscellaneous pickup equipment in the airplane.
In operation, one end of the nylon line was fastened to the'payload with the line itself
heldaloft by the balloon. Retrieval Is effected by the airplane snagging the line at the
balloon.

Basic Assumptions

Application of the selected aircraft to cost effectiveness analysis required establishment of
certaih pertinrit basic assumptions which are:

1. Existing, or known projected, aircraft are used as a basis for analysis. This re-
sults in application of retrieval systems to airplanes which are not tailored spe-
cifically to retrieve or transport 10,000 pounds only. Otherwise stated, the air-
planes required for analysis retrieve payloads considerably less than de:;ign maxi-
mum payload, and, as such, opeiate at varying degrees of efficiency. This as-
sumptive selection al•so •oc, os for tke fact that the VTOL aircraft and heli-
copters P~ave payload capabilities in exceas of the 10,000 pounds proposed for
retrieval by airplane.

2. The specific equipmrnt to be retrieved and transported is not identified and is
appropriately prepared for retrieval or transport by ground personnel.

3. All aircraft are assumed to have the ability to retrieve and redeliver people. This
is assumed in order to fit the systems into the proposed scenarios.

4. VTOL aircraft and helicopters are assumed to be on the ground for retrieval oper-
ations. Loading and unloading times are assumed to be 02 hour each.

5. The full load capability of the VTOL and helicopter types are used because of
Assumption 4. The payload to be airlifted is varied as a function of the radius
flown.

6. The full range and radiu• capability of the aircraft will be utilized to make as
many unrefueled round trips as possible.
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7. Ali aircraft are based 50 nautical miles from the point of retrieval. Aircraft
requiring refueling return to this base in order to preclude transport of fuel to the
retrieval point.

8. The initial .upply of helium for the retrieval system is available to the ground
support troops. Additional helium is airdropped as required.

9. Refueling time for VTOL ,aircraft is assumed to be 0.2 hour, while that for heli-
copters iS ass,_med to be :). 1 hour.

10. Retrieval and outboLtnd flight speed for the C-130 is 150 knots, the maximum
speed with the cargo doors open. For the C-141 and C-5A, the comparable
speed is assumed at 200 knots. The speed for return is that block speed appro-
priate for the doors in a closed position for the radius flown and derived from
Reference 29.

1I. The ouilbound speed of helicopter (C) considers the drag of the external cargo,
and the return speed is adjusted accordingly.

Other assumptions of a mhnor natur. are set forth as necessary during the development of
the method.

Scenarios

Privi to establishment of the scenarios, it became apparent that certain tactical situations
were likely to exist which would mitigate against pne type of aircraft or another. Specif-
ically, some aircraft hlve high payload to gross weight capability for short range opera-
tions, but have very little pay•oad capability for longer ranges. Some, such as the heli-
copter, .,•re extremely limited in total range when compared with the basic ranlge capa-
bility of, say, C-130 or C-.41 airplanes regardless of payload capacity. Consequently,
it became apparent that two scenarios were necessary to adequately measure the opera-
tional effectiveness of VTOL ahrkaft versus retrieva by CTOL systems. Hence, one
sconairo has a m~ssion task which is w~ti'in helicopter range cap•-bility and the other a
task beyond helico,•ter range capability.

Tactical Situation - Pattk't Lao rForces have advanced down the eastern banks of the Mekong
in Laos through the mrountcwn posses and are attempting to drive to the S)uth China Sea.
The'apparent route ir Vie. Nam is the main highway from Dak To to An Hhon on the coast
via Kontrum. The oblective N to split U.S. and Viet Nam forces into two groups: one
concentrated in the north at D. Nang and another around Saigon. Once sp!it, the north-
ern group can be conquered by pressure fron the Viet Cong it tha north and from the Pathet
Lao forces in the south.

US. $_Operation - In a counter move, U.S. Forces based in eastern Thailand in the region
just southwest of Savannakhet, Laos, %vl jump on a counter thrust. bThe jectivw will be
to drive across Laos into Viet Nam and hnk with U.S. Forces at Quang Tfrl. This move
would effectively bottle up Pathet Lao forces and place them in the position In w.hi.ch they
tire hoping to piace U.S. F-orces. To aci, love the element of surprise, and to circumvent
tho necenity for bridging the Mekong, to,.Ai acd equipment will be airlifted across the
river .ntc th, relatively flat area around PAutnmg Pha Lane. Again, in the interests of ipeed
and surprise, equipment will be retrieved ar.d transported from a "where it 'is'" ocation and
will be sub,,equently airdropped necir Muong Pha Lane. For operations in this scenario, the
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maximum transporf distance is the maximum range of the helicopters which is assumed to be
200 N.M.

Long Range - Scenario B

Tactical Situation - The situation in Viet Narr has deteriorated to the Yjint where a com-
p eo evacuation of U.S. Forces is mandatory. In this "Dunkirk" style situation, it is as-
sumed that sealift cannot completely handle the task due to insufficient time to assemble
the necessary ships and a general lack of dock facilities. It is furtbhc.r cssumrd hhat avail-
able airfields are crowded with fighter and attack-type airplanes.

_U.S. Operaton- In order to salvage as much equipment as possible, it has been decided
to Use reirieval techniques to airlift equipment to a point near Bangkok, Thailand, which
is 400 nautical miles from the retrieval point within the Saigon perimeter. Total radius
from base is, therefore, 500 nautical miles. Upon arrival at Bangkok, the eqvipment will

Srbe classified and stored for later transhipment by sealift using the port facilities at Bangkok
and sailing down the Gulf of Siam.

This scenario is beyond the range (,f helicopters and analysis will be confined to CTOL and

VTOL aircraft.

Retrieval Effectivenes

In order to meaiure the effectiveness of the various systems for relocating material in the
type of rmissions suggested by the scenarios, the total payload retrieved or transported was
determined. To accompLh this, it was considered that the total payload so moved should
consider the number of aircraft involved, their s.urvivability under combat situations, their
productivity or rate of delivery, and their dependability as a function of reliability of the
total system. The total quantity moved (R) can therefore be expressed by the following
relationship:

R = Number A/C x Survivability x Productivity x Dependability

where

Number .VC number of aircraft procurable by 100 million production dollars

Survivability Index = !_uerability

Productivity = Tons of payload transportable by each aircraft in a day consisting
of 10 hours operation

Dependability = Reliability and availability as a function of maintainabiity of
aircraft plus retrieval system

Each of these terms is d' ;ussed in detail in the following paiagraphs except the number of
aircraft, which is discus. ed in the section entitled "Costs.,

PrrodUvokty

The productivity is measured by the tons-per-day moved by each aircraft and associaoed
retrieval system in a military operation lasting 10 hours per day. As such, it is this mea-
sure that accounts for the effects of speed. In Scenario A, range is a variable, but in
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Scenario B, range is a constant. In both scenarios, appropriate time for ground loading
and unloading, as well as refuelihq, is accounted for.

Basic procedure consisted of takeoff from the aircraft vase and flight to the point of re-
trieval which is 50 nauticai miles distant. At this point, the CTOL airplanes retrieved the
10,000 pounds "on the fly," while the VTOL aircraft and helicopters landed for loading
aboard. The payload was airlifted to the point of delivery where the CTOL airplanes air-
dropped the payload, with VTOL an;! helicopters landing for discharge of cargo. The re-
turn flight was made to the point of retrieal where the process was repeated. The fuel ca-
pacity of ýhe airplanes was such that continuous round hips could be made in "he 10 hour
period without refueling. However, i4 was necessary to refuel the V601. and helicopters
at the end of each trip, thus requiring a return to the original base.

The unit productivity of each type of aircraft was computed from the number of trips flown
in the assumed 10 hour day. Fractional trip% were included inasmuch as these data are ap-
plied to a fleet concept. Thn unit productivity is shown in Figure 117.

Those data indicate that the VTOL aircraft are the best, followed by CTOL and the heli-
copters in that order. Included in these calculations are the r6sults of calculations to show
the deterioration of productivity of the C-130 if it should be required to return to base to
reload JATO, as would be necessary if the retrieval system selected required such additional
thwusi.b

One of the penalties incurred by the helicopters is the time required to load and unload the
cargo. Accordingly, the unit productivity was computed for loading times larger and sinai-
ler than that originally assumed. The resulting effect :.s presented in Figure 118.

The total fleet productivity is presented by r'igure 119. These data are shmply the product
of unit productivity times the number of aircraft procured by $100,000,000. No account
is made on thii graph of availability, dependability, or survivability.

Vulnerability

The vulnerabili,ýy analysis described herein is necessarily based on greatly simplified models.
Although it is b6lieved that the comparisons indicate relative differences between aerial-
retrieval and nround-loading operations, it is emphasized that no significance should beattached per se 0o the magnitudes.

All of the sele(_,cd aircraft are investigated except VTOL (2), the direct lift configuration,
which is omitted as being obviously the most vulnerable due to its multiplicity of engines.
Each of the airplarncs is assumed to'perform the retrieval at an altitude of 500 feet.

The helicopte,,, are asaumed to begin gradual descent from 500 feet altitude as they approach
within 3000 feel of the loading base. A similar pattern is followed at takeoff. The average
velocity during ascent and descent is assumed to be 50 knots. The flight profile of the
VTOL aircraft is assumed to be the same as for the helicoprers. However, the average ve-
locity during ascent and descent is assumed to be 100 knots.

The factors which are assumed to have an influence on loading vulnerability are:

o Average velocity during the encounter

o Average slant range

o Exposure time on thm ground

o Inherent vulnerability (vulnerable area)
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The combined effects of those fact'ors is usved to deftermnne relative vulrhercbil;Uy ratings
between the various aircvaft.

For overflying airplanes, the assumed threat cons~sts of a .50 cal. marvhine gun fite located
directly under the flight path with mnaxirniva effective slant rarge of iapprdmaftely 2000
feet,, The ave•'age slant range in the firing zone is aosurned to be 1000 feet. Tho vulnerco-biI ity of the balloon used in the retrieval systoms iy ,wavmod neoligiblo in terms of damodue to srall arnw fIre. Thk is based upon the low lnfI1on pressures used and ont er he warof

hrne expierinco of non-,rigid airshipt; which have been holed by weapons of considerably
larger caliber without un-due lo4s.

For hellcoptems and VTQL aircraft, the thye•t nonststA of a .50 cal,. rmachine gun site Io-,
oated directly under thew appinoaoh or take-,off paeth at a distnce of 'I.00 feet fom ihie 60d-
in bau. The ,nemy altso has, tirtarns and rv'oilliess rifles of soeve/al thousand yard range
whech are used to attack the aircraft on thof ground during the assumed .2 hour loading
hme. 'The overage slant range ;n the firing zone is aswsued to be somewhat less than for
the overflying aircraff, or, ekout 700 feet.

# _o•,, cl•- M approximation to lth,, expected kill probkablity during a, ,r'eou'J'r is gi,
Yz

2 7 2T0" 2 7

A vulnerabl arewo of the, (Arcraft' (ft) !

n number of profectllei, fMord durhNg thie eocountor

"0 - standard deviation of tho mis dl'ancee (it)

.vr a,. crms ,,r,, IN " prop.ortional. to v' arnd' n is invoero, pro,'bopft onal to v. HYnce,

PK =(99n)

The of the computation of the vulner ab~lIt7 i,'dlce, for volocity to shown, in Tc- bl'o
×XXV11t I

rj t '°Sgj~f - For a given weapon angular diapl•lpor , f•, tho ov'or•,jo rifandaord dt:evlotlons
o th~e wnpo rnmiss di~tanes for the overflyfnp aircrch u-t rel,:tel to i'hoq. for tkfe londing
oircr:fl' by the equation AiL ¢701 (1'00)

where

R0 - average slant range from woapon to overflying airc'aft (ft)

R1, a avaecq dant ri-inje from wearion to landlyip ah'rrah (ft

110 In ptandartA deviation of wempon myis dlshme, frovomrfyirutj
Hlre,raft (N)
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( = standard devlation of weapon miss distance for landing
aircraft (ft)

hence

It Is assumed that R = 700 feet and R 1000 feet. Honce

7L = 0.7 %0

61it =K for hen landino aircraft, (101)
2 7To- 2

Therefore

P for the landing aircraft. (102)

0

TABLE XXXVIII

VELOCITY VULNERABILITY INDICES

Assumr• Ave. Relative
Velocity dcurln 3 Re1ative Indies

for VelocIty
C -MW0 ISO 3o.3x 106 0,296 K 10"6 1-

C -,141 150 3.38 x 101 0,296 x 10"6 1
CI ISO 3.30 x 106 0.296 x !06 10

Hollp.er (Ah so 0. 125 x ) 06 _ x 10-6 27_
Heli1copter (a) so 0. 125 x 101 8 x 10-4 27

Hl'flhopNter 5C 0 0.,125 x 10 a x 10-6 27

VTOL (1) 100' 1 x 106 3 3.38

II
"U ' 01,014 used us the batlne for vulnerability ' h this analysis
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Thus, the relative vulnerability index of the landing arcraft must be doubled to account
for the decreased average slant range during flight through the firing zone as shown in
Table XXXIXT

j TABLE XXXIX

SLANT RANGE VULNERAJILITY INDICES

Relative Vulnerobility Indices
Aircraft for Average Slant Range

C-130 I
C-141 1

C-5 1

Helicopter (A) 2

Helicopter (B) 2
Helicopter (C) 2
VTOL (1) 2

Ground Exposure Time - The helicopters and the VTOL aircraft are considered extremely
,vulnerabloro during the 0.2 hour period of loading operations. If is difficult,

-00;= 1110 v11vuU1111yti- ciuanrati~rvelv since 4v depends strnl o n
enemy's skill and reconnaissance capobillties cs welf as on weapon effectiveness factors. A
its order to be conservative, It Is assumed that friendly troops surroundirl the base limit
the lnweased vulnerability during loading to 10 percent. The results ar,& shown in
Table XL.

TABLE XL

GROUND EXPOSURE VULNFRABILITY INDICES

Relative Vulnerability Indices
Alfcraft for Ground Exposure

C-141 1

C-5 1
Helicopter (A) 1. I
Hollo-opter (B) 1.
Helicopter (C) 1.1

VTOL (1) 1.1
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Vulnerable Areas - The major wvlnerable components of any aircraft are the crew, the
"?'e'F,;ystemn, i-e-flight control system, and the propulsion system. Several simplifying
assumptions are made for this analysis in order to reduce the calculation of vulnerable
areas to a manageable leve!. The assumptions are:

o Crew armor kits are provided for all aircraft in order to ozentially
ensure the survivability of a minimum crew.

o Self-sealing blankets and explosion suppression devices are installed
in the fuel tanks of each aircraft. This effnltively reduces the vul-
nerabllity ofthe fuel systems to a negligible level.

o The vulnerability of flight control subsystems can be neglecied for
small arms fire because oF designed redundancy for safety and re-
liability.

o The avervge presented vulnerable area of an engine depends on the
horsepower of that engine. If the horsepower varies by a factor of
F, the average presented vulnerable area varies by a factor of

Each engine of each aircraft is assumed to be entirely inde-
pendent of any other engine on that aircraft. Thus, damage to a
vulnerable engine component cannot result in the loss of more than
one engine.

o The average presented area of each of the engines of Helicopter A

iý 30 ft2 .

o A total of 10 shots is fired at each aircraft during an encounter.

o The standard deviation of the mins distance of the small arms fire is
69. 1 feet for any aircraft.

The last three ussumptions are necesw.ary in order to calculate quanti-
tative kill probabililles that can be ud;usted for effects of engine mul-
tiplicity. The =tual values seleczed have little, if any, bearing on
the final compruraitve ratings..
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The encounter kill probabilities for each aircraft engine are found using the equoaion

nAv

The calculations are shown in Table XLI.

The kill probability of the entire propulsior system of an aircraft, PT' is given by the first
(r - s + 1) terms of the binomial expansion.

P I = PK + (I- P1K)r 1104)

where 4
r = number of engines

s = number of engines out for aircraft loss

In the case of aircraft having 4 engines, the kill probability of the 'entire propulsion sys-
temr of each type is given by the kill probability for the left engines plus that for the right
engines, both as determined by the above expansion. In the case of the VTOL syrcratv
the kiii probabilitly • f the entire propulsion system is given by the kill probability for the
left main engines plus that for the right main engines plbs that for the control engines.

The cAlculations are presented In Table XLII.

Total Vulnerabilily - The relative vulnerability factors are multiplied together to obtain
te f-al Vulneraility index for each aircraft. The results are summarized in Table XLIII.

It is seen that the C-130 is by fatr the least vulnerable of any •f tho aircraft considered.
The C-141 and the C-5 are about 2 and 3.5 times, respectively, more vulnerable than
the C-130 becaus4, of their larger engines. Note that the engine multiplicity calcula-
tions magnify the differences that exist in the average presented vulnerable areas of the
engines. Helicopter (A) is about 12 times mere vulnerable than the C-130, and Helicop-
ter (B) 22 times more vulnerable. Helicopter (C) Is somewhat more vulnerable than the
other helicopters - about 30 times more vulnerable than the C-130. The VTOL aircraft
has high vulnerabilIty-aimost 25 tines as great as the C-130. In addition, it is obvi-
ous that the relative vulnerability of V101. (2), the Direct Lift VTOL, would be consid-
erably higher because of its 20-engined configuration.
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Dependab li•y

Analysis involving floets of aircraff and associated systems must include some measure of
the availability of the aircraft and the reliability of both the aircraft and associated sys-
tems. These have been combined into one term-dependability. As used herein, reliabil-
ity refers to the percentage of times used dui-ing a ten hour day's operation that a piece of
equipment, whether aircraft or retrieval system, successfully completed its mission. Air-
craft availability is the percentage of aircraft that were ready for use at any time, and as
such reflects maintainability.

The reliability and availability factors are based upon actual values determined by service
operation. When such data were not available, estimates were made based upon design
specifications and requirements extant for such types of aircraft.

Lockheed experience with the Fulton retrieval system has shown a reliability of 97%
which includes missed passes and balloon breakage. The Fulton system is man-rated
wheream the system selected for analysis is for cargo only. Accordingly, the reliability
of the recommended system has been estimated to be 0.875. It is emphasized that the
total system dependabili ty for CTOL aircraft i ncorporating retrieval systems is obtai ned
from the product of airplane dependability times retrieval system reliability.

Cost

Analysis of the cost aspects of the systems comparison required a consideration of those

costs which occurred as a result vi the mission, The foliowing costs were considered:

o Procurement
o Operation
o Mai ntenance

......... a to determine the numbers, ., , anu hencethe

need for analysis of procurement costs. The operating costs are those which directly result
from performance of the mission. The maintenance costs are those which accrue as a result
of operation of the aircraft. The results of the cost analysis are tabulated in Table XLIV
and a detailed discussion of these costs follows.

Procurement

Inasmuch as the evaluation of the retrieval concopts is a relative one, an arbitrary sum of
$100,000,000 was allocated for procurement of e.ch type of airplane. The total price,
less amortized RDT&E retrieval system costs, was divided by the unit production cost of
each particular aircraft. The unit prices for Lockheed airplanes are based upon the p7'e-
dicted price for construction of one airplane estimated to be in effect after compleilon ofpresent contractual commitments. The unit production prices for the helicopters arn basedupon data tabulated in Reference 31. Prices for VTOL aircraft were derived from recent

OL design studies by Lockheed.

The concept of retrieval by CTOL aircraft "on the fly" requires development and procure-
ment of equipment In addition to the aircraft. In order to Impartially amortize RDT&E
cosis of this additional equipment, the costs were divided among the three types of CTOL
aircraft in proportion to the numbers of a particular CTOL aircraft to the total number ofCVOL aircraft procured. The number of aircraft procured for 1100 million, including the
additional equipment RDT&E costs amortized for the CTOL aircraft, is listed in Table
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XLIV4 The retrheval system reusable equipment cost was consil&ied to bs negligible in
comparlson with the circroff costs and was not Included.

0oatIn nCosts

Operating cosIs consist or crew cots and fuel cos-s, These costs. are the operating costs
required to meet the situations as dcjrclt '.xd In the scenarios. To accomplish the pre-
scribed mlimsons, the olrora& ukilizailon is assumed to be ten hoan3 per day with mainten-
ance deferred usntll complelion of the mimlon.

Crew Costs - The crew cos.s are dependenrt orn the crew complement for the different air-
craTF GMrer consideration, The anniual crew oog,,,z i., obtained by adding the annual- salary
of all officers and the annunl salary of 'al1 crevtnsn on on airplane and multiplying this by
,he number of crews wAlgned to an airplane, For an annuol average officer's salary of
$1 1, 100 and an average annual crewman's 6liary of $4200, the annual cost per airplane Is
$11, 100 no 4, 4200 no, whrer no is the number of officrs and no Is the number -of crew-
men In one crvw. The number of flying hours per day for the crew Is taken 40 the same as
the numbar of flying hours for the arerafot, e.g. 10 hovrs per day. For an average of U.
crews per airplene, the hourly crew cost In doqllrs Is re foilov:

CCH ' 1.5 (11,100 n0 +4200 n)/(10)(30)(12) 6 (55.5 n + 21 .,/12 (105)

Fuel Costs - Fuel cost estlmctes are dependent on the type of mission flown, It is aCurned
¶ffaiTU&1 of the ahiplane s eoqoe!ly divided between the two types of missions outlined in
the scencrio, Thus, one-half 0f the ussige 14 In •hort range mlssiorn of 50-mile radius and
one-half In mlbsoaons' ofi-diii, radlus. These ew- token cis the typical uso of the airplane,
with the exception of helicoptersi, which are used for short io,.gi missions only. For those
missions, the fuel consumptkon per mission and the operwi'w, ln'ae of the engines per mission
Is determined so that the fuel consumption per erigine as o lio.,fticn of operating time is
known, The fraction of the operating tinv) of the nntins for tie total nilslon thimo Is deter-
(n111or1d fron runtle niailysis of the c.rIrafri and the miss•ons, The h os t of fuel is taken as
$0.015 poor pound, Therefore, ffel cost In dollm-s per hour for CTOL and VIOL aircraft

Is as follow'n

CPH .0.016 F1 f(T,11)/(2 tmi) +', F5 CSr)/(2 ti) (106)

where

FS * Pounds of fuel used In chort-range mission

t - Time for short-range mission

Tlyis= Engine operating time per mission tinm for shurt-range rnmlsion

F1 I -Pounds of fuel used In long-range mission

tMIn Time for long-range mission

T in "• Engl;n. operating tline per milsion time for long-range minion

Tho fel ccst Irn dolknys per hour for holicopterm Is

CFH -0,015 F , (T 2)/tM7 (107)
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RetrievolSyael.n Costs -~ Operation of the retrieval systepi jtaelf f,4a'ierdtted sornm oosfý W1110h
~ operating oveit for CIQI. tysteffi. The Airs cost Is the exPa'nse Of

the htlium from ai-e brolon b~alloon~. The secoro- is iho expense of: JAMO btn4ies which
c,)uW possilybo tze d tn coii uncdion. With the, SYS11'e.m Mieni the C-1I30 I~th 0w '1101 alr-
plane otiliied. The tol-al system oporating co-t as a funt i~n of il~sion rodiuts fit graph-
ically prev-ented in F~igure 120,

Helhwji Coat - To dertermine the holium cost par balloon, the kolioti 4xie, had to 6a e Pu

I =ted.,

in a '10,000-pound payload the pIckup line was czssumed to ba capable of a 3g loading.
Usingj a 3aIfsty Faictor of two, a line aapabilty of 60,M)4 pounds is required, T'he oppropri--
ato n~ylon lino e lhed 0 5 pounds/ foot. Thus for a 400-foot line, the baloon Is requIred
to supp)ort 200 (raundcl o( line weight.~ To rodtice gust effects, the lift of, tho bolloon was
Irncrease' by 2$ percent to 250 poondo.

Ine balloon volume In ferms of I'M lifflne fro'ýe is alvon in Rofefrence 27 by fho; oquatlori~

F w0,066 V - .29V/" (1 o)

where V -balloon volume, ft'
F =lifting force, lb3

For a volume of 4750 ft", a helium density of 0,01l4 lb/'ft and a cost of $2,50/Ib, the
cost of helium per balloon Is calculated to be $132.50.

JA oCsf- The C-130 was designed so that It could uva 3 JATO Rowiters of 1000 pounds
thrust (13 sec.) each. The cost of a JATO Booster and its ignitef Is given W $395 by the
Lockheed Purchasing Department,

Maintenanlce Costs - Mointen1,oancea cosia cire dividlod Into alirficime maintena'1i,e arid engine

rnainfenance. Ecich of tf~ase fIs furtheor divided Into labor and matriawl. For purpases ofV
cost comparison, the maintenance costs are bagod on Reference 32 by the Air Tronsport Ai-
sociation (ATA).

To' obtuln the airframe labor cost per flight hour, therArframe labor hours per fl ight hour a5
given by an ATA formul-i are mltlphaie by the la6iýr rate which is t01,en as $3,00 por hour.
A burden factor of 87 porcent Is also Includod in tho ATA estimnateas Tho oirfrane iabor
cost ic given hy ,

1.A (I .03) (1, 87)(300)(,3. 0 + 0 ý067 W / 1000) (109)

where ¾

W_ - mpty weIcht of aIhrplane low, oer~lnes
(.0'4 labor nori-revenue fatr

To obtain the total aIrframe enotbri'l ecas per rI'1lht hour, a moakrial burden factor 0.f
23.3 percent Is includod in I-le estirvate of afrfrarne material cost per fligliv hour given
by the ATA formulut

CMJ4 (I .03)() 233) 2.13+ 7,SciC P/106) (110)
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(1.03) - Mat"'ial non-revenue iactor.

Erngfne labor confs depoond on fhe type of onginoe To obtain the eargine labor cost per
engIne pei: operating hour, the engino labor hours per engine per operating hour are
ru ultip•led by the labor rate, burden factor, and labor non-revenue factor.U

For a turbojet or turbofan, Oie labor cost per engine per operating hiour equation as given
by the ATA 's cm follooes,

¢Lr.= -+o0)10)300 .784 .o0317 T/I 000) (100/1-1 ) +0,10] (111)

T - gWine thruft at seo level, standard day, uninstotled
H Mean tImo belween overhauw.

For turboprop engtes tho engine labor coSm per engine per operating hour is given by
tho ATA formulac

CE (1.03).87)3.0) [(0.4956 4-0.0532 ESHP/1000)(IlO0/Ht) +0.101
TV12)

whero

SESHP Tdeoff equivalent shaft horsepower,
In the ATA formulk for flhe total Ongine materlal cost per engine per operating hour, the
matorial burden factcor of 23.3 percent and the material non-revenue factor of 1.03 ore

Inaludod,
,,,,•-,,a te efl~Anoin C"tC'•Oi cost iS€ iv'•y

ftgfr,0Cs.IsOvea. Iy;j

W CMOEW (1.03)(I.23,3)(81.45C 6  0.47)/(0.021 H0 ,/100 +0.769) (113)

CE (,oit of 011f

When using CTOL ahlcroft or hellcopters, the ,ngine rnaintena.,:e costs are obtained sim-
ply by mu lilplytng CLE and CM tiME es tho rnumber of each type of engine. When using

VTOL aircraft, the time of use of each type of engine is also taken into account. The
total hourly maintenance cost for a fleet of N aircraft 'Is:

C N A+ pi (CME+ (-LE) 114)

where

n Numbmr of engines of the Ith type per aircraft

P!= PeP. ;entage of time thit Ith type engine Is used.

By combining th crew (.ste fuel cost, and totel maintenance cost, the hourly operc.,
fional rost for a fleet of N aircraft is obtained.273



Cost Effectiventes

The results of the Retrieval Effeýtiveness and Cosi Analyses have been combined to provide
a measure of cost effectiveness. The ratio of Retrieval Effectiveness to Cost 0C a function
of Mission Radius is presented in Figure 121. Dis is, In effect, a plot of tonnage retrieved
or delhvered per uhit cost as a fbntion of distance transported.

These data indicate that the C-1 30 airplane using a retrieval system is or ;mum when oper-
ated In the manner suggested by the postulated scenarios. The C-130 system is capable of
retrieving 9 times the tonnage per unit cost of the best helicopter, and twenty-eight times
the tonnage of the second best holicopter"

The C-130 system hod the added advantage of being able to perform longer rc-,ý,e retrieval .4
minions than the helicopters.

The C-5141 and C-5 systems did not perform well In comparison to the C-130 system Ond the
helioopter. This was expected because of the sovere penalty imposed by limiting the re-
trieval load t4 10,000 pounds which Is considerably below their capabilities. The low pro-
ductvity of the VTOL aircraft was due to the high Initial and operating expenses of the
aircraft and the high vulnerability.
While the resuits of this analyals are Indicofve of the dedrability of additional research and

development of a retrieval system, it, ahouid be noted that several prime factors have been
neglected duo to the scope of the analysis. This analysis has assumed the availability on
the site of the necessary retrieval systenms atid its components, and no account haa been
made of the cost of tranuport of such a syvein to the theater of conflict, Problem associ-
ated with storage have also been noglected.

The analyiso resumed Or *u,"Ahwi.fy *.n ao Ere(as of reIevawl and delvery US well VS in
Voe rwr•ior of flight. 'he relative vulnerability, If such were not the case, would have I
0'ignificant effect on tho reaulti Indeed,, I seems logical that the tactical situation of
Scenario B would be a result of a lack of air superiorlty.

No acoount has been made of the types and sizes if payload to be retrieved. Nor has any
consideratlon been made of priorities which might be assIgned if the analysis had includedtransl~xr of spociflc Items of equipment cosocilaed witk- a specific Army unit.
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IV. CONCLU31ONS

AERIAL DELIVERY

UMlis otherwise no•,vd, the following study conclusions pertain to unit loads of equipment
weighing from 35,000 to 70,000 pounds, and to both the C-14 1 and C-SA aircraft.

/

1. 3od upon prellminary stability and control studies, including consideration of air-
craft flight and ramp loads, the aerial delivery of these heavier payloads from either
aircraft is feaslble.

2. The most promising aerial delivery sy4tems for these heavier loads employ conventional
extraction parachute techniques to extract the cargo from the aircraft in-flight.

3. The most promising aerial delivery systnrm were determined In this study to be those
which used either tht extraction parachutes or reefed main parachutes to achieve
a high payload descent velocity.

4. Reove•ry of the payload from descent velocity to ground impact velocity Is best ac-
complished with a modular rocket moter package from an altitude of approximateiy
200 feet6 or by dim-reofing main pamhathltes at an altitude of approximately 450
feet.

S. The pl1atic deformation of paper honeycomb Is found to be optimum For impact energy
abociption with the hevier toads of this study. This conclusion is based upon recom-
mended dellvery altitude& for the study aircraft as well as properties of the impact ve-Ilocity diwipatlon s•ymtom, Incdudlng its weight, sensItivity to system performance varl-
a.rAiem 10W impact O.•!WOeC Lh 0 and higLht o.fr akn.

6, Minimum load extvaction altitude for an aprial delivery syttem employinQ extraction
parachutes for docent and rocket motors for decelarotiorn in the recovery phCse is
approximately 700 feet,

7,. Cargo landing point scatter Is reduced wtlh an extract•on parac-hute doetont/roclpet
recovery teachniqu6 ire comparison with a conventional airdrop technique, for all load
exhacti¢on altitud•s from 1,500 to 30,000 feet.

8. Minimum load extraction altitude for an aerial delivery system employiny main cargo
parchutes for load deceleration In the recovery phase Is approximately 1200 Net.

V. Cargo landing point sahtter i1 reduced with a roofed main pocumhutn descent/low
attitude die-reef technique in comparison with a conventlonal air drop technique, for
all load extirdction altitudes from 1,500 to 30,000 feet.

T0. An extraction parachute descent/roacket recovery technique has a reduced landing
point scatter in oomparlton with o reefod main parachute descent/low altitude dis-
reef technique for oll load extraction altitudes above 1200 feet.

Mt. In high wind conditions, load tumbling following cargo Impact Is less frnquent with
the extraction parachute dlesnnt/rocket recovery system than with ths iystem employ-
Ing main cargo prachutes to recover thd4gud.



12. The feasibility of performing aerie delivery of these heavier loads by ground Proxim-
ity parachute extraction depends upon the behavior of large 48-foot single and paired
extraction parachutes during deployment, inflation, and .ow, while in ground effect.
Detailed theoretical and wind tcrnnel model testing is required to establish +he validity
of this technique for heavier loads.

13. nOsed upon the requirement for clusters of from four to eight main cargo parachutes
to effect the recovery of these heavieir loads, and In consideration of extraction
parachute entanglement and uneven loading with extraction parachute clusters larger
than two, the technique of cargo extraction by reefed main recover), parachutes
does not show faosibfity in this study.

14. The capability for aerlo• t elivery of heavier loads from rear loading cargo .irci aft
is enhanced by delivery sysms which offer the maximum of simplicity and a mini-
mum of weight and volume requirements. These system characteristics are generally
exhibited by systems which have simple and direct load paths for the action forces,
along with rapid and automatic deployment of retardation devlee.

GROUND-TO-AIR RETRIEVAL

Unless otherwise noted, the following study conclusl,>ns pertain to unit loads of equip-
ment weighing from 3,000 to 10,000 pounds, and to -'he C-130, C-141, arid C-5A .Ar-
CrtC %. V i

Conclusions

I. Based upon preliminary stability and control studies, including consideration of air-
craft flight loads and available excess aircraft thrust, Phe ground-to-air retrioval of
these heavier loads by all three aircraft using the recommended sys'te ts feasible.

2,. The most promising ground-to-air retrieval system for these heavier loads employ, a.
500 foot high, helium filled balloon station to support the !oad retrieval line, which
Is engaged by an aircraft-lInitalled hook ond cable systom,

3. Those heavier loads should be towed behind i'ather that) taken aboard ;he retrieval air-
craft,

4. The most promising technique foi- re-deployment of these heavier .oads Isý ono which
allows the load to be released by radio frequency signals and provides for lod re..
covery, by main descent parachutes.

27
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APPENDIX A. AIRCtRAFT LIMITATIONS

General

The capablitty of the cargo aircraft to meet demands Impopd in delivery and retrieval of
large cargo payloads is an Important consideration in this study. The momenra, loads,
and accelerateons applied to the aircraft must be exomined in term3 of their effect on air-
craft stabllity and control, Ld factor limitations and thrust horsepower required and avail-
able. Other considerations are those of aircraft cargo compartmenit dimensions, and ramp
loads.

Mhore •speclfficly, aircraft stability and control rmus be considered due to lrgce changes
In externally vpiiled forcea and mo:ients. It is necesvwy to detirmine the adequacy of
the aircraft co-: ol system with regard to minimizing thI peak normal accelerAtion so
that the alrcrat minlt load factor Is not exceeded, In ovaergoncy jettison using a gravity
technique, sufficient pitch control m.ust be available to offst the pitching moment due
to the extreme aft drop cargo position,

An adequate opening must be available aL the payload tips ovor the ramp lip during extrac-
tion to avoid c•YalCai Interference of the payload with the aircraft-, anjdthe ramp must be
capable of withstonding the applied loads.

During rotrieval1 operations, the excess thrust available must exceed the drag of the trail-
ing cargo and sufficlent ebevator control must be available to offset pitching Moments
generated by the retrieved cargo.

Candidate aircraft were examined with regard to the above factors and In all cases lighter
aircraft prov~d tD be more critical than heavier aircraft.

ThG foli-iwing paragraphv present the critical analyzes performed for a*erlc. dI Jvry and
aerial tJfteval operations, along with basic alrcraft performance data uws in the analy-

The C-5A and the C-141 wore exarrilnpý with respect to the oxtraction pihAs of aerial do-

livery. Resutls Indicated ,,hat the C-ý,A, duo to its size, showed very little reaction to
the eittraction of a 70,000 pound cargo. The C-141, however was shown to be more #1
critlal. Therofor(p, a#palse of th. remaining phaaes of aerici( delivery, emergency jet-
tison and romp carlo tip-off, were restricted to the C-141 airraft.,

The following pa Agirphs pre*sent a discussion of the analyses conducted and tho pertinent

resulta.

Extractton - 0- 141 and C-1.

For aircraft usiing aft end corgo exPwctk•i, the crimria end poifowrnace requirements for
the extractlon system are eastablished fmm a nilIderation of the oh'eraft stability ond con-
trol chamcterlstics. The limiting factor Is tht, mc.UnItude of the flight load factor exper-
ionced by the aircraft during extraction of tha ca-o. A. the oirtgo tveas rearwoM, the
vircraft (s disturbed In flio pitch mad., The Inarease !n anglo o' attack rosults In an In-
cieased load factor. For a apecIflo aircraft and cargo, the cargo extraction speed and
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total extraction time must be such that the pitching moment impulse created does not re-
sult in an excessive load factor. Since the cargo extraction speed and extraction time
are direct results of the extraction force applied to the drop cargo, the ratio of the ex-
traction force to the cargo weight, the extraction load factor, becomes the critical de-
sign factor.

When higher extraction load factors are used, the cargo moves rearward and out faster,
the aircraft is less disturbed in pitch arnd the peak aircraft load factors are lower. The
converse is true of lower extraction load factors.

Another important factor in the extraction of large cargo loads is the force exerted by
the cargo on the romp as it leaves the aircraft.

Longitudinal equations of motion In three degrees of freedom were developed to describe
the physics of the extraction operation. The equations were programmed for use with
the analog computer. Figure 122 depicts the reference axes., forces, moments, and
dimensior- uced in equafions to follow.

The equations used in the computer analyses ore as follws:

F =m MU= T COSC4 I s-i- D, f" ,f (oc frl ) + p'P cc fri - tI cos• (115)

F. m0U =-TsinCC frc +Wacosy L, f(oc frl., ' 'T +

Fp ccs m- fri + T1 sin/0 (116)

-M -o-M c, f( 'M f6)+M • +M.-oC +M, f(e, iT) +

Fpc X+ x.T 1 sin ) (TI c05 (117)

Fp =W;Cos +mc Uycosa fri - mn c" rnc (18)

These equations were also used to determine the ab.'raft reaction due to a vertical gust.
Vertical gusts cause changes in the angle of attach such that:

OC Mo 0 C• + OC (I19)
tot frl gust

Where C 1Dmax 2 ird
cc . I - Cos -120)

gust 2 256

S= Forward acceleration of A/C

T Power Plant Thtzst

STI Line Tension or Extraction Force

Angle of TI with horizontal (down positive)

T = horizontal tail incidence angle
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Data comnputed on aircraft load factors experienced for various flight conditions and ex-
traction load factors are presented in Figure.- 123 through 126. With regard to each
figure, the abscissa is calibrated in tenns of drop cargo weight and the ordinate in terms
of flight load factor. Solid lines representing specific extraction load factors show the
variation in eircraft load factor with cargo weight. The dashed line represents the air-
craft limit load factor of 2.5 g. Data are presented for 0, 10, and 30 fps gust conditions
at airspeeds of 130 and 150 knots.

Note that the C-5 experienced no load factor approaching the limit 1hroughout the range
of variables investigated.

With an airspeed of 130 knots the C-141 reached the limit load factor of 2.5 at the 10
fps gust conditionswith a 0.5 extraction Ioad factor and n drop load of 48, 000 pounds.
With an airspeed of 150 knots, the limit load factor was •iperienced for a drop load of
35,000 pound; with tOve same extraction load factor and gust velocity. The 30 fps gust
condition caused 'iho !-nit load factor to be exceeded for all investigated combinations
of drop cargo weight and extraction lood fuctors.

The analog data presented in Figures 123 through 126 are for only two aircraft speeds.
It is desirable to extrar1 . this daw to determine the extraction load factors appli-
cable to the full range L. ,-craft speeds of interest.

The following procedure affords a reliuble and conservative method for extrapolation
Of the data. The list of eymbals used in the following analyses ard 'efinned for re-
fev:ence:

Notation

n•,- Flight load factorNotinht load factor; design limit

iF Fl= ight load factor incremont

nF = Flight loac factcor increment due to gust

ZVI Flioht load factor increment due to extraction pitch impulse j
ON Extraction load factor

WA = A~plane gross weight

W = Drop cargo weight

Extraction floor length

V Airplane flight speed

U = Gust velocity

S = Wing area

= Moment reference c-lord length

C1  Lift curve slope
C = Moment curve.'slope

MC% a Moment of Inertia about pitch axis

or = Angle of attack
28 i
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ly = A/C moment of inertia

O = pitching acceleration
Mao c. aerodynamic pitching moment

hl = Pitch damping moment

pitching velocity
- angle-of-attack damping moment

M,f (e' 'T) = pitching moment aB function of elevator deflection and horizontal tvail
incidence angle.

x = horizontal distance from cargo c.g. to Al/C c.go
a = ve.lcal dist. from cargo cogo to a/c stabl!Iy axis

Analyses were performed for a C-141 aircraft weight without cargo of 150, 000 pounds and
for a C-5 weight without cargo of 500,000 pownds. Both aircraft wereasumed tohave a
center of gravity at 25 percent mean aerodynamic cizord, assuming standard day, sea level
conditions* The cargo densi kies used are 1250 pounds/feet for a 35, 000 pound ioad, 1525
pounds/feet for a 55, 000 pound load, and 1750 pounds/feet for a 70,000 pouind load.
Considered are extraction load factors of .5, 1.51 2.0, and 3.0, aircraft speeds of 130
and 150 knots, and maximum v*rtlcal gust speeds of 0, 10, and 30 feet pmr second.

.The aircraft pitching moment was assumed to decrease linearly from the time the cargo
center of gravity passes the ramp door lip until the e•nd of the cargo clearn the aireraft.
Included In the equations Is the aircraft response to vertical gusts having a 1-cos wave
forrq. This wave form is programmed so that the most adverso conditions exist during the
drop. Re�;ent parametric studies have shown this to occur whon the aircraft is one-fourth
Ihe way through the gust wave length at the thrim the cargo centor of gravly roeachea tho
rmmp door lip.

Tho aircraft fla0 and Dower sttinas were asiivmad to be such that level filnht was obtainedwiv:h the cargo floor I•,vel. -The f.liowing 16 p~amenteirs were r*CQWJed r",;i eclch :omp•tor
.rurn pitching fclr•;n pitching veloclty,ý,pitch angle; angle of a' tack; lift coeffi-

C~e~if; Wae 0f j,~~o o•f' fltgh•t parth arjolo; flg!ia path angle; elevator d•.0letoton; forward
a,-celeration; fonward velocity; altitwide change; nornial accelaration 6;hirige; rate of

change In angle of attack; cargo rIatform forco; pit'ching moment cvs,.d by aft movement
of cargo; and the (1-cos) gust, Crgo weight, extraction load fachir, maximumr gust
ipe-,d, and aircraft speed wore varied.

"ne program was run for both stick fixed flight and for flight conditions when th. p lot
us•s elevator control to attempt to offset the unbalancing pitch inoinent. Results ,howed
shot eh1htghost aircraft load factors are experienced during sti r)-fixed flight and the
hipho rmtip platform Woads are experlinced when elevator control is used. Only the
mo aritlol apta Is presented In the following rmtriaol.
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cO' = Angle of attack increment

g = Acceleration of gravity

te Duration of extraction period

AP Increment of pitch Impulse
q = Flight dynamic -pressure = . V2

2

Subscripis 1, 2 refer to different flight conditions

Permissible flight load factor increment due to extraction pitch impulse is

Fe= rFmax "aFu

F U

e2 max "nu V2

Pitching moment impulse during cargo extractionA'0
)d. w x (t) (t

I - n
2 0 t
f 2 6 A -.po~n 2t dt = 1 Wgne •e (122)

0

Extraction floor length

Le 2 gne 2

2 /A to
SL' L °2 J
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""F2�L / A / P2
P wgn* w a g

6 6 on 0
''.1 F20? 1/2 L-

AP-AW ( f123)

A pitchIng momenv Impulse applied to a system possssing rotatlonal Inertia and a linearly
restoring moment Is equlvalent to an incremont of angular momentum given by

AP-y .. (124) _

wAer C * angular velocity

For- th same system, cons-eration of energy requIres that
2

l *& (125)

where
C represonts he. rto of retoring moment with angular dliplacement for a

stable aerldynamml system

Cac.,.SMV e, (126)

, l~yy. ,'pM. IV 2 AP2  
'

0I
AP 1/2(12?)

The pitch an:oe exuwion due to pitch Impuhlb Is relat*d to the flight Io fa•cor Incre;
Mont b$( )
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or

2 "A--- 2 L 3
= .e. . 02 (131)

"2n m1W1V2 L a,

Fmax ru, V2

This expression Corrnlates the required extraction load factor with changes in flight
speed V, drop oargo weight W and extrmction floor L., for constant gust velocity U.

Figure 127 depcts the data computed ushi! Equation (131) above. The data preswnted
were computed using the limit load factorof 2.5 for the C-141 and considering a 10
fps f gut conditton. The modorate gust velocity of 10 fps was selected for two reasons:
firstly the prohobtlity of occurrence of a 10 fps gust Is falhly high and secondly, the
short duration of tfa argo extruction period (I - 3 sac.) makes the encounter with a
higher oust veloolty during the critl ptrid rl low hkely.

Within 1'44 above •i•..olnts, the data presented rejpsesent the full range of extraction
load facton rs 1he " --go weights and alr<raft speeds considered.

Figures 128 through 13+ present the romp loodIng experienced by the C-5 and C-141
during fhe eoxhuction operation.

Note that ihe C-5 limlit ramp load Is not exceeded in any of the conditions lnvestl-

The C- 141 ramp platform limit load Is exceeded kr both the 10 fps and 30 fp. gust con-

dtions, at an olipsed of 150 knots and ant extrmation lowl faotor of n = 04.S
it is concluied he*n tat fo',' the extruotokn zthom of ox-etl deliverry he only limlIng
"con•.,,"ons occur N-r the CA"M4 aircraft in high QOt Conditlo ns when low oxtractlonv
load factors amv ustd.

GrOvi! Erir _ ncy Car Jettison
A study wao conductd to dotemilne tha ,mergency cargo jettison capability of the C-141 Aaircraft --Ang gravity to provide Obs oxlws-itix farcos This capabfIty_ Is desirable In

certain 6mrnvrecy situations such as e M, livut• insufflalent fael, ailframe damaove
kr In the caom of oxtraction system fiollum or malfunation.

In :.40I tclduq, il tie alrcraft pitches up ci~owing gravitational acclerution to pull the
0%w0, out, TI-h amount of PMaup olfies, fr Toe tecmhque todependent on the alr-
oppi4, stropo thto mf io of the chnong In 01rpriA fliht load Naaow with Amanpger# angle
,f atfiek.Inr #14,94 with aImolved, Usng 2AV uas a mAXImum lowd fartor# a" rialysis wa6
mortmod to Z nte the maxlmum Inotes In anil of Otfiaap, Z at , which ould

0_I!Ow1,4 for •eoV alsm@ and the moulfino t•p01FR Pltahlng moment on tOw Gr-r
00f1t la t",Mof el I RAtthIng moment eefflolent C£O. The arnlyust was jmrformW for

thas org weight 36 000 pourolo, 50, 000 Imunds, and 70, 000 pmuno.

tooh comrbInan of owroo weight eond 'ep meed pmduoie 9 specifl cextfotlon force
01 4d. Carvspiwhivn forDOtO'n load Nowei, i

I
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Figure 132 presents the results of the analysex. Note that us airspeed is Increased the tnp-
setting moment coefficient ZICm on the aircraft decreases and that A- Cm is lower for
the lower cargo weights.

The near horizonial dashed line represents the elevator power available to counteract the
LCm caused by the gravity extracted cargo. This elevator power is presented also

as a 4 Cm to the circraft. For the elevator analysis, the trimmed elevaior for each
flight condition was determined and the LCrm available is that resulting from movement
of the elevator from the trimmed posltion to the position of maximum deflection. For the
range of variables considered, the IýCm availabl, from the elevator is a fairly con-
stant value of - 0.52.

The significant result of the analysis is that gravity emergency cargo jettison is possible
for only a limited range of variables. The solid lines presented in Figure 132 represent
conditlons under which gravity jettison may bo used.

A 35,000 pound cargo can be jettisoned In thle manner at speeds of from 166 knots to
200 knots. A 50,000 pound cargo may be jettisoned at speeds from 191 knots to 200
knots. The applicable extraction load factors for the above conditions are presented
aleo In Figure 132 represented by the lower solid lines.

It Is concluded, therefore that gravity emergency cargo jettIson can be considered for
lower weight cargo loads Lut is marginal for higher weight drop cargo.

Ramp (Wargo Tip-Off A•nalysIs

A mathematical analysis was made of cargo dynamics during a parachute extraction opera-
tion. By assuming a uniform cargo d en•ty, the equations of motion were mad. indepen-
dent of cargo weight, It was assumed that the cargo motion would be translational and
rotational In a vertical X - ; plane. Figure . d13 diagrams the forces applicable In this

The goverrding equations are as followot

Summing trandatlona! forces In the horizontal (x) direction gave:

z ri I:xan W - F F cos(+ FR 31 nq 'X , 0 (132)

Similarly fo,- the z direction:

S *2WM W in q$ On F R osu~ V 0 (133)

Summing the moments about the center of gravity of the cargo gave the rotational equa-
tion als
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2 2

)~~ I~4) k W V (134)
29

The force oxerted! by the ramp on lhe cairgo was ascumed! proportional io the weight of
th. ccarg. i'reminilng in the ai'ctafto
Thus X "FRC+S = C W 1- (135)

WL g

Combining (134) and (13M produced

-~ "F b t -: - (
J L cos (c 2

Solving (132) and (133) for the accelerations resulted in:

x n= 0.g + g (silno- u cog (13)

R (cos sin

Multiplying (137) by (cost-.{ sin 4/) and (138) by (sin ,:. - p cos 4 ) and then
combining gave,

*11

( CO$4sin-,- C si-gh co4-' (139)

Substituting the above into (136) resulted •n

(x)F .... \,,,rsghin Cs2 _ )2

(140)
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Substituting (140) into (137) and (138) yielded

n. (to Xo - /-t (141)= -(-(+ (142
9

× g %+ (!, - X=X ";°' 0 ... P tan (142)

The effects on :the translational and rotiaional motion were determined for various ex-
traction load factors, initlat conditionr, and attachment locations for the extraction
lhni throih the use of a digital comIputer. Various cargo sizet (from 7 to 9 feet in
ý,,iOht; fiom 20 to 48 feet In lngth) wore cqnsidared for extraction load factors op to
1,0 ard for extroation attachment points over the height range.

Th oont,,lar ve;.1ty was observed to increaos with on increasing extraction application
locatkn phInt as sh::w• In Figure 134. This indicates a need to consider the point of
locat~orn of the extraction'v sne oi 4te cargo If the resulting angular velocity is a matter

The maximum rise of the upper o•e of the cargo was loss than two Inches.

Thus, it is concluded that cargo tipping does not present a problem In aerial delivery
operations

The following symbols were usod In the top off analysis.

Fx - forces in X-direction

ne oxtraction factor it etrating force

W - payload weigIht
FF friction forcp
FR - normal force of ramp of cargo
o , acceleration of gravity

<• - angle of rotation

S- 
Acceleratlon In tho x-direction

Fz W forces In z-diroctlon
z acceleration In the Z-dlrectlon
My W moments about tho y-ax•s

- reaction point

S- coeffiiont of friction
b cargo height
o ,- cargo length

k - indlus of gyration

# , angular acceleration
5 - percentage of height used for attachment
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Aerial Reirlevan

The primary considerations during the aerial retrieval operations are again stabiIity an,
control, load factors encountered, and thrust horsepower reqluired and available.

More y,.safflcally, the aircraft elevator must•be capablo of counteractin. upsetting pitch..
ing moments during the impoct pha•e of retir'va. and also muSk be caGIb I e of maintaining
level flight during cargo tow situations,, Sufficient elevator cootrol must be available to
prevent the alrcraft from pitching to high angles of attack which result in excessive load
factormh

The aircraft must have odequato excess thruir to overcon-ie th• lo.ad encountered during
the impact phase of retrieval and tha drag of paykiad& during steady tow corditions.

Analyses were performed on the C-130 aircraft to dketermino its capabilities and limil•a.
tlons with regard to the above factors.

The procedure followed waa to determine tho range of tow line anglas and tow line ten-
fions which would be experien"ed by th-4e a'rcraft Secondly, an xe'rcise was performsd
to devel op the elevator defloctlons roquIred to offset the disturbingomomernts created
by the application of tow line forces. Fii•ally, the aircraft load foctors resulting from
the disturbing pitching moments were determined.

In the case of the Impact phase of retrieval, tow line angles and tensions were taken
from data computed for the Balloon Lino retrieval concept dlscosred previously in this to-
p•rt.

Tow line angles and forces for steady - stat.) tow conditions wer, computed for selectod
tow line lengths and poyload weights usino on in-hous, C-130 computer program. The
steady tow data are presented In Figures 135 through 142.

Using the tow line data, elevator deflection requtrements oF the C-130 We'e determ!-ird
Doihn •hO ImPOf phb of tho baiuoon-iine retrievai concept and for steady stateconditions with various tow line lengths,

The balloon-line ;mpact phase analysis was accomplished using a 500 foot line length fnd
a 10,000 pound payload. Results of this analysis are presentod in Figure 91 on page 206
of this report.

The steady state tow analysis was performed with the aircraft towing a 10, 000 pound pay-
load at tow line lengths of 200 foot, 0S foot, and 1000 feet. Results of this analysis
are presented in Figure 93 on page 209 of this report.

In both analyses the aircraft gross weight was 110, 000 poui-s not including tho applied
loads of the payload and tow I ne,

The method of analysis was to determine the Yotwl moment of the aircraft about its center
of gravity for the speolfiod conditions and then deterinine the elevator deflection required
to overcome the calculatee woment, In order to Oimplify the analysis It ts assumed that
the aircraft c g is at the 11/4 point of tho ran aerodyriamic chord (m~a.c.).

The total upsetting moment about the alrplane g. than is

Mp.= T(d On 0 - h cos ) (143)
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what:

T = Line tetsion
d - hori;:ental distance to cg

= - vertical distarxe to..co
Q=0 line angle with horizontal

The applied moment is then reduced to coefficient form.

IC t (144)

S~whei'e.
e S= C-130 wing area - feet2

q = dynamic pressure - pounds/feet2

S- length of mean aerodynamic chord - feet

The ,total moment coefficient of the uircraft is then made up of the CrI of the aircraft

alone plos the C - applied by the tow line:

"C m = C + C (145)

iwo busic equations of aircraft longitudinal stability are used to determine the elevator
deflection:

The sum of moments about the c9 must = O1 hence-

0 ' rn, + 3 (146)at "St R.

where.
=r, Ch aoge in mo ment coefficient per degree of elevator deflection

elevator deflectilon in degreeas

Cmn8t change in moment coefficient per degree of elevotor tab deflection

ivator tib deflec0'on, dojrees.

Tle socond equation Is derived fom the fact that sum of elevator hinkl, moments must be, •zsm fu- a Mmnmed elevator.
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Hence:

o0= Ch hC . Ch4• + C. (1,7)

where:
Chchange in elevator hingt moment per degree os horizontalhor. tail angle of attack

t

oct - angle of attack of horizontal tail

Chk change in elevator hinge moment per degree of cievator

00 deflection°

0e elevator deflection in degrees

C c~chclge in elevator hinge moment per degree of tab deflec-
h ttion

-= elevator tab deflection

Ch - hinge mornent coefficient due to fuselage angle of attack.
0

The values of the above stability coefficients and derivatives may be determined from
C-,130 stability drta. Since C can be determIned as shown previously, eo ations
1*6and 147 above may be m"t solved simultaneously for the vrlues oF and

t for any given flight condition,

In the case of the balloon-line hook-up, line tension and tow line angle varied with
time throughout the engagement phase, The data presented in Figure 91, page 2 06
resulted from solution of stability equations (146) and (147) for each condition of tow
ilne angle and tension.

For the steady state tow conditions, the equations were solved for each flight condition.
Tlh erevator deflections required to hold level f-Ig-ht for each f the to .cond•tions are
destribed In Figure 93, page 209. -

In the elevator analysis for the Impact phase of retrieval/ the maxhndum ahrcraft aorgles of
attack and the corresponding aircraft load factors were determined. The data generated
on aircraft load factors are included in Figure 92, page 207, of this report,

Figures 143 through 148 present the thrust and thrust horsepower available and required
for the C-130, C-141, and C-4 for' a standard day, seo level, four-engine operation.
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APPENDIX 8

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Introduction

As part of the inve.itigations conrnected with the conceptual development of aerial de-
livery and retrieval systems for heavier payloads, the Lockheed-Georgia Company has
developed a methodolog> for evaluating the performance of these concepts. The eval-
uatior, methodology is used during the Phase FIl portion of the study in order that the
most promising systrms, in consideration of design, opercitional, and performance param-
eters, may be identified.

The evaluation methodology developed for this study is discussed in some detail in the
introductory remarks in the next section, which presents and account of he evolution
of the methodology used along with numerical data for u.e iii application of the method.
Results obtained with this methodology give a vcad estimate of the relative ranking o"
the several concepts. Also, since !-ha performance measures used to evaluate the con-
cepts express actual relatioriilps of opera,•ionai interest, an absolute measure of the per-
Formance of each concept results from the evaluation technique described in this report.

Methodology

Several methods for concept evaluation have been examined. Upon closer analysis, it
appears thao i-he various methods can be classified into one of two broad categories:

o Ranking methods based on a weighted scoring of concept design,
operational, and performance parameters

o Ranking methods based on concept performance evaluated
in terms of a single, operationally meaningful performance parameter.

As the study progressed, it became apparent that the first approach mentioned above pose-
sessed serious shortcomings which might lead to erroneous results. Specifically, the as-
signment of weighting factors to design, operational, and performance parameters can
be a valid step in determining overall system worth only if these weighting factors re-
flect the proportion of missions where each parameter dominates. In those cases where
missions are well defined, the method of weighted scoring is relatively simple and thus
to be preferred to the method of relative performance based on operationa! variants.

For the current evaluation, which covers concepis whose operational use wiil extend
over the next decade, attempts at mission analyses of sufficient depth and scope to yielki
sig nificant relative frequencies of occurrence of requirempats for specific performance
aspects would be both prohibitive in terms of effort and uncertain in results. Of neces-
sity, they would have to be based on subjective ideas relative to future theaters of
operation and scenarios. The decision was mode, therefore, to base the comparative
evaluation on a ranking of system performance expressed in terms of a singly derived,
operationally meaningful performance parameter.

A flow chart illustrating the application of the selected method is shown in Figure 149.
As shown in the figure, the evaluation process begins with a functional description of
the concept to be analyzed. This description consists of the two following principal parts:

o Definition of operational phlases

o Selection of parameter values for design point definition
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OfEQATIONAL PHASES

REQGMTS FOR FUN•tIONAIL
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IST APPROPRIATE FUNCT'L
PARAWER SETS •

SELECT VALUES FOR DESIGN
IPOINT DEFINITION
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ESTABLISH SUB.SYSTEM
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WEIOHT& DIMENSINS NUMDIt
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Figure 149- General M/thod For 3oncopt Evaluatlon
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The definition of operational phases., is used as follows:

o Th define raquirements for Functional subsysterrms

o To establish mathemuekal models foi subsystem functions

o To list the appropriate sets oF functional parameters

The mathematical modeling serves to identify the set of operational/environmenal pa-
rometers which exert influence on the functions and performance of the different su sys-
tems. Associated with this task is the establishment of a list of designated subsystem
performance parameters. Selection of items for this list is based on an examination of
whether a particular parameter tends to exert a significant influence on lhe functions
performed in. a later operational phase.

The next step in the procedure i.s to develop sensitivity coefficiencts for the several sub-
system performance parameters with respect to the appropriate operational/environmental
factors. Combining numerical values for the sensitivity coefficients with numerical val-
uses for variations and scatter in operational/environmental factors yields data for sub-
system perforrnance variances. Certain of these data may tend tc -impli•y or extend the
set of design parameter values and are consequently fed back in' . design process for
determination of system component weights and dimensions. Th 1nder of the process
follows a logical sequence to praodce the final measures of concepe rorformance as givenin Figure 149.

Aerial Delivery

A major problem of existing aerial delivery systems, which sets them apart from sarface
modes of delivery, is their inability to achieve consistent point-to-predetermined-point
deliv ery accuracy. Paradrop systems, for exampoe, demonstrate this problem in current
operations.

In view of this situation, some means must be found to measure both delivery precision
and other concept features accurately if a fair evaluation of the various concepts is to
be realized.

There are severil ways in which a merit ranking of diffeient concepts with regard to
overall performance can be achieved. Perhaps the most obvious one is to form the
ratios (r; !of parameter volies which express different aspe- th cokn ..... pfor.man.ce
with corresponding values that could be established for an "ideally" performing concept,
and, to accopt, as a measure ot '!total" >r overall concept performance, the following
sum:

i=M
Concept Ranking Number (CRN) = K..r. (148)

where 1 Concept performance caeability for aspect (i
"r "Ideali' performance for aspect (i)

K= relative weighting factor

M Number of perfonnmoe aspects upon which the evaluation is based.
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There are two basic objections to this approach!,

The first objectimi is that the CRN established in thc. manner outline lbove does not. pio-
ient the concept performance capability in terms which intuitively t..i immediately can be
ipplled to operational situations where a need for aerial delivery capabillt) exists.

16e second objectiow. concernt the vaiue of weighting factors to be applied to the several
terms at Equation 148. It arises from t~e fact that the operaticnal and environmental fac-
tors which exert influence on the system performance wia very from one operational situa-
tion to another, and also that operational consideration will shift emphasis on the various
performance aspects, i.e., change the numerical vaiues of the Kl's frow one situation to

another.. In order to obtain representative values for the K i', a very comprehensive survey

of all missions requiring the application of airdrop capability would be needed so that
statistical data for the distribution of K.-values could be derived. From these distrLbutions,

the median values could be taken as representing the mast fair and unbiased ,mvaiuation
basis.

A second approach to the problem of estiblishing a method for concept capability rank-
ing consists of functionally combining the several parameters expressing different aspects
of the concept performance to obfAn an operationally meaningful single performance pa-
ramneter valv'e. Fob' airdrop concopts, a Concept Performance Number (C?N) can be
established from operational considerations. In Forming the expression for tse CPN, the
following factors will be used, each of which expresses operational signrficano perform-
once aspects:

o Net weight of delivered cargo, Wc

o Probable miss distance for the delivery, "mr
o Minimum time interval between any two successive

deliveries, Tc

The concept performance number can then be defined oz a cargo delivery density rate,

CPN = C. Tons/Square foot/Hour (149)

2Tc

Expressed in this form, the concept perfo.ronce capablihy can be applied immediately
to operational situations characteristics by requirements for specific delivery rates in
ton4/hour at drop zones of g!ven areas.

In the following paragraphs, an outline of the methods for deriving Individual perform-
once measures are presented.

Anal is of Specific Functional Phases

The nucleus of the method Is an operational analysis, at the conceptual level, of the
veveral functionally distinct phases of the airdrop operation. This is done In order to
Identify parameters which exert 'nfluence on the basic perfonnance factors outlined
above. Tho functional phcaes considered In this analys&s follow:
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o Initial cargo preparation and loading

o Drop cargo extraction/election

o Cargo descent control/recovery

o Impact deceleration control

o Cargo drop zone disposition

In addition, possible impact on concept performanc i of requirements for emergency car-
go jettison capability will be examined.

Initial Cargo Preporation and Loading - Functions in this phasewhich specifically per-
tain to cargo drop operations are:

o Weight of cargo being prepared

-• Weight and/or volume cf gear involved

o Effort cnd time required for the operation

Influence on the basic performance factors can be traced principally to the weight and
volume of requiied gear. If the total drop load weight is limited, then this weight in-
crement reduces tWe available weight of useful cargo. The amount of required shoci.-
proofing and harnessing material and equipment, however, is not sensitive to any opera-
tional or environmenial factom- appearing in this phase but is determined by design
conditions developed from consideration of operational and environment factors wh66i
belong to other phases of the drop operation. The time required for initial prepcaration
of cargo could conceivably be considered as a parameter of some significance. Its impor-
tance, however, will tend to be masked by the variation in flight time between ioading
and drop zones. In addition, since most of the cargo preparation effort will have to be
un-done as part of the functions performe.d in the cargo drop zone disposition phase, sig-
nificant differences between concepts in this regard will be properly evaluated for this
phase.
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C.19 Extraction/Ejection This phase om.rIes the following activities:

o Readying of extraction gear
o Disconnection of tie-down gear
o Activation and operation of extraction system

Parameters required for an 'xhaustlve functional description of activities in this phase are
o Drop cargo pc*%koge weight (includes weight of attached drop gear) Wdc

o Moil, Ower requirement
Crew size 

N
Crew effort active time tcre

o Aircrart flight speed 
V

o Cargo fctor sitding dioance
o Cargo extraction load factor n

0 Cargo extraction impulse noCargo tip-off pitch impulse 
|pa

o Cargo extraction time interval to
o Aircraft extraction drag Impulse I)do
e Aircraft pitch impulto s

For Identification of parameteri which qualify as measures of the performance of anysubsystem, the deciding test ls whether the ,aramet-r in question. exerts a significantinr~urics on any subiequent course of events.
With these considerations In mind, the following list of performance parameter. for theextractiorA/ejection subsystem can be established:

F_ - FulumWdco Cargo exit velocity 
V d

o Cargo extraction time interval 
fo

o Lcation of the airplane relative to Intendee ipct point arcargo

o Cargo tip-off pitch Impulse 
IeOperational a k i nvlronrnental factors which exert significant Influence, on these p.performance pararmeters follow:

o Variations in drop cargo weight
SVar.atlon. . -.fl .. peed 

AV(RMS)
SOGust velocity 

SowMs)
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The degree of Influence on extraction/election system performance of the operational and
environmental factors can be traced by sensitivity coefficients. Theme sensitivity coeffi-
clents can be expressed mathematically as partial derivatives with respect .o eac6 one nf
the operational and environmetntal factbrs. For the cargo extraction/ejection phase, the
following set of sensitivity coefficients is obtained.

e/'Wc, catte/aV toe/a U

6 Xe/a4aWc, c IXO/ E)V, Xe/ ap U

Performance parameter deviations (RMS) for the cargo extraction/ejection phase are

next determined by the following relations:

Exit velocity,

a va/ WC) 12E wV /a)v]

[~v ~ 2 1]2 1/2 (150)

Extraction time,

ce te/ ')W.) ~~]2 + [( / tj V)

[(Ve/ U) E-U ]2~ 1 /2(5)

Cargo exit pohiuj Iocationt,

e. + [( J ae v) av + _

(152)

Cargo pitch Impulte,

-1 27/ )Z- 1/2 (153)
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Of the four perfarmante parameters i1sted above, the clrgo exit pitch Impulse, i..'is ex-

cluded from further consideration in the elevation scheme for the following reasons:

o Its magnitude depends strongly on indep••ient control which can be exercised
by proper arrangement of extraction bridle attachment adlusted to fit the 1articu-
lar extraction load confiurations.

o The multitude of possible extraction kA.d .configuratlons that would need investiga-
tion.

o The relatil.e!y weak influence of residual pitching motion of the dro cargo on theamount (but not the arrangement) of impact shock absorbing moteriar.

Cargo Descent Control/Recovery - This phan covers the activities and events following
exit of the drop cargo from the airplane ramp and terminates upon ground ,contact of the
cargo pallet or impact shock absorber.

The system functions and activities oc.,:7rring in this phase are specifically directed toward
the operational objective of depositing the drop cargo in a predetermined location with
a termlnaý rate uf approach at that location less than, or equal to, a specified design value.

Parameters required for a complete description of functional activities and events in this

p~hase follow:
"o Drop cargo weight Wc
o Aircraft flight speed V

"o Drop altitude H

"o Drop cargo exit velocity Vo

"o Wind speed

"o Gust velocity U
" Drop cargo load factor n

(Magnitude and direction)
" Drop cargo exit point Xe

Parameters which describe the system performance during this phase follow:t

o Drop cargo weight We

o Impact point coordinate deviations Xtj Yt

o Cargo impact velocity Vt(x, y, z)

(x, y, z, denote component values
along respective axes.)

Operational and environmental factors which exert a significant influence on those per-
formaince parameters follow:

o Cargo weight variations -WC

o Flight speed variations 69
o Cargo exit speed variations Ave
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o Wind speed variations AVw

o Gust velocity variation AU
o Altitude variations AH

The degree of influence is expressed by the sensltiity coefficients-

ax/W C, a X/(V, C'X/ v, i •X/avw, 6 X1'6U, ) X1 H

Y/a Wm CaYI/c)V c)Yt/c)Ve, 3Y/c)Vw, a Y/()U, )Y/)H H
C) Vt(x, y, z / V, 3 vt(X, Y, z / a V, 3 Vt( y, z/ a Ve

Performance parameter deviations (RMS) for the descent control/recovery phase follow,
accordingly:

ayv/ave) 2 ay, c]2 + [ a 'l a V ) (6V])

Vt x = avtw ,)/a1 ) -[V+x/ v ty]v +

Xt/ ) 4~ el - C X/ C) U 6 b o 1 0 ) A Y (54)

. V • Y/-W "T"" 2 a W') A- 1J" +

( tY ')A 4 Y/eU) AU] + + 1/2
a y / V ý ) - ] V e e il a H ) H -f( 1 5 5 )

,~, .-~ve) J + [(Vt(xyxz)/ •U) A-vj +

( c) H) EH.] 2 1/2 (156)

(x, y, z denote component values.)

mrpa•t Decelordfion Cortrol - This phase coven the activities and tvents followinginiti ground contact of the drop cargo pallet and terminates when the cargo Is at reston the ground. The functi.•nal actiwities for this phase are directed toward the objec-tive of ab ;rbng the kinetic and potential energy ssessed by the cargo at the instantof grourd contact under the constraint of a tole le .. Cc.I,..lrion exposure for he drop
corgo.
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Parameters required for a complete description of functional activities and (-vents in this
phase to! low:

Geometric .,)nfigurat1, of drop cargo
Inertia properties of drop cargo

o Weight W/
o Moments of Inertia Ix, lyI Iz
o Impact velocit;y components Vx, Viy, VIZ

o Rotational velocity components x, COCOx z
o Cargo attitude angles YX 7,,y' I7Z
o Soil shock absorbing capability
o Soil sliding friction coefficient s
C' Shocik absorber travel distance 1 1i-s
o Shock absorber load-compression charcicteristics

The rotationial state parameters (I II I c I F y "W? and /inm ,, are not con-Syz X Y z .

sider9d In this analylsr, For the reasons given earlier in the analysis of the cargo extrac-
tonr/ejectlon phase. Further, inorder to simplify the analysis, a constant value of the
soil sliding Friction coefficlentbk Is assumed without introducing a bias in the concept

S~evaluation. Similarly, soil shock absorbing properties are neglected for •'Sconcepts.

Finally, a stroke-Independent shock absorber force characteristic Is assumed. This as-
sumption can be made without prejudice to any concept since the phase konsldered only
covers the shock-absorbing qualities required for the drop cargo pallet or platform.
With these assumptions the list of parameters required for a functional description of ac-
tIvitles and events in Lhe impact deceleration control phase reduces to the following:

o Drop cargo weight, Wcd
o Impact velocity components, VIX, V;f; V1z

Sol sliding friction coefficient,P/I

o Limiting Impact load factor, n,

For the purpose of anolysis it Is convenient to express the cargo welght as a sum of twoterms, +m Wd vN Wc + 6Wpl 
(157)

where

we = the design value for the conditlon considered, and
6•Wp, a a random element of variotion

Similarly, the Impact velocity components can also be expressed as two-term sums:

Vi(xY, Z) V(X Y, Z) + vI(xy, ()
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wheiz

V iN, yrz) = design value for the component considered, and

•Vix, y, z) = randomly varying increments

The soil slidlng friction coefficientj.Ir and the limiting value for the tolerable impact
load factor, n1, ar Laoth assumed to be constant for all concepto.

Parameters which describe the systam performc.rice for this phaso followt

o Cargo weight, Wed

o Cargo ground sliding distance, A M + - /2

The numerical values for these performance parameters are functions of the phoso 1npi
variables WC and V (x , with sensitivity coefflcicntl.

X/e, 1)We, (), XS Viy

and standard deviations

AW ) 6÷W (160)

~Y~~Uy/ W)Wl 2  +[(0'i/ V. ) TV,, 21 (161)

The marsure for the total drop cargo dlsperslon, r, can be determ~noid frorm ihe sum of

cargo 4k.placemont varlance3 from the extractin 7ofeaction pha&e through the irnpact
phase, This sum, for each component, follows:

-2 -2 (162)
m 0

r 1/2(6)

Fm 1,L)( M ('164)

The required shock absorber stroke, •AH iii o function of the weight of the caugo, W ,

tho verical Impact veloity componerW V. and the limit ealue for the lmpact load fac-

tor, n,. ,hi, relation can be expre~sed at flowss

The pro-lmpact kinetic enorgy Is

KE _,_ (161)
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Potential energy obwrption re.luired for the himpact is P-. W Hw (16)

Total impact energy absorption required follows-

E, n Wcd ,ýHs 1/21 V 2 .. w, (167)I VV2
V 2

2g(n-)(168)

Equation (168 exprwse.s thj ref:,u;Ted ,hox;k acl rb ir trcvol al; a i•b i'rm of V az Ond n o
However, in order to apply this orquatonf It is necabsary to considor Ohwe 4,ariee of
varation in both car~jo welijht ad h'nlaef.I velocIty oa oxprroted irs Eoilora (M'7) and

Since a constant shock absorber load/r..'roke ( d It'terr~ti, tU aumo, t h;liows tl1gjt
the lightest load experiences the Ngheat hriact load f1clor, Oe. s of 0O01 IVIaOUn'
of shock absorber comprea'sions. The rmaximum ohock absorber t•wvw, howoevear4 ir,-
quired for the combinau'haln of the largest drop cargo wellht and th, largeo h•fr.• eot
oity. This Impacl energy absorptoorh mu ct ¢oas ently oaetr ,,itr (n iralmoct koad faclior
n; which Is les$ than the specified limit valve nj. The Woaiwhng exprw'sson accounN
in an approximate manner ,or both the extremely smxll pe,;fbobillty of enwuritering a
large negative doviation In drop cargo weight and fir fthe prob-iMlIy of *he cormbhned
event of very large, i: osltive-weight and imrcact,-vwtocty devtlorfar.

w ed 3
i ~ ~ ~ ~ r 1. 4Lo . . .:.

where

"1 the stcandcard deviation at drop caargo weiight varlda.og'r with•n the wolight
" irngo considered.

The requh'•d ahock absorber ryvMl Hsi, is a dwilgn Rt.sro Df the ,,,.pt whickh s,,,roevvI

to measure the rerjlrernoento for volvme end" weight of the im•n•s"cat kk absorblng comi-,
p,,,onet of the systom.n Evaluation of Hs must, tkor-foro, bo ýasad a ci odesign cs'itorio~n
whic:h logitly accounts for the fract that a Mltir/qg couilfiton le considgt'd. Ilsg i• ac.'
cormplished by determining the rmquired shock aoworb er tm,,vle o.

0n2g (n2 - 1)

whors

V i 1, tho rivlrlal or design verticl, Irmpwt veoclty compoint for ih, myoen',, ander
- vi7  onold'awfon., and
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V. = the standard deviation of vertical impact velocity component, evaluated
1" as shown in the analysis of the descent control/recovery phase.

Cargo Drop Zone Dispos'tion - Acti.ities in this phase consist of the folktwlng:

0 Remnoval of diop gear, harnessing and shock absorber material from the drop
i corgo

o Preparation of cargo for removal from the immediate drop area

0 Tr(rnsport of cargo
So Clearing the drop area of obstructiors and debris associated with the last drop

"The single parameter expressing system performance for this phase is the drop cycle time,

Tc, which measureslthe time interva:l which must be ailowed between any two successive

d e;I wries.h °Tho drop cycle time can be conceived as the sum of the following time increments:

c c9 Ct (171)

where
tc. : tin , to remove harness and other drop gear from the drop load along

w -site actions preparatory to transportation of the cargo away
SIr. Immediate drop area, and

:r time r. 4uired to transport the drop cargo and drop gear debris and corn-'
ponents a specified distonce away From the drop area aiming point.

For t , the weight, and bulk of material and gear which must be dlsassernl;d, acong

With ioe size of av•ilable crew, must be considered. It appears reasonable :c expect
that on the average, t can be expressed as a direct function oi the weigh, c, matfdal
to bet handled. O

o, C. (rW Y'/ (1721

ffA Ch = an empirical conspnt, hours/ton.

'4or twh t, tile weight and bulk of •aterial to be handled along with the transportation pro-
oo~ction ratet for available traospor'tation &,i•llill and the length of transportation dis-S i incos roq¢uired 6 given 1,-y;

• •¢ 'IN= •< W' oD (173)

whore

TFIR 'f, tranhpor~i flrn pr~uction mo,• ton Mlles/hýour

D required transportatl'•' dlotance.g3



The transportation distance, D, is related to i-he anticipated scatter in repeated drops and
can with reasonable confidence be set equal to

D = 3. r (174)m

Using these relationships, the drop cycle time becomes

W + WS
Tc C(W +W+s) + 3 c - "m (175)

SCTPR

Determination of ConceptPerforroanct, Number

In order to compute the ve. ,4 of CPN as glk by Equation (149), the numerator is de-
termined in the manner described in i.e following-,

Weight nomenclature,

aircraft pfvyload weight

we = net cargo weight

W *a weight of dellveiy system components carried permanently in the air-
plane

W st = weight of extraction arnd trajectory control components

WI weight of impact shock-proofing and harnessing components remain-
Ing with cargo through Impact

then
W A= 'w + W + W (176)
Wc Wp - c a Wst $I)

arid drop cargo weight

Wcd-- Wc + Wd (177)

In Equation (176), W,., represents the Independent variable which Is assigned the values

shown in Figure 150, Column 7.

The value of Wsa depends on specific features of the concept under Investigation and on

the extent to which these features are -OnsItlve to th various design parameters outlined
In Figure 150, particularly the extrarction load factor n*. The value of Wst Is again

sroongly Influenced by conceptual features and d(,slgn parameters as outlined in Figure
150, in this case with particular reference to the load factor n.
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II
The value of W. is principally influenced by the required amount of shock absorber travel
as computed frob Equation (170), along with the appropriate cargo drop weight, as com-
puted forn Equation (177). Since for each co'ncept to be evaluated one would presume
application of the most efficient method for Impact shock absorption, the weight of shock
absorbing material can be determined on the assumption of equal efficiency for all con-
cepts. Under this assumption, the weight of shock-absorbing material can be etxpressed as
fo I lows:

Wsi Wc C5  •AH5  (178)

and _ 1

W c =Wp (Wso +Wt) - Wc C5  H3

W = L _Wso + W5s) (179)
I + CS AHS

With these data, the concept performance number can be evaluated as

CPNd Wpl s (Wsa + Wst) (180)77" ! • l
m Wc (1 + C .H) C

DiscusIon of Weighting Factors'Performance Perturbttion Constants

A I st of the basic parameters that characterize the operation' and perfrmaince of aerial
delivery systoms Is shown in Figure 150. The parameters are called out by name and sym-
bol. and are classlfled !I n thert , ovo,•c ppriing cat--riea of design, operatlor I/InvIron-
mental and performance. In a further set of four columns, the areas of application of
each parameter ore Indicated.

The first of these columns Indicates parameter-values which are necossary for the concopt
evaluation method outlined previously but which cannot be assumed to differ from one
:concepit to another.

The entries In this column are:

o Impact load factor, n1

o Coefficient of ground sliding fraction I

o Impact shock absorber weight consiant (Ound/pV-uvd/foot)

o Drop cargo preparation time rate (hour/ton)I o Transportation production rat* (ton mile/hour)

Tho magnitude of the Impact load factor Is bakca!ly determined by the acoceleration *ole-
'ance of the drop cargo which will vary over a wide rang*. The value of 20 9 vertical

has been seleoted as reflecting current practice and requiraementi, Application of a fixed
value for ni tends to rank the various concepts with respect to magnitude and consistency *
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of the impact velocity. Concepts exhibiting consistently high and/or large scatter in im-
pact velocity are penalized in performance due to the larger amounts of weight and vol-
ume of shock absorbing material required for these concepts in order to hold the actually
experienced impact load factor at or below the prescribed limit.

The coefficient of ground sliding friction,l/y serves basically to generate data for the dis-
placement of the cargo from the initial impact point if the impact velocity possesses any
horizontal component. These displacement distances are part of the impact point scatter
around the drop aiming point. Actual magnitudes for ground-sliding coefficients of fric-
tion vary widely with ground conditions such as soil type, vegetation, and moisture, and
with the type of surface presented by the drop cargo. The value of t = 0.35 appears
to represent a good average.

The impact shock absorber weight constant C is applied with a fixed value in the eval-
uation of all conceptk. The reason is that rebardless of the theoretical advantages of
particular recovery devices, impacts with finite impact velocities are bound to occur
under operational coriditions, and a fair allowance for this eventuality should give
each concept the benefit of equal shock-absorbing efficiency for the impact condition.

The drop cargo preparation time rate, C1, Is a factor which appears related both to the
type of cargo and to particular concept features. Mathematiil!y, C1 expresses the
time rate in hours/ton requiied ior stripping the cargo of drop harness gear and for pre-
paring it for transportation away from the immediate drop Impact area, along with
clearing the Impact area of debris.
The transportation production rate (TPR), In ton miles/hour, Is applied to mea'ii,'e the
length of the time element required to clear the drop impact area for the next d"F..
The numberical value for this constant depends on the type of cargo, on available truns,-
portation fac•fles, and on topographical and climatological features. It is alsC com-
pletely Independent of conceptual drop system features. It can therefore be applied as
a constant without prejbdlcie for any particular concept.

The second column of Figure 150 presents parameter values which are used to define specific
.,' pinto . . to V.. cOnc-' ,inud speeds and oircraft flight speeds and altitudes

are representative values and include ae;,, extreme ranges specified In Exhibit A of the
contract (Reference 1). A 30-foot-per-second maximum gust velocity was selected as be-
Ing consistent with currently accepted aircraft design practice. Payload weight design
points are shown In complianve with requirements spolled out In Exhibit A of the contract
(Reference 1).

The third column shows parameter values which are used to generate data for the perfor-
mance sensitlvitles of the various concepts. They are construed as weighting factors
to be applied to numbers expressing the sensitivItIes of a concept In regard to particular
performance aspecots. The product of these weighting factors and the coriespndlng sen-
sltlvV,•' coefficients yield values for performance decrements which are used In the final
evaluation of concept performance capability.

The weighting factors all have In common that they are derived from parameters that are
subject to only limited degrees of operatlonal control, In fact, they are Intended to de-
scribe as nearly as possible the exact deoree to which these particular parameters are
beyond operational control. This Is aocheved by expressIng the weighting factors In
terms of standard deviations (or RMS), also called standard errors.
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The flight speed standard deviation, •l= 3 knots, was selected from consideration of the
presentationi afforded by the standard air speed indicator dlat, assuming that the target
air speed may fall at any point between dial index markings.

The altitude standard deviation, /HA, " conceived as consist.ng of two components: one
represents the probable error committed by the pilot in attempting to hold a specified
flight altitude with reference to altimeter indications, and the second represents fluctua-
tions in ground elevation contour along the flight track.

For deliveries at very low attitudes in the range from zero to 300 feet, it is assumed that
the delivery site must be -,sufficiently level that the grourd roughness component can be
neglected. For this altitude band the altitude deviation ih assessed as 10 percent of the
target altitude.

For the altitude band 300 feet <H< 500 feet, the piloting component of the altitude de-
vlation Is assumed to remain. at 10 percent of the nominal altitude, while an elevation
profile component of 0.01 H becomes noticeable. This value was assessed fri- unpub-
ished data from an oarlier Investigation of ground elevation fluctuations along typical
flight tracks and ropreosents RMS values for ground distances equal to the flight altitude.
For the altitude band above 500 feet, the piloting component of the deviation was as-
sessed at a constant 50 feet, based on data from Journal of Aircraft, May-Juno )965,
"Recent Devolopments in Pressure Altimetry, " b)7Wi111'• ey. The ground eleva-
ton fluctuation component was assessed at 0.01 H.

The wind saed standard deviationV was assossed at 10 percent of the design wind
sped of 30 knots. It Is interpreted as\X pvobable error of actual wind speed estima-
fl|on.

The gust standard deviation, 63, was assessed as 10 feet per second, in line with thephilosophy that the desigln value should amount to three or more times the standard de•-
viation In order to make its probabiljjy of occurrence sufflclently small, The standard
deviation for drop cargo weight, InWpl, was assessed assuming a trlong. $or distribu-
tion of possible cargo weights over each 5000-pound rige, centered on nomina

vle.This assumotion leads to the VpUO ocetred o n enoi
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Summary of Aerial Delivery Mthodology

The proposed method for evaluating aerial delivery concepts is based on a quantitative
derivation of system performance. The performance measure, expressed as net weight
of cargo delivered per unit area per unit time, is evaluated for each concept and used
to establish the concept relative ranking. Net cargo weight is established as aircraft
payload weight less weight of the delivery system. The referenced area measures the
drop precision capability of the system and is expressed in terms of the probable miss dis-
tance. The time is defined as the time interval between any two successive drops, al-
lowing for clearing the drop zone of the previous delivery.

The entire delivery oreration, from initial preparation of cargo to final cargo disposition
at the drop zone, is considered in six phases of functional activity. These functional
activity phases are most easily defined by the characteristic type of operations conducted
on the cargo from start to end of the phase. These operations conducted on the cargo can
be expressed by mathematical relationships which contain terms oxpressing both perform-
ance, parameters and operational/environmental parameters. The sensitivity of the concept
performance,,as expressed by the impact velocity and miss distance from the nominal im-
pact point- to variations in operational/environmental parameters is obtained with the
aid of these mathematical relationships programmed on digital and analog computers. The
resulting sensitivity coefficients are combined with the standard deviations expressing the
expected variation of values of operational/environmentaI parameters shown in Figure
150,to produce measures of impact velocity and miss distance. Impact velocity, con.-
verted to shock absorption system weight, increases the total delivery system weight and
thus detracts from net delivered cargo weight. Miss distance is used to compute the size
of the probable impact area. The drop cycle Oime, or time between two successivo drops,
is computed allowing for the amount of cargo, amount of shock absorbing material, and
the cargo transport distance. Cargo transport distance C, computed as the distance from
the center to the impact area perimeter. Finally, concepts are examined for compatibility
with emergency cargo jettison capability. Concepts possessing this capability will be
given preference in the compnrative evaluation. providing that the differences in perform-
ance ranking numbers are small.

Aerial Retrieval

The prec...ng text h.as developed the methodology ,ised for the comparative evaluation A
of aerial delivery systems. The methodology used for the evaluation of aerial retrieval
systems is essentially the same, i.e., a sensitivity t.,aolysis of characteristic concept
performance parameters Is conducted in order to determine the overall system performance.
This sensitivity analysis is based on realistic operational andi environmental factors and
established design limits. There is, however, a basic diffelrence In the derivation of the
concept performance number. In aerial delivery operations, one of the major problem
aroas FS associated with improving the delivery precisione i.i., reducing the impact
point scatter about the aiming point.

In aerial retrieval operations, on the other hand, a major problem area is associated with
achieving a positive engagement with the retr!eval load. The degree of success In this
aspect of the operation, as expressed in terms of engagement probability, is a direct mea-,
sure of the capability of the system. Moreover, the engagement probabi!ity depends
strongly on both Inherent fe'3tures of the concept and the op. rational/environmental cir-
cumstances surrounding each retrieval attempt, as is described In greater detail below.

Since the weight of the retrieval load is limited to 10,0", pounds and since a part of
this weight must be allotted to such pick-up system components as are attached to cargo
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during the retrieval operation, an additional factor influencing the effectveness of the
concept can be expressed as the ratio of useful load to total retrieved lood, includirng
system components.

Various retrievai system concepts differ considerably in regard to the effort and time re-
quired lo prepare for the actual retrieval, Tr*

Finally, certain retrieval concepts are compatible with boarding of the pick-up cargo,
while othmn do not possess this capability, thus necessitating a mode of aerial delivery
for cargo re-deployment. In the latter case, selection of possible delivery modes is
more restricted than for retrieval concepts which are compatible with boarding of the
load.

In view of these considerations, it appears necessary to establish separate concept rank-
ing numbers for retrieval concepts according to whether the retrieval concept is limited
to a subsequent aerial delivery.

For concepts that require subsequent aerial delivery, a concept rankdng number is estab-
lished as follows: w W

CPNR1 = p a cC . c

77 2 (T T) W +W (181)
rm (T

where

Pe a Retrieval engagement probability
Wa Not cargo weightt

Ws = Weight of complete system

rm = Root mean square delivery dispersal*

T Delvery cycle time*

*Dicussed earlier in this section under "Aerial Delivery"

The retrieval preparation time, Tr, is given by

Tr Cr ° Wcr (182)

where

Cr A predetermined constant for each concept (hours/ton), and

Wcr =The total weight to be retrieved Including cargo, harnessing,
lift system and tow lInes,

For concepts which are compatible with cargo boarding, the retreval concept rankingFoLcncp, co p ta""aror ,,e

number is as follows:
w w

CPNW P c • (183)
2 Tr W +Ws

where the different terms are as defined above.
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Analysis of Specific Functional Phases

As with aeriul delivery systems, aerial retrieval systems can be ranked according to their
capabil!ty for fulfilfiig the inherent requirements associated with the several functional
phases characteristic of the overall system operation. Three of these functional activity
phases are considered with respect to the evaluation of aerial retrieval concepts. These
are,

o Preparation for retrieval
o Payload retrieval

Engagement

Towing and/or boarding

a Payload redeployment

Preparation for Retrieval - This phase is considered to begin with the assembly of lifting
ad-i-nn wIng gear on the Cargo to be retrieved. It includes deployment of retrieval lines, if
ary, y and attachment of harness gear aod tiH downs, and cargo relocation of movement as
required to obtain the necessary conditions for cargo retrieval. According to the perfor-
mance measures for retrieval concept comparison discussed above, this phase relates only
to the time required for cargo preparation for retrieval. This time is affected primarily
by variations between concepts, but it is also a function of cargo weight, Wcr. As

cargo weight increases, the time required for harnessing, tie-down, retrieval line deploy-
ment, and lift system attachment also, increases for any one aerial retrieval concept.

The cargo preparation time, T, is evaluated from Equation (182) with the value of the
constant, Cr, being determined from detailed analyses of specific concept fe:atures.

Payload Retrieval - This phase covers the activities and events from the initial align-
ment of the retrieval aircraft with the target indicator until stable tow conditions or
boarding of the retrieved cargo has been accomplished. It subdivides naturally into
two seaiuential chains of events, namely, those leading up to and concluding with the
achievement of a firm engagement, and those associated with the subsequent lifttoff,
acceleration, and control of cargo motion relative to the ground and the airplane. The
two event-chains are hereafter referred to as the "engagement sequence" and the "tra-
jectory sequence", r. n ... : y

Enogaement - From the functional analysis standpoint, $ie objective of the engagement
Ssequence is to achieve a spatial and temporal coincidený.v of the two mating parts of the
pick-up engagement gear.

The problem is anaolgous to that of hitting a target of spocified dimensions with a device
which ci %a aimed and controlled with iimited degreer, of precision. In applkcation of
this notion; it is convenient to. introduce the following definitions.

A 'Target exposure area normal to fligbt path, or cross-sectional area of
the engaSement corridor.

A W Arew co•ialning all possible flight p-ith intercepts with the target ex-
posurt plane.

The area, A , is contained within the envelope contour gene-ated by displacing the area,
from Its centrold by a displacement vector whose magnitude depends on the following:
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% The sernitivity of target center location with respect to operationvn /environ-
menkil faclors

o The mugniudes of variations In operational/environmental factors
o The degree of precision which can be achieved for the aimed engagement com-

ponent flight path control

The target area location can be expressed In terms of the target area centroid coordinates
normal to the flight paih, yt, zt.

Specific operational/environmental factors which might influence these coordinates depend
on particular conceptual fsatures, but one would expect gustiness of the air to have a naw-
jor effect in most cases. The sensitivity of centroid locatlioa £fn be expressed as the par-,
til derivatives, caYt, 6 U a zt/€6U.

The target displacement vector components then become

AYt - (&Y/6u) -AUl (182)

Zt - ( ZCu) .6Su (183)

Whore A U is the magnitude of the gust ve!ocity causing the target displacement.
The gust velocity Intself Is a random variable in magnitude as well as In direction. It
can be expressed In terms of Its root-mean-square volume denoted AU, and a charc--
teristlc frequency of ocourrenco, n9  gusts/sea.

The aiming aucuracy for the pickup engagement device, is a very complicated function
of the dynamic proportles of the ,Irlot-ahiplane combination. If target location Ahlfts
occur as a slow enough In. it Is possible for the pilot to compensato by-re-dIrection
of the flt 0ht path, whil If the bhifts are violent and rapid, the task of compensating

airplane combination.

The capability limit con be expressed in torms of a characterlIstic response time tag,
T .- Target location shifts which have been completed with a lead time on anticipated

c ta.•4ta''h is greater than T con In eneral be compensated, while lotialon 'hlft
with lead times on anticipated &ontact that are less than Tr stand a progreaslvel) loeerchance of compensation, as the lead time decreases.

Utilizing t-e notions developed above, the probability of missing the target can be
evaluated as followi:

The event of a miss Is contingent upOn the occurrence of Iwo sepaoite events, via;:
o One or more gusts are encountered within the critical time poriod Tr before

antdcputed concawf, and
o 'rho magnitude of at least one gust Is sufficient to displcac the target com-

pletely out of the "engagement corridor".
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Since 1ho gusts raiqe widely In magnitude, thase two avenis can be con4fdered as Indeprin-
dent. Thv probability of ancountering one or more gusts within the critivA time periXI
T preceding anticipated aontact is u function, of the averago number of expeceed gusto
d[rIng that tma- interval which can bo writtenr

: "6 Tr 0 (84)
P(oust)=1,eng

The probability that at least one gust is sufficlently powerful to displac, the target out of
the engagement corridor depends on the area ratio A/Ap and can be written

At
(0) A

p 1
The probability of missing an engagement Is consequently

P(mss) P(gust) P (0) 0 W)

and the probability of achieving an engagement Is

The size of the flight path Intercept arear AP depends both on the magnitudes of the
target displacement voctor components 6Y and &Z amd on th, configuration of the
target exposure area At, For a rectangulal target of wýIdth (a) and helght (b), the ax-
pacteJ size of the intai•oept area IsV

AP -M S't 1+ C1 &zt + b.1"t + a-b (188)

where 15 and Z7. are displacement componenrs assoclafod with the root-mean-
square valJI for the gbst velocity, pC.

In,-or-wmd - The actlvities and events In ithis phase are concerned with the
moiT-fiie'-cargo subsequent t6 a succvesful ongagment.

The basla parameter which characterizes events In thif phawe Is the cargo id factor! n,
and its variation with time. The cargo load factor dep.nd& 6n the tOllowing opeDrationd
envlirnmentol pargmeters:

o ?ickkup• airotoft fpowr risaryt

o Plckk-up 4•ttor~ft ff!ght zpeed, V

o Ickk-up altitude, H

" Wind speed, Vw
o Gvlý ,'Oliocity, U
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fhorto factors, along with 3pec.flc featuras pacultar to Individu"! concepm srva to astob,
I 13b ,deJi.tign Cri teria .which ci~e u1,!,•d ,to avotuate• welýht and volumý r-virements for the4

systaim Ovaluctio.n,r therea in :n.• ",,e,aad k) cor~vsir• ony random parturbation of paatiemters In

this pha Leign criterta In tonri, of cargo load facwo' time histories con be obtained
by feeding ltmtiting dka for o)eomtia/onvvonrmentaI ••tcrneitrs Into couirmer roprv.-
sentakionr of tHe syiteln foctions, Output' of thyi• anoalysis Is streangth'.weltht and vo.u-
metric requir•rmentr, for the following:

0 Lift sy4emrs

Lift 11-ne,

Lift generator
Cargo Im~rnss

o Winch syst'eru,

Power requlremornt•

a Boarding ,;wotim

Payload Redeploymerit - Tho performance of the cargo ground-to-air retrieval concept
TM ' e ~VaT9f•"r'r 5rgo r eopla, ment. The functional actlvitle to be considered In
this phaOe depeerd on whether the retrleved cargo Is being lowed or has been brought
aboard the aircraft. In either ov'ent, the mothods usmd for determining the concept re-
deployment perfovma•,ce number aret identical io those doscribed for earlier aernodeo-
livery systerm; under the heading "Analysis of Specific Functional Phwies", with the fol-
towlrig Oexceptlont.,

o An additional Increment of time, TI., Is added to account for the difforonce be-
twoen conceptm in time required to prep•re the corgo for pick-up.

o The revultant performance number Is modified by the probability of cargo pl'tk<.
up In order to reflect the overall lower . y.t. r.. lab,,1,,,,,y In r ldotion to a syc-
tern which muot perform aerial delivery only.

o The penalty which the aircraft experlences duG h-. we weight of the pick-up
system abonrd the aircraft is expressod In a cargo-to.systom weight ratio re-
Yvlctlon factor.

Detormi otio of o,ýet Performance Number

Valuet for te S, performance numbers are determinod In aocor6anco with Equation
1110, "or combined ratrteval/redeployment concepts and In accordance with ,Equation
S103$ for ortceptfs assumitn retrieval only. In both these equations, the not cargo weight,

W., apppears In the numeiitorý
i

System welight. W%1., includes the weight of all comprnonts required for opermtlono the
,Vste0-- 'ýhefhor they are carried in the airplano or no(,,. Since the fetal retrieved weight,

Ig held at constant values, the not cargo weight, W., i1 evaluated as follows:

WV. Wcr - Wa (1 9)
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WS, = Weight Of Cargo0 h6'rnesp,.L,, 11ft sstem and tow lines.

A Hs|i of the besic parameters that characterize the operation and performance of aerial
retrieval systemns is shown In Figure 151. The parameters are classified in the three over-
lapping descriptive cctegories of design, operational/environmenta!, and performance.
In the next four columns, the areas of application of each parameter are Indicated. The
first of these columns Indicates parameter values which are necessary for tho concept
evaluation method, outlined previously, but which cannot be assumed to differ from one
concept to another, The only entries In this column applicable to retricval concepts
have t, do with subsequent cargo redeployment and, as such, are shown in Figure 150
ond aro discussed earlier in the report.

The s.cond column presenth parameteir values which are used to define specific design
point cormmon to all concepts, The flight speeds, wind speeds, and altitudes are re-
presentative values selected on the basik of ranges indicated in Exhibit A of the RFQ
and fiorn current feasibility investigations of aerial retrieval systems. A 30 foot-per-
second maximum gust velocity was ;elected as conforming to currwntly accepted air-
craft des•rgn Mprtice. Concept pmrformance Is evaluated for the design payload weighlts
of 3000 to 10,000 pounds In 'iO00-pound Increments as shown.

The third column shows parametor valuevs which are used to generate data for the perfor-
mance sensitlvitlot of i'he varlous concepts. They'can be construed as weighting; fac-
tors to be applied to numbers expressing the sensitivities of a concept In regard to par-
ticular performance factors. 'rhe product of th1ese weighting factors and Ihe correspond-
ing snsitivity coefficients yield perfoririance decrements which are used In the final
ovaluatlon ofconcept performance cxipability.

All weighting factors are consistent in that they are derived from oararameta•r that are
subjac, to only limited degrees of ,•proealonal contro,. They ore, in fact, Intended
to decrIbe as nearly as possible the degree 1o which these parameters ore beyond
operational control. Thia d••crlption In achieved by expressing thorn In tarrms of stan-
dard deviations, or (RMS) volues.

The flight spead standard deviation, A-V = 3 kts, has been selected fromrn consideration
of the re5olution afforded by markrig of standardi oih speed indicators, assuming desired
pick-up airspeod equally as likely to fail between mtrirlngs as on a marking.

The altitude standard deviation I6 taken as having Wvo components, one of which repre-
sents the probable error committed by the pilot In attemrpting to hold a specified alti-
tude by altimeter referencing. The second repreuentri fluctuations In ground elevation
along the ground track.

SThe wind speed standard dev1,,4tion has been taken ro be 10 percent of the design wind

T speed of 30 knots, This Is ars~umed to be norn! error In w3nd speed estimation, Gust: deviation Is glvive a one sigma. value of 10-feet-per.-second or on'e-third of I-Fie dustgn
value.
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Finally, the standard deviation of gross cargo weight to be retrieved has been calculated
assuming a uniform distribution of possible cargo weights over each 1000 pound range.
The value, AWpI = 300 pounds has been rounded off to simplify application.

Summary of Aerial Retrieval Methodology

The method for evaluating aerial retrieval concepts is based on a quantitative derivation
of system performance. Retrieval concepts are divided into two classes; one comprising 9
concepts necessitating cargo towing and subsequent deployment by means of aerial delivery,
and the other possessing capability for in-flight boarding of the retrieved cargo.

The performance measure for the cargo towing class of concepts is the product of its de-
livery performance number (discussed in the previous section entiflt.d "Aerial Delivery"),
the engagement probability, a weight efficiency factor, and a cycle time ratio,, The
weight efficiency factor Is the ratio of net cargo weight to the sum of net cargo weight
and delivery plus retrieval system weights. The cycle time ratio is the ratio of delivery
system cycle time to the surn of delivery system cycle time and cargo retrieval prep.a-
tion time.

The performance measure for the cargo boarding class of concepts is the product o5 en-
gagement probability, net weight of retrieved cargo, and weight efficiency factor,
divided by the time requited to prepare the cargo for retrieval. The weight efficiency
factor is the ratio of net cargo weight to the sum of nel cargo and retrieval system weight.

For both classes of concepts, the engageme,,t probability will be calculated as the ratio
of two areas. The area in the numerator is the target area presented for hook engagement.
The area in the denominator is the area swept by the actual target area moving under the
influence of randomly varying operational/environmantal factors. This is called a target
dispersal area.

The entire retrieval operation, from Initial preparation of the cargo to establishment of
stabilized towlng conditions or boarding, is considered at three phases of f'inctonal
activity. As discussed in the Aerial Delivery Summary Section, mathematical rokv.
tionships are derived which cont•in terms expressing performance and operational/en-
vironmental parameters, The sensitivity of the concept performance, as expressed by the
engagement probability and the retrievall load tactor, to va..at.ons in ope-ra' ... a/en MA
vironmental parameters is obtained with the aid of these mathematical relationships.
The resulting sensitivity coefficients are combined with standard deviations expressing
the expected values of variation in operational/environmental parameters, zhown in
Figure 151, to produce measures of the target disperal area and retrieval load factor.
The target dispersal area yields values for engagement probability. The retrieval load
factor constitutes a design criterion for the system, Influences the weight of the retrieval
system and thus the net cargo weight and cargo wc'"jht efficiency factor for the concept.
These performance measures are combined to produce the concept ranking number.
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APPENDIX C

CTOL/V/TOL EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY

A cursory analysis of cost effectiveness of the forniulaied retrieval system ha& been under-
token. The analysis was held to a cursory level because of the, impracticability of apply-
Ing a spectrum of missions to a vari ed environment of operations in different trypes of war
as considered in the light of postulated enemy strategy, all within the scope of the desired
study. Accordingly, a simplified approach to an investigation of the operational aspects
of retrieval by conventional airplane (CTOL) versus VTOL aircraft and helicopters is pro-
posed heroin. Included In this simplified approach are comparisons of the validity, vul-
nerabilI Ity, safety, and rel iabilIity of the systemns and techni ques. The method uses cost
effectiveness techniques, which include the aforementioned qualities, as the most si-
nhkcant measure. Results provide a rebtfive comparison of the validity of retrieval b
CTOL aircraft contrasted with VTOL aircraft or helicopters.

In order to casess the cost effectiveness of the various retrieval sytems as applied to air-
craft systems, the simplified proposed approach utilizes the following proced~ure and oper-

o Establish a scenario with a basic mission tcak to be performed
o Determlne relative effectiveness by use of a Retrieval Index 3
o Determine cost by use of a Cost Index1
o Estimate Cost versus Effectiveness, graphically where possible

The above questions dro applied to the following aircraft:
o CTOL: C-130, C-141, and C-5A I
o VTOL:. Low-speed, 20 000-pound payload typ, with cruise speed of the C-130

HigQh-speed, 26,000-pound paload type, with cruise sped of Mach 0.85
0Hellcopivr: CM-47, Chinook, and CH-54 Skycrane

The entire method vnd the- spnc.4$b- n1-nmntion; imeraitoned aknare discussed In detail In
the foiiowtng paragrcýphs.

In order to establish the method of approach to cost effectiveness, certain basic mcuump-
tionis ore stablishod rs follows:

1. Existing, or known projected, aircraft are used. This. uso of existing aircraft
results In application of retdeoval systems to airplanes which are not tailored
specifically to retrieve 10,000 pounds only. Otherwisý staited, the airpl'anes
previously enumerated retrieve payloads considera~ly les4 than design maximum
payload, and, thereifore operate at varyigdresoefceny Thsasu-
ti on also accounts for the fact that the pojected VTOL airplanes andl existing
helicopters have payload capabilities in excess of the 10,0000 pou n -roposed
for retrieval by airplane.

2. The specific -equipment to be retrieved and itansported Is not Identified.

3. All aircraft are wisumad to have the ability to retrieve and redoliver people.
This Is assumed In orde.r to fit the systems into li proposod scenarios.
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4. VTOL aircraft and helicopters are assumed to be on the ground for retrieval oper-
ations.

5. The full load capability of the VTOL. and helicopter types are used because of
Assumption 4.1

Other assumptions of a mino6r nature are set forth as necessary during 'he development of
the teethod.

Scenarios

Prior to establishment of the scen).;ios, it became apparent that certtin tactical situations
were likely to exist which would mitigate against one type of aircra•t or another. Spe-
cifically, some aircraft hae high payload to gross weight capabilit,' for short range oper-
ations, but have very little payload capability for increasingly longer ranges. Some, such
as the helicopter, are extremely limited in total range when compated with the basic
range capability of C-130 or C-141 airplones at any payload capacity. Consequently, it
became apparent that two scenorios were necessaqy to adequately measure the operational
effectiveness of VTCL aircraft versus retrIeval by CTOL systems.

Hence, one scanaria has a mission task which is within helicopter iange capability and the

other a task beyond helicopter range capability.

Short Range --Scenario A

Tactical Situation - Pathet Lao forces have ,dvanced down the eostern banks of the
Mekong to' Laos through the mountain passes and are attempting t(, drive to the South
China Sea. The apperent route in Viet Nam is the main highway from Dak To to An Nhon
on the coast via Kontum. The objective is to split U. S. and Vi10t Nam forces into two
groups: one concentrated in the north at Do Nang and another around Saigon. Once split,
the northern group can be conquered by pressure from the Viet C>ng !n the north and Ifiron-a
the Pathet Lao forces in the .south.

U. S. Operation - In a counrer move, U. S. Forces bosed in eartern, Thaiand in the re-
goon lust -"iWest of Savannakhet, Laos, will lump on a counter thrust. The objective
will be to drive across Laos Into Viet Nam and link with U. S. :orces at Quang Tri.
This move would effectively bottle up Pathet Lao forces and pla•;e thiem in the position in
which they are hoping to place U. S. Forces. To achieve the element of surprise, and to
circumvent the rncessity for b6idging the Mekong, troops and eju.pment will be airlifted
across the river into the relatively flat area around Muong Pha ý.ane, Again, in the in-
terests of speed and surprise, equipment will be retrieved and rv ansported from a "where
it Is" location a,•d will be 5ubs(!tquently airdropped near Muong Pha Lane. For operations
in this scenario, it is assumed tOiat the maximum transport distance is the maximum range of
the helicopters. -
Lnng Rannge - Scenario B

Tacl1cal Situation - The situation in Viet Nam hai deteriorated to the point where a com-
plete evacuation of U. S. Forces is mandatory. In this "Dunkirk" style situation, it is as-
summed that sealift cannot compleotely handle fie task due to insufficient time to assemble
the necessary ships and a general lack of doe' facilities. It is further assumed that avail-
able airfields are crowder with fighter and attc<-type airplanes.
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U. S. Opration -In order to salvage as much equipment as possible, it has been decided
to use reteval techniques to alrirft equipment to Bangkok, Thailanu, which.;, 460 nautical
miles from the Saigon perimeter. Upon errval at Bangkok, the equipvnmt will be classified
and stored for later transshipment by sealift using the pc~rt facilities -# Bangkok and sailing
down the Gulf of Siam.

This seenario is beyor.d the range of heliatters. it is aseumed that the full-range capabil-
ity of the CTOL and VTOL arcraft will bý utilized to make as many unrefueled trips as
possible. VTOL design range Is aisuvted at X00 nautial mieles for c payloaF of 20,000
pounds.

Retrioval Index

Effectiveness
In order to -measure th(! riffirctiveness of tho various aircraft with the operations outlined in
the scenarios, a simpifhid measure is used. A Retrieval Index is employed which is de-
fined as follows-%

R = Number of aircraft x Survivability Index x Productivity x System Reliability

where
Number of Aircraft number of aircraft procurable by 100 million production dollars

Survivability Index - - vulnerability

Productivity = Tons of payload transportable by each aircraft in a day consisting of
10 hours operation

Reliability = Reliability and Maintainability of aircraft plus retrieval system

Number of Aircraft - Inasmuch as the evaluation of retrieval concepts is a relativ". one,
the ntmeroTb ai-rcraft could have been picked at any value without negating the ;.esult, of
the effectiveness study. Howev,ar, In order to determine the cost procurable by 100 miion
production dol l ar, wme assumption must 6e mode of the point on the learm ng curve at
which the dollars are to be applied. These specific points ond assumptions are discussed
under the paragraph entitled "Costs".

dtivit- The productivity is measured by the tons-per-day moved by each aircraft
and associated retrieval system in a military operation lasting 10 hours per day. As such,
it Is this measure that will account for the effects of speed. In Scenario A, range is a vari-
able, but in Scenario 0, range is a constant. In both scenarios, appropriale time for re-
trieval or ground loading, as well as refueling sI accounted for. Inasmuch as the airplanes
are all Lcockheed airplanes, refueling rates are as specified for each basic design. The
VTOL and helicopter refuel rates are assumed to be Identical to thoie for the C-130. The
time required for ground loading of corgo into VTOL aircraft is based upon C-130 experi-
ence. Retrieval is limited to 10,000 poen* for airplanes; loading of VTOL is 20,000
,-ounda, and the helicopter payloads are vYcled as a function of range.

Survivability Index -. A •l,,plifled analysis was mode of the vulnerability of fixed wing air-
croft versus VTOL aircraft performing aral retrieval and ground cargo loading operations,
respectively, under an assumed level of enemy tamall arms fire.

The major fators rausing differences in alorraft vulnerability are velocity, exposure time,
slant ronge-to-weapon, and inhereet vu.lerabillty (vulnerable area). Each of these fac-
tors was analy.;ýed to determlne its effect on aircraft survivability and a simple model
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constructed to evaluate relative survivability for each mode of cargo handling, using real.-
istic values for velocities, vulnerable areas, and exposure times as inputs. A graphical rep-
resentation of the model is shown in Figure 152.

Rel..Ii abiliity/_Mai ntainabiit

This factor, which has a value approximating 0, 8 to 0.95, is based upon actuai values de-
termined by service operation. Where such data are not available, estimates are based
upon design specificuions and requirements extant for such types of aircraft.

Cost Index

The total cost of the systeim will include:

o RDTE of the retrieval systems (for CTOL only)
o Procurement ($100 million)
o Operating costs
o Maintenance costs

The. specific means of determination of these costs are discussed in the following para-
graphs.

RDTE

Inasmuch as known %- projected aircraft are used, aircraft RDTI costs are considered as
"sunk" costs and are not included in the cost comparisons of the different retrieval systems
under consideration. Hcvvever, the RDTE for special retrieval systems to be used with
CTOL aircraft are estimated and included in the total system cost.

Procurement

The numbr oc .ir.r... ,hc, ban be procured for $100 UU .... is dependent on the number
of airplanes which have been produced, or are planned for the tota inventory, before the
retrieval systern is procured. Letting this number be N1, the total procurement cost is
given by the following-

=C1  (N1 + N) I + log P/log 2 (N) 1 + log P/og92 (190)

where

C1  First unit cost, obtained from historical or projected data

N •- Number of aircraft which can be purchased at a cost C
P = Learning curve slope

N1, which essentially is the point on the learning curve or the number of aircraft pro-
dubed, is assumed as follows for this analysis:

C-130 - Number produced as of I January 1966
C-141 - Number produced cs of 1 January 1966
C-5A - 58
VTOL - 200 for both aircraft
Helicopters - 200 or actual production units, whichever is higher

Solving for N in Equation (190);
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W

(N1) 1 +log P/log Z+.Cp/C! 1/(1 + log P/loq 2) -N1 (191)

A historical value of learning curve slope . a complete aircraft, including airframe,
enginem, avionics and GFAE, is 85 perceni. Therefore, the number of aircraft that can
be procured for $100 million follows:

N = (N) 0 7 6 5 4 +CP/C1 
1 .3 6 2 7 _N 1  (192)

Operating Costs

Operating costs consist of crew c,,sts and fuel costs. These costs are the peacetime oper-
ating costs required to maintbin a wartime capability. The utilization in peacetime is
considerably less than that wvich is attained in wartime. A reasonable value, based on
C-130 experience, is 3.5 hours per day. Using this value, the total annual flying hours
for a fleet size N is (3.5) (30) (12) N = 1260 N.

The crew costs are dependent on the "•ew complement for the different aircraft under con-
struction. The annualcrew cost .- ined by adding the annual salary.of oil officers
and the annual salary of all crewmen on an airplane, and multiplying this by the number
of aircraft in the fleet and the number of crews assigned to an airplane. For an annual
average officer's salary of $11,100 and an ave;rage annual crewman's salar, of $4,200,
the annual cost per airplane is $11,100 n0 +4200 no, where n is the number of officers
and na is the number of crewmen in oaie crew. The numbea of fying hours per duy for
the crew is taken as the same as the number of flying hours for the aircraft, e.g., 3.5
hours per day. For an. civeroae of 1.5 crews per airplane, the hourly crew cost, in dol-
lars, followsz

CH 1.5 (11,100 no +4200n, V(3.5)(30)(12) 15/63 (55 n +o21 (

Fuel cost estimates are dependent on the type of mission flown. It is assumed that the
peacetime use of the airpiane is e-uaiiy divided between the two types of missionr out-
lined in the scenario. Thus, one--half' of the peacetime usage is in short range missions '

of 50-mile radius and one-haff missions of 500 mile radius. These are taken as the
typical use of the airplane, with the exception of hei~copters, which are used only for
short rangq missions. For these missions, the fuel consumption and mission time can be
determined to establikh the fuel consumption per flight hour. The cosi of fuel is taken
as $0.015 per pound. Therefore, fuel cost in dollars per hour for CTOL and 'VTOL air-
craft is as follows-
CFH = 0.015 (1/2 F/ / /tm) (194)

where
Fs = Pounds of fuel used in short range mission
t.= Block time fbr short-range mission

Fe V. Pounds of fuel used in lonkl-range mission

timn = Block time foa long-range mission

The fuel cost in dollaes per hour for helicopters Is

FH - 0.015 Fs/tms (195)
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Annual operating costs for a fleet of N aircraft Is

Co = 12 6 0 N (CCH + CFH), (196)

MWntenance Costs

Maintenance costs are divided into airframe malntencwice and engine maintenance. Each
of these is fiurther divided Into labor und material. For purposes of cost comparison, the
maintenance costs are based on the Air Transport Association (ATA) Standard Method of
Estimating Comparative Direct Op!eratlng Costs of Transport Alr lan-"-'-

Airframe labor hours per flight hour are given by the ATA formula:

KLA ' 3.0 + 0.067 W(/1000 (197)

where

WO= empty weight of airplane les engines

To obtain *ost per flight hourf K must be multiplied by the labor rate whih is token as
$3,00 per hour, A burden factoa•6' 87 percent has also bIen IncludWd In the ATA estirmateso
The airframe labor cost Is therefore

CLAW (1. 03)(1 87)(3 00)(3. 0 + 0.067 W/ 1000) (198)

where (1, 03) Is the labor non-revenue factor.

Airframe material cost per flight hou' Is given by the ATA formulaI

KMA 2.5 + 7.9 Csp /106 (99)

where

To obtain total material cost per flight hour, a material burden factor of 23.3 percen.t is
Included in the ATA estimate. The airframe material cost Ic therefore

CMA 1//(1.03) (1.233) 2.5 + 7.9C /106 (200)

.'here (1.03) is the materl a non-revenue factor.

Engine labor costs depend on the type of engine. For a turbojet or turbofan, the engine
labow hours per engine operiting hour are given by the ATA formulat

KLE - (0.718 + 0.0317 T/1000) (1100/Heo) + 0. 10 (201)

where
T = Engine thrust at sea leveJ, standard day, uninstallod
H= WMean time between overhauls

For turboprop engines, the engine labor hours per engine )peratlng hour are given by the

ATA formulaz
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KLE =(0 4956 + 0.0532 ESHI/1000) (IO0/1'Me) +0. 10 (202)

whet'.
ESHP Takeoff equivalentk shvfý horsepower.

To obtain cost rer operating hour, KL• must be multiplied by the labor rate, burden Nao-
tort enW labor non-reve'nue fkootor. The labori cost' per ongine operatlnri hour is there-
fore! cs follows:
For turbojet ox turbofan:

CLE = (I .03) (1 ý 87) (3, 00) (0. 718 + 0. 03 17 T/ 1000)(11iO0/1-10,) + 0. 10 (203)

For turboprop:
CLE = (1.03)(.M7)(3,00) (0.4956 + 0.0532 ESHP/1000)(I 100/H) 0 0.10 (204)

Engine mterial cost per engine operating hour Is given by tho. ATA formulia

KMEre (81.46CE/10-0-.47)/(0.021 H.o/100+0.769) 0-05)where

C Cost of engine

To olataln toted engine cost per opera'tno hour, the matorld burcden fa.tor of 23.3 rier-
cent, ond the materli non=.revenue factor of 1. 03 n.t be Inciudod, There'rao the
engine material cost Is

CMp = (1,03)(1.233)(81.45 CE/10 6 - 0 -47) (0. 02.1 Hel/' O0' .0, 769) (206)

When using CTOL airoraft or helicopters, thho engine maintenance c•t•s are obtained
simply by multiplying CLE and CME times ;'he number of each type of engine, When
uoing VTOL aircraft, the tlne of ue of each type of engine must also b• taken Into a,-
count. A general formula for Ongino niaritenr:--o w.hich•l,- appiliobie to any aircraft Is

(1 100/1-10) + 0.10.) + K21 [(0 4956 + 0.0532 (SHP) 1/I 000)(I 100/H1o0)

+ 0. 10 3.4 (1.233) (81. .45 C l1 6 - 0.47)/(0. 021 HOO /'100 + 0. 769)~ (207)

where '* i
n, = rnber of engines of the I typo pdf aircraft
P, = Percentage of time that It! type engine Is used

kl - 1 for turbojet or turbofan
= 0 for turboprop

k2i = 1 for turboprop

o 0 for turbojet or turbofan
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The total annual maintenance cost for a flet of N aircraft' is

CM z 1260 N (CLA + CMA + CEM) (208)

Soiltion to these equations is obtained from computor aiolyll uitiilzing existing computer
1-prorams. Cofit are dOdod cnd the sum dIvldd by •tf i pp79oloriate fctor in order to oht.in
an index (C). This Index hcW a magnituda on ihe order of 1.0 in order to be compotible
with the Retrieval Index of comparable magnitude.

Cost Uffeit venerw

The over•ii validity of the varlius methods of retrieving paylo"d ore determined by the)
roeltive ronking of the-Indlce6s For Soenorlo A, the Cost videxo C, divided by the R.-
trieval indvx, R, can be plotted agailtit range as an ablcssa as concept.ally desarlbed
by Figure 153, The plot would cover the range up to the moximum ranpe of the hehoop-
tars. Presentation of the ap~rational aspects of retrievoi systems In suAoh a form show -

whether such systems oe valid Iti comparlson with other stems usoblo to accomplish rt-
quired missiona,

For Sconarlo B the CA/i ratio can be plotted agalnt our"~ltlve payload transported.
Presentation In thic form i1 Indicative of the relative signflaewao of the amwnt of ton-
nage to be moved In term. of type of retrieval system. A conoeptua! form of such a plot
Is givon by Figuro 154.
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f APPENDIX D

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS

AND PERTURBATION FACTORS

General

The following paragraphs present the derivation of sensitivity coefficients used for eval-
uation of the delivery system drop precision data. Numerical data for the appropriate
perturbation factors are also presented.

Influence Coefficients

Extraction Phase Ground Travel

1) Aircraft speed influence coefficient:

Ground travel during oxtratlon

ixe "va te -1/2 9 • t (209)

Cargo exit velocity

v ON 1() )1/2 (210)

2 *i, 2 1/2

Xe ,_._... )1/2 1/2 ~ c v0 ( 2. 1•_ )1/2 .1
T of (212)

Xem

With change in aircraft speed from a nominal value Va to m,,the 6verage extraction

load factor will also change from its nominal value n to the value A given approx-t imately by a 0

e a 0  2 (213)
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II x0 = 1/2 -2 1 (2 1/2 iS/21(24

aa

0 on1
0

e

"•a = O(214)

The influence of voriationrs in aircraft speed on extraction ground travel distance for he
cargo is negligible.

2) Cargo weight iifluence coefficient:

With changwas hi cargo weight from the nominal value W , the average extraction
load factor will also change in the ratio co

W

O e 0) (215)

W /th
1 1/ 2l ) C 1/21

- S) Wco g;eagW WC o o6)

0! c

then cx/, 1/2. 21 1/2 (c ,1/2
v

aee W0 c
0o

C) W W W One
Cco c o0

3) Gust Influence coefflienti

Variation of extrocilon load facto, with gust velocily.
I • va+,, 2u. 2V e~ o 0 (I (+ve f219)
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S-• 
-. _ I • ..... 1 (220)

6 a. . .. =_ _) "!x21 ca i
Xe 2 1 c/2 c

9%V2 0

x +V)=va (C)1/11$

a- VO

tx I'* 4* a, (221)a a ' a 4 C

.(X + (222)

Descent Phka Ground Travel

1) Aircraft *eed influence coefficient:

Exprmesing the descert phase around travel distane in terms of an Overaoe horizontoa
-onn f-t

v.~( 2g a;d) (223)
(a 4dd

2

cent contrl'o dvice drag load ra 0tat nom•0oinal speed• v0 ,
v•

2 2
SVV

2 2g~
0 *N 456"9



) Xd
-- : 0 (for all drop altitudes with vertical termination of the descent

Sphase) (226)

2) Cargo weight influence coefficient

Xd ° , Ko0 
(227I

d.Xd
4w'-c W= (228)

3) Wind error infloerme coefficient:
The ontrribution to miss .distance due to erro in wind wtimalte is proportional to the
length of time that the cq-go is exposed to ýhe wIn'd

Xj (229)6vw

4) Flight altitude error influence toeffi-,ient:

) ~X Can be read as slope of ground travel distance versus flight altitude
"-h I graph at oach altitude and cargo weight.

Perrtrbation Facos

For the purpose of analysis, a symmeric, triangular distribution centered on Ihe nom-
inal value ond extending to the half-intervol on either side will be amsumed.

This catumptflon yields the probability density distribution ftinction:f (k) - 4(x - 1/2) 1/V2 <; x < 0

f (k) - 2 - 4x 0 x < + 1/2 (230)

Dlstr*bution variance

Vor (x)J x - 2) dx 4fO (2 - 4x)xdc (231)



41/ =.04166 (232)• -z,1 ,2 - 0

Cargo weight standard deviation 1 j
-, W = (Cargo weight incremrent);.. Nor { 1/2 (233)

.OW =(,50oo) (•04) =1021 lMe.

Gust Veloci

-:T•J 10 ft/sec EAS =5.912 Kts FAS

Wind Veloclt>T (estimation error),

aVW .666 fi/i~c EAS =3 A 0 0IS, W

Altitude Error

Oryh =.olh+50 (h,>500 ft)

} - i.
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